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EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVESUMMARY
SUMMARY
TOC
The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for federal fiscal year (FY) 2021-2026 is
the region’s short-range capital improvements program for roads, bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, transit, and other transportation elements in the Salem-Keizer-Turner
urbanized area. It includes a description of the regional transportation planning process.
It describes the state and federal regulations that guide regional transportation planning,
and it includes lists of transportation projects proposed for FY 2021 through 2026. The
TIP is developed through a cooperative planning process by the Salem-Keizer Area
Transportation Study (SKATS), this area’s federally designated Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO).
As part of the planning process for the development of the TIP, the financial plan covers
proposed transportation investments. The financial plan demonstrates which projects
can be implemented (annually) using current revenues and funding sources, as well as
determining that the responsible operating agencies have the capacity to finance the
operations, maintenance, and capital replacement activities required to preserve the
existing system of transportation facilities.
This document describes how more than $175 million will be invested to support the
transportation system over the next four years. SKATS has discretion over programming
more than $34 million in federal funds for FY 2021-2024. A combined solicitation and
project selection process resulted in programming funds for 14 transportation projects
including transit, bicycle/pedestrian, intersection, planning, and signal projects.
Regionally significant and/or federally funded ODOT and local projects are also included
in the TIP.
The TIP is required to include a financial plan that demonstrates how the program of
projects can be implemented. The MPO is required to account for all funds expended
within SKATS not just funds that we have control over. The most important financial
consideration when creating and/or maintaining a TIP is fiscal constraint. This means
that each year's list of projects cannot exceed the amount of funding reasonably available
in the fiscal year. A summary of anticipated revenues and expenditures for all funding
sources is included in this document and demonstrates that the TIP is fiscally
constrained.
Several strategies were used to involve traditionally underserved segments of the
population in the transportation planning process. In addition, SKATS analyzed the
projects in the FY 2021-2026 TIP to ensure federal transportation investments are
proportionally funded and equitably located in areas with underserved populations. The
public, agencies, and interested parties were included in outreach and consultation
activities.
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Chapter
Chapter11–-INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION AND
AND SUMMARY
SUMMARY
What is SKATS?

TOC

A metropolitan planning organization (MPO) is a federally mandated and federally
funded transportation policy-making organization in the United States that is made up of
representatives from local government and governmental transportation authorities.
MPOs are required to represent localities in all urbanized areas with populations over
50,000, as determined by the U.S. Census. The Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study
(SKATS) is the MPO designated by the Governor for the Salem-Keizer-Turner urbanized
area to develop and implement a coordinated, comprehensive, and continuing planning
process that addresses issues related to the transportation systems of regional significance
in the urban area.
SKATS is governed by a policy committee made up of
elected officials from the jurisdictions within the area
Marion
County
(the cities of Salem, Keizer, and Turner and Marion and
Polk
Keizer
Polk Counties) and representatives of agencies such as
County
the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT),
the Salem Area Mass Transit District (SAMTD), and the
Salem-Keizer School District (SKSD) which are
Salem
responsible for building and operating the
transportation infrastructure. The SKATS Policy
Committee provides a valuable forum to consider the
issues, develop coordinated strategies, and recommend
Turner
prudent investments in the system to solve the
transportation challenges faced in the future. Many of
Map of the SKATS Region
the significant improvements to the transportation
system require a pooling of many types of federal, state,
and local dollars; and several projects have more than one sponsor. The SKATS Policy
Committee provides the means to develop the "community of interest" necessary to
coordinate the transportation planning and investments to solve the current and
expected problems and to create a workable system for the future.
SKATS committee and staff members are listed in Appendix A.

What is a TIP?
The SKATS Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) authorizes the allocation of
federal, state, and matching local funds for transportation activities and improvements
within the SKATS area boundary during the period October 1, 2020, through
September 30, 2024, (federal fiscal years (FY) 2021 through 2024) and includes
information on illustrative projects for FY 2025 and 2026. It identifies the anticipated
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timing, cost, and description of transportation projects within the SKATS MPO. The
SKATS MPO, in cooperation with the State of Oregon Department of Transportation and
Salem Keizer Transit District (the area’s public transportation operator), developed the
SKATS FY 2021 - 2026 TIP. It is a program of specific projects, not a plan.

Transportation Planning and Programming
The TIP represents the formal programming mechanism by which funds are committed
to specific transportation projects by the affected jurisdictions in the SKATS MPO area.
Projects and funding schedules in the TIP are developed through a cooperative process
facilitated by SKATS and involving active participation by representatives from the cities
of Salem, Keizer, and Turner; Marion and Polk Counties; SAMTD, ODOT; and the SalemKeizer School District. Funding levels adopted by the SKATS Policy Committee in the
TIP represent regional commitments of specific federal dollar amounts. Additional costs
and unexpected cost overruns remain the responsibility of the implementing
jurisdiction(s).
This TIP was prepared as a coordinated and cooperative effort of the jurisdictions
participating in SKATS. In addition to the regular committee meetings at which
progressive drafts of the TIP were discussed, the draft document requires a 30-day public
review and comment period and a public hearing as required by the SKATS Public
Participation Plan for the Regional Transportation Planning Process in the Salem-Keizer
Urban Area (PPP) adopted by the SKATS Policy Committee in November 2017. Input
from the public is considered by the Policy Committee prior to the adoption of the TIP.
Projects selected and scheduled for implementation in this TIP are drawn from the
adopted long-range SKATS Regional Transportation Systems Plan (RTSP). In that the
Salem-Keizer-Turner area is currently designated as a maintenance area for carbon
monoxide and has an EPA-approved Limited Maintenance Plan, the TIP requires an Air
Quality Conformity Determination (AQCD) (refer to chapter 9). Individual projects
may require additional project-level air quality "hot spot" analyses as determined through
the regional consultation process conducted by the SKATS Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC). SKATS is designated as a Transportation Management Area (TMA);
and therefore, projects that significantly affect single occupancy vehicle (SOV) capacity
must be derived from the established Congestion Management Process (CMP) to be
included in the TIP.

Status of Major Projects from the FY 2018-2023 TIP
As mandated by the federal requirements for transportation planning, major projects
implemented from the FY 2018-2023 TIP must be tracked and any significant delays in the
planned implementation must be explained. The status of projects from the FY 2018-2023
TIP is listed in Table 1. In addition, funding for programs and transit formula funds were
obligated, or will be obligated, as anticipated.
4
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Table 1
Status of Major Projects from FY 2018-2023 TIP

Completed Projects –
The following projects have been completed, or on track to be completed by the end of FY 2020:

Key Number

Project Name

Jurisdiction

17311
17312
17994
18574
19234
19237
19447
19740
19747
19753
19831
19930
20068
20163
20200
20418
20681
20734
20739
20741
20742
20744
20755
20756
20758
20760
21104
21192
21225
21302
21303
21304
21335
21342
21368
21479

Regional traffic count/congestion management system program
Traffic signal interconnects (Marion County)
12th St: (Hoyt to Fairview) SB widening
I-5: Salem area bridge end panel raising
Brown Rd NE: San Francisco-Sunnyview (Salem)
45th Ave: Ward Dr - Silverton Rd (Salem)
City of Salem signalized intersection improvements (2015)
Lancaster Dr/Macleay Rd traffic signal upgrade
Mill St-UPRR: enhance pedestrian safety at rail crossing (Salem)
Marion County Local Road Roadway Departure
I-5: Woodburn - Salem
I-5: Delaney Rd to Albany
I-5: VMS replacement
Marion County curve warning signs
Marion County centerline rumble strips
OR22: Joseph St. - Golf Club Rd.
Region 2 bridge screening project
Regional traffic control center OPS 2019-20
McGilchrist St SE: 12th St SE to 25th St SE (Salem)
Verda Ln: Dearborn Av to Salem Pkwy (Keizer)
Keizer growth transportation impacts study
Cordon/Kuebler Corridor study and management plan
SAMTD bus replacement purchases
SAMTD ITS replacement and upgrade
Mid-valley regional transportation options prog (SFY19-20)
Mid-valley regional transportation options prog (SFY21-22)
Salem Industrial Drive northeast rail crossing
I-5: Culverts between Woodburn and Goshen
Keizer Transit Center access at Keizer Station Blvd
SAMTD transit ITS project
Wheatland Road multimodal corridor plan
Connecticut Ave: Macleay Rd to Rickey St
Mid-Valley Transportation Options Program (SFY18, 19, 20)
SAMTD CNG bus replacement
Salem area Mass Transit vehicle replacement
SAMTD Bus Stop Improvements Phase 2

Salem
Marion County
Salem
ODOT
Salem
Marion County
Salem
Marion County
ODOT
Marion County
ODOT
ODOT
ODOT
Marion County
Marion County
ODOT
ODOT
Salem
Salem
Keizer
Keizer
Marion County
SAMTD
SAMTD
SAMTD
SAMTD
ODOT
ODOT
SAMTD
SAMTD
Keizer
Marion County
SAMTD
SAMTD
SAMTD
SAMTD
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21505
Salem area safe routes to school non-infrastructure project
SKATS
21521
Salem Area Mass Transit District bus replacement FFY19
SAMTD
Pending Projects – The following projects are on track to be obligated by the end of FY 2021:

Key Number

Jurisdiction

Project Name

18410
Silverton Rd: Little Pudding River Br replacement
Marion County
18666
OR221(Salem) signal, pedestrian crossing improvements
ODOT
18750
Hayesville Dr: NE Portland Rd - Fuhrer St (Salem)
Marion County
20070
OR22: Independence junction
ODOT
20122
OR221: Michigan City Lane - Edgewater St (W. Salem)
ODOT
20175
Kale St at Cordon Rd (Salem)
Marion County
20176
Kuebler Blvd SE at Turner Rd SE
Salem
20182
Cordon Road at Hayesville Drive (Salem)
Marion County
20187
City of Salem signal enhancements (unit 3)
ODOT
20190
Region 2 (Central & South) curve warning upgrades
ODOT
20204
Broadway Street at Pine Street (Salem)
Salem
20214
Mission Street: 17th Street - I-5 north ramps (Salem)
ODOT
20217
City of Salem signal enhancements unit 1
Salem
20231
Salem multi-modal safety crossings
Salem
20740
River Rd: Shangri-La Ave to Wheatland Rd (Keizer)
Keizer
20745
Lancaster Dr: Center St to Monroe Ave (Salem)
Marion County
20757
Oregon household travel and activity survey SKATS
SKATS
21238
Mill Street SE rail crossing (Salem)
ODOT
Delayed Projects – The following projects were delayed with anticipated delivery in the next TIP:

Key Number

Jurisdiction

Project Name

17979
Wheatland Rd: River Rd-N city limit
Keizer
18322
OR22: Doaks Ferry Rd - Riggs Ave (Salem)
Polk County
19929
I-5: Kuebler Blvd to Delaney Rd widening
ODOT
20220
City of Salem local road signal enhancements unit 2
Salem
20737
Union St NE: Commercial St NE to 12th St NE (Salem)
Salem
20738
Hilfiker Ln SE at Commercial St SE (Salem)
Salem
20743
Hollywood Dr: Silverton Rd to Greenfield Ln (Salem)
Marion County
21301
Center St: Lancaster Dr. to 45th Pl. NE
Marion County
21305
Turner Rd: Mill Creek to Chicago St SE
Turner
Projects on Hold – The following projects are on hold pending results of geological study:

Key Number

Jurisdiction

Project Name

13188
OR22: Corridor safety improvements
ODOT
18726
Doaks Ferry Road realignment
Polk County
Cancelled Project –
The following project was cancelled as no funding is identified and it will be delivered as a local project:

Key Number

Project Name

Jurisdiction

20736

Marine Dr: Glen Creek Rd to Cameo St (Salem)

20736
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Historical Projects
Historically, SKATS has funded a variety of transportation projects in the region.
Between 2003 and 2024, almost $100 million will have been spent on projects within
SKATS using STBG-U, CMAQ, and TA-U funds. The percentage of the total STP-U and
TAP-U funds obligated or programmed by category between 2003 and 2024 are
summarized in Figure 1.
Note that while projects have been categorized into seven primary categories, many
individual projects have elements that could place the project in more than one category.
For example, while only seven of the projects in Figure 1 were exclusively a
Bike/Pedestrian project (projects that exclusively serve pedestrians and non-motorized
vehicles and are not within the road right-of-way), all the Complete Street projects
included new bicycle lanes and sidewalks and most also included other elements such as
a bridge replacement or a new signal or turn lanes at an intersection. Almost all projects
also include a safety component so were not called out separately.
Figure 1

Percentage of STBG-U, CMAQ and TA-U Funds Obligated or Programmed
from 2003 through 2024 by Project Category

Reconstruction 2%

Bike/Ped
only 6% Bridge 1%

Transit 17%
TDM 4%
Planning
16%

ITS 8%
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Complete
Street
(Including
Bike/Ped)
31%

Intersection
14%
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Outline of the TIP
The TIP is organized as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Executive Summary
Chapter 1 - Introduction
This chapter describes the SKATS MPO and a TIP. It includes historical
information about projects that have been programmed since 2003 including more
detailed information about projects in the most recent TIP.
Chapter 2 - Consistency
This chapter describes the federal requirements for the preparation of the TIP. It
also explains how the plan is consistent with the Regional Transportation Systems
Plan and other state and local plans.
Chapter 3 - Financial Plan
This chapter begins with a description of the funding sources that are available
including Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), State, and Local sources. This is followed by revenue
assumptions and the revenue projections by fund. The general guidelines for the
use of transportation funding is included in a Funding Flexibility Matrix. The last
part of the chapter addresses the adequate maintenance and operations of the
existing system. Financial constraint is addressed in Chapter 7.
Chapter 4 – Performance-Based Planning
This chapter introduces performance-based planning and the federal performance
measures and associated targets. It describes how the projects in the TIP will help
achieve the performance targets – linking investment priorities to those targets.
Chapter 5 - TIP Development Process
This chapter describes the process that was used in soliciting, prioritizing, and
recommending projects for funding using funds over which SKATS has discretion.
Specific application information is included in Appendix B and proposed project
information in Appendix C.
Chapter 6 - TIP Project Listing
This chapter contains a description of all the projects recommended for inclusion
in the TIP including ODOT-funded, transit-funded, and regionally significant
locally funded projects. The TIP tables are in this chapter with funding source,
amount, and year for each phase of the projects listed. A map showing the
location of the projects that have a geographical component is included in this
chapter.
Chapter 7 - Demonstration of Fiscal Constraint
This chapter summarizes the anticipated revenues and expenditures by fund type
and demonstrates that there are adequate and "reasonably available" funds for
transportation projects included in the TIP. The SAMTD Statement of Financial
Capacity is included here.
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•
•

•

Chapter 8 - TIP Modification Procedures
The required procedures to be used when modifying a project in the TIP are
included in this chapter including a helpful matrix.
Chapter 9 - Analysis of Selected Projects
This chapter contains the environmental justice analysis which evaluates the TIP
projects for potential impacts to the neighborhoods. Also included is the process
used for Consultation and the Air Quality Conformity Determination (AQCD).
Chapter 10 - Public Outreach and Participation
The public outreach activities are included in this chapter. The comments
received and responses will be summarized and included in this chapter after the
TIP is adopted. Specific information will be included in the appendix.
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Chapter
Chapter22–-CONSISTENCY
CONSISTENCY
TOC

Federal Requirements

On December 4, 2015, President Obama signed into law the Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation (FAST) Act that authorizes Federal highway, highway safety, transit, and
rail programs for five years from federal fiscal years (FY) 2016 through 2020. The FAST
Act represents the first long-term, comprehensive surface transportation legislation since
the Safe Accountable Flexible Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU) Act in 2005. It replaces Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century
(MAP-21). The FAST Act builds upon the changes of MAP-21 to make the Federal surface
transportation legislation more streamlined, performance-based, and multimodal, and to
address challenges facing the U.S. transportation system including improving safety,
maintaining infrastructure condition, reducing traffic congestion, improving efficiency of
the system and freight movement, protecting the environment, and reducing delays in
project delivery.
Specific requirements for the TIP are outlined in various implementation rules developed
by FHWA, FTA, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This section of the TIP
provides a brief explanation of these requirements. Regulations developed to guide the
implementation of the FAST Act specify several requirements:
Time Period
23 CFR 450.326(a) 1
The TIP must cover a period of not less than four years. Beyond the four-year
period, projects in outlying years are considered informational only. The TIP must
be updated at least every four years.
Public Involvement and Comment
23 CFR 450.326(b) and 49 USC 5303 (j)(1)(B)
There must be reasonable opportunity for public comment prior to approval, and
the TIP must be made readily available including in electronically accessible
formats and means such as publication on the World Wide Web. Specific
procedures are outlined in the approved SKATS Public Participation Plan (PPP).
Performance Targets
23 CFR 450.326(c), (d)
All TIPs approved or amended after May 27, 2018, shall be designed such that once
implemented, it makes progress towards achieving the performance targets
identified in the metropolitan transportation plan.

1

Code of Federal Regulations located at: www.fhwa.dot.gov/legsregs/directives/cfr23toc.htm
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Projects
23 CFR 450.326(d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i)
The TIP must include all federally funded projects (including pedestrian walkways,
bicycle transportation facilities, and transportation enhancement projects) to be
funded under Title 23 and the Federal Transit Act and all regionally significant
projects requiring an action by USDOT regardless of funding source within the
MPO area. Projects in the TIP must be consistent with the long-range
transportation plan.
Financial Constraint
23 CFR 450.324(j), (k), (l)
The TIP must be consistent with funding that is expected to be available during
the relevant period. The TIP must be financially constrained by year and include a
financial plan that demonstrates which projects can be implemented using current
revenue sources and which projects are to be implemented using proposed
revenue sources. Only projects for which funds are reasonably expected to be
available can be included in the TIP. Since the MPO area is an air quality
maintenance area, projects included in the first two years of the TIP must be
limited to those for which funds are available or committed.
Allocation of Surface Transportation Block Grant Program – Urban Funds
23 CFR 450.324(m), (n)
As a Transportation Management Area (TMA), SKATS is required to develop a
process for allocating the MPO's Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant
Program Urban (STBG-U) and Transportation Alternatives Set Aside (TA) funds.
The MPO cannot sub-allocate funds to individual jurisdictions or modes by predetermined percentages or formulas. The TIP shall identify the criteria and
process for prioritizing implementation of transportation plan elements.
Public Transportation Planning
49 USC 5303 and FTA Circular 8100.1c
The TIP must be developed to encourage the continued improvement and
evolution of the metropolitan and statewide transportation planning processes by
metropolitan planning organizations, state departments of transportation, and
public transit operators.
Relationship between TIP and the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP)
23 CFR 450.326(a) and 450.328(b)
The frequency and cycle for updating the TIP must be compatible with Oregon's
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) development and
approval process. The current TIP expires when FHWA and FTA approval of the
current STIP expires. After approval of the TIP by SKATS and the Governor, the
TIP must be included without modification directly, or by reference, in the STIP.
Transportation Improvement Program FY 2021-2026
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The portion of the STIP in the metropolitan planning area shall be developed by
the SKATS in cooperation with ODOT.
SKATS updates the TIP every two to three years to be compatible with the update
cycle of the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). The draft STIP
currently under development covers FY 2021-2024. The following STIP will cover
FY 2024-2026; and therefore, the next TIP will coincide with those years. The TIP
must contain all the transportation projects which either: a) use federal funds; or
b) use state and/or local funds and are deemed to be "regionally significant." In
addition, the TIP must describe the selected projects; estimate the total project
costs in year-of-expenditure dollars; and identify the funding, both amount(s) and
source(s), necessary to accomplish the improvements.

Consistency with State and Local Plans
The process to establish transportation investment priorities on the regional system is a
collaborative approach between the affected local jurisdictions in the SKATS MPO area,
ODOT, Salem Area Mass Transit District (SAMTD), the Salem-Keizer School District, and
the general public. Initially, location-specific project needs are identified by ODOT or
the local jurisdictions during the development of facility plans, modal plans, and local
Transportation System Plan (TSP) updates. SAMTD also develops short- and long-term
strategic plans including capital and facility needs. Projects in these facility plans, TSPs,
or other plans and studies are reviewed by the public through a series of individual public
participation workshops, meetings, and hearings before final adoption.

Consistency with the Regional Transportation Systems Plan
Every four years, the SKATS Regional Transportation Systems Plan (RTSP) is updated to
reflect regionally significant needs and projects developed at the local level. Other
regional needs may also be identified, e.g., the Regional Intelligent System Transportation
(ITS) Plan. The RTSP update includes a financial plan and prioritization process to
identify projects and regionally significant programs needed and reasonably likely to be
funded within the first ten years of the plan, the second ten years of the plan, or funded
beyond the 20-year horizon of the plan. The RTSP update process has its own public
participation and outreach to review these priorities. This process represents an
important consensus among the jurisdictions and communities in the SKATS MPO area
concerning the identification and implementation of priority transportation
improvements.
The purpose of the TIP is to serve as the mechanism for the incremental implementation
of the regional transportation and program priorities in the adopted RTSP. Setting
priorities in the TIP involves: a) considering both local and regional needs; b)
recognizing that the TIP must address deficiencies associated with both small-scale

12
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improvements as well as major, multi-year and long-range projects; and c) allocating
investments among the various modes of transportation. Projects that are selected for
funding in the TIP should conform with the goals and objectives of the RTSP.
The goals of the RTSP is to have a Regional Transportation System that is:
1. Designed to allow easy access to people and goods, and meet the mobility needs of the
region for the next 20 years;
2. Preserved in good repair and replaced at the end of their useful life, as necessary, and
maintained to be usable to protect the region’s investment;
3. Developed with the collaboration of state and local governments to enhance the safety
and security of the regional system for all users and modes of travel;
4. meets the needs for users of the regional transportation system: that the benefits and
burdens of the transportation system are not disproportionately distributed;
5. Efficient to use: this refers to a system that provides the greatest benefit to the users
of the system and does with projects that are cost appropriate;
6. Multimodal and comprehensive, supportive of moving goods and people by the mode
of their choice;
7. Planned to minimize the impacts to the natural and built environment, including
coordination with local government policies and plans;
8. Invests in transportation infrastructure that supports a vibrant regional economy; and
9. Based from the result of an open and continuous dialog with the public, other
stakeholders, local jurisdictions, and agencies within the SKATS area.
In addition to the criteria established in the adopted RTSP for the determination of
overall transportation investment priorities for the TIP, the following general criteria are
considered:
•

The development of a financially constrained TIP requires that adequate resources be
made available to ensure the continuing preservation of the existing system of
transportation facilities in the urban area. This means that a high priority should be
given to investments necessary for the adequate maintenance and operation of the
existing system including capital replacement requirements.

•

Should they become necessary, activities required to implement Transportation
Control Measures (TCMs) contained in the approved State Implementation Plan (SIP)
for air quality will be given the highest priority.

•

Improvements that correct severe existing problems (mobility, safety, or air quality)
will be given a high priority.
Improvements that correct severe problems anticipated within the next five to ten
years will be given a high priority.

•

Transportation Improvement Program FY 2021-2026
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•

Improvements in major regional travel corridors will give priority to options that are
cost effective and increase people- and goods-moving capacity in the most efficient
manner utilizing techniques and strategies drawn from RTSP. Examples include
funding for the regional traffic signal control center and traffic signal upgrades;
investments in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) activities such as signal
interconnects and other Transportation System Management (TSM) improvements;
transit ITS such as electronic fare payment, transit signal priority, and enhanced bus
stops with real-time arrival information; and Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) programs and projects that serve to better manage traffic demand and extend
the capacity of regional facilities.

•

The mobility, economic, and safety needs of all segments of the population within
SKATS involve multiple modes of transport systems (cars, trucks, rail, air, transit,
bicycling, and walking); and therefore, regional transportation investments should
extend to all modes of travel.

•

Large projects will be broken into manageable sections, where possible and practical,
so that the most critical portions of the overall project are given priority for
implementation.

•

Projects that significantly affect single occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity must
demonstrate consistency with the Congestion Management Process (CMP)
established in the adopted RTSP. This ensures that significant SOV capacity is only
added if other activities have been shown to be ineffective; and also ensures that once
capacity is added, it is managed and protected effectively.

The relationship between local transportation plans, the RTSP, the TIP, and the
implementation of a project is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Relationship Between Plans, TIP, and Project Implementation
Local Transportation Plans
•
•
•

•

Long Range (20+ years)
Short Range
Projects, strategies

Implementation
Projects built or implemented
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Regional Transportation Systems
Plan (RTSP)
• Long Range (20+ years)
• Goals, objectives, performance
measures
• Projects, strategies

•
•

Transportation Improvement
Program
(TIP)
Short Range (4 years)
Regionally significant and/or
federally funded projects
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Chapter
Chapter33––FINANCIAL
FINANCIALPLAN
PLAN

Implementation

Background

TOC

In urban areas, a financial plan covering proposed transportation investments is required
by federal regulations associated with Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act
to be produced by the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) as part of the planning
process for the development of the TIP. This financial plan must be developed in
cooperation with the local jurisdictions and other affected agencies such as the Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the Salem Area Mass Transit District
(SAMTD) and reviewed by the community through the public involvement process
associated with the respective TIP of which it is a part. The financial plan must
demonstrate which projects can be implemented (annually) using current revenues and
funding sources and which projects are to be implemented (annually) using proposed
new revenue sources, while at the same time demonstrating that the existing system of
transportation facilities is being adequately operated and maintained. Credible cost
estimates and replacement schedule(s) must support this determination.
It is important to note that although the information presented in the financial plan
covers sources of revenues and expenditures on all transportation projects, only the
projects that are federally funded or regionally significant are specifically listed in this
document. Unless the project secures federal funds, most operations and maintenance
projects and capital projects that are not regionally significant are not specifically listed in
the TIP.
This chapter includes a discussion on the assumptions that were used in determining the
level of funding that would be available for capital projects. The demonstration of fiscal
constraint is in Chapter 7, following the selection of projects. This chapter is organized
as follows:
•
•
•
•

Revenue funding sources - including FHWA, FTA, state, and local funds.
Revenue projections
o Financial planning assumptions
o Anticipated funding revenue by fund type
Funding flexibility matrix
Adequate Maintenance of the existing system - operations and maintenance
revenue and costs.

Funding Sources Programmed in the FY 2021-2026 TIP
A variety of federal, state, regional, and local funding sources are used in programming
the transportation system improvements called for in this TIP. Federal funds for a project
16
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usually require a local match using state or local jurisdiction funds. It is not unusual for a
project to contain funding from several federal sources as well as multiple state or local
sources. This section of the TIP describes each of the funding sources available to the
region for implementing projects. Tables at the end demonstrate fiscal constraint by fund
type for each program year.
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Funding
Federal surface transportation legislation is the primary federal revenue source for
highway projects in the region. On December 4, 2015, President Obama signed into law
the FAST Act that authorizes Federal highway, highway safety, transit, and rail programs
for five years from FY 2016 through 2020. The FAST Act represents the first long-term,
comprehensive surface transportation legislation since the Safe Accountable Flexible
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) Act in 2005. It
replaces Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21). The FAST Act builds
upon the changes of MAP-21 to make the Federal surface transportation more
streamlined, performance-based, and multimodal and to address challenges facing the
U.S. transportation system including improving safety, maintaining infrastructure
condition, reducing traffic congestion, improving efficiency of the system and freight
movement, protecting the environment, and reducing delays in project delivery. The
FAST Act expires in September 2020, prior to the beginning of this TIP. Work has started
on a proposed reauthorization measure; however, it was not complete at the time this TIP
was developed. This TIP was developed assuming similar requirements and funding as
the FAST ACT. The TIP will be amended if significant changes are made. A discussion of
the Highway programs from the FAST Act is included here.
National Highway Performance Program (NHPP)
The FAST Act continues the National Highway Performance Program (NHPP), which was
established under MAP-21. The NHPP provides support for the condition and
performance of the National Highway System (NHS), for the construction of new facilities
on the NHS, and to ensure that investments of Federal-aid funds in highway construction
are directed to support progress toward the achievement of performance targets
established in a State's asset management plan for the NHS. MAP-21 previously
combined the Interstate Maintenance and National Highway System programs and a
portion of Bridge funding (those bridges on the NHS).
These funds will be used to fund the upgrade and improvement of the Interstate facilities
and US numbered routes such as Interstate 5 (I-5) and State Highway Route 22 in the
SKATS area. Interstate maintenance is considered part of the program funding total.
NHS funds have historically been used in the SKATS area to upgrade and widen
Interstate 5 and certain of its interchanges with regional arterials. The match rate for
NHPP projects is 89.73 percent federal and 10.27 percent local.
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Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
The FAST Act continues the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) to achieve a
significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads including
non-State-owned public roads and roads on tribal lands. The HSIP requires a datadriven, strategic approach to improving highway safety on all public roads that focuses on
performance. HSIP funds pay for infrastructure projects that improve highway safety.
States that see increased crashes face a requirement to obligate a set amount for these
projects.
The All Roads Transportation Safety (ARTS) Program is the ODOT program that
implements the HSIP. Safety funding is distributed to each ODOT region based on their
share of fatal and serious injury crashes. The regions collaborate with local governments
using a data-driven approach to select projects that can reduce fatalities and serious
injuries regardless of whether they lie on a local road or a state highway. To achieve the
maximum benefit, the focus of the ARTS program is on cost-effective use of the funds
allocated for safety improvements addressing fatal and serious-injury crashes. The
Federal HSIP currently requires a 7.78% non-federal cash match for projects.
National Highway Freight Program
The FAST Act establishes a new National Highway Freight Program to improve the
efficient movement of freight on the National Highway Freight Network (NHFN) and
support several goals including:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

investing in infrastructure and operational improvements that strengthen
economic competitiveness, reduce congestion, reduce the cost of freight
transportation, improve reliability, and increase productivity;
improving the safety, security, efficiency, and resiliency of freight transportation in
rural and urban areas;
improving the state of good repair of the NHFN;
using innovation and advanced technology to improve NHFN safety, efficiency,
and reliability;
improving the efficiency and productivity of the NHFN;
improving State flexibility to support multi-State corridor planning and address
highway freight connectivity; and
reducing the environmental impacts of freight movement on the NHFN. [23 U.S.C.
167 (a), (b)]

Nationally Significant Highway and Freight Projects (NSFHP) Program
The FAST Act establishes the Nationally Significant Freight and Highway Projects
(NSFHP) program to provide financial assistance—competitive grants, known as
Fostering Advancements in Shipping and Transportation for the Long-Term Achievement
18
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of National Efficiencies (FASTLANE) Grants, or credit assistance—to nationally and
regionally significant freight and highway projects that align with the program goals.
Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG) Funds
The FAST Act converts the long-standing Surface Transportation Program into the
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program acknowledging that this program has the
most flexible eligibilities among all Federal-aid highway programs and aligning the
program’s name with how FHWA has historically administered it. The Federal surface
transportation program provides funding for roads functionally classified as urban
collector and above. The program is largely the same as under MAP-21.
ODOT STBG Funds
In the SKATS MPO area, STBG funds allocated to the State of Oregon through ODOT are
primarily used to fund improvements to state highways such as OR 22 and Wallace Rd.
(OR 221). STBG-funded projects generally require a 10.27 percent non-federal match.
Bridges not on the NHS are funded using STBG flexible funds.
The Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) and ODOT began a new program with
the development of the FY 2015-2018 STIP and continued it with the development of the
FY 2018-2021 and the FY 2021-2024 STIP. Previously, there were several smaller programs,
each with a separate funding pool and project selection process. The primary objective of
the change is to enable ODOT to take care of the existing transportation assets while still
providing a measure of funding to enhance the state and local transportation system in a
multimodal way. The STIP is divided into two broad categories: Fix-It and Enhance.
Fix-It: Activities that fix or preserve the
transportation system.
Enhance: Activities that enhance, expand, or
improve the transportation system.

The Fix-It project selection process is similar to prior STIPs as these projects are
developed mainly from management systems that help identify needs based on technical
information for things like pavement and bridges. The Enhance process reflects ODOT's
goal to become a more multimodal agency and make investment decisions based on the
system as a whole, not for each mode or project type separately. This process has a
variety of benefits:
-

Local governments and ODOT Regions can submit one type of application for a
variety of Enhance projects.
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-

ACTs and others can more fully participate in the STIP development process by
helping to select all Enhance projects and prioritize those important to the area.
The same information is now available for all kinds of Enhance projects including
anticipated benefits.
Different investments and modes can be compared and considered altogether.

SKATS STBG-U Funds
Federal STBG-U funds appropriated to the SKATS MPO area is the primary source of
funds over which SKATS has sole discretion. SKATS can veto the use of other types of
federal transportation funding within the MPO area but can neither compel their use nor
direct their allocation. In general, STBG projects may not be on local roads or rural minor
collectors. There are a number of exceptions to this requirement. Exceptions include:
bridge and tunnel projects; safety projects; fringe and corridor parking
facilities/programs; recreational trails; pedestrian and bicycle projects; safe routes to
school projects; boulevard/roadway projects largely in the right-of-way of divided
highways; inspection/evaluation of bridges, tunnels, and other highway assets; and
projects within the pre-FAST Act title 23 definition of “transportation alternatives.”
The FAST Act reauthorized federal highway, transit, transportation safety, and rail
programs for federal fiscal years 2016 through 2020. The amount SKATS receives can
vary; but since 2003, the amount has been between $2.3 million and $4.6 million annually
in federal STBG-U funds. The SKATS Policy Committee has discretion of these funds
within the TIP. A variety of multi-modal projects can be funded with STBG-U funds.
Projects must include a 10.27 percent non-federal match.
At the time of development of this TIP, there is uncertainty whether future funding
beyond 2020 will increase, stay relatively stable, or be substantially cut. This update was
developed using projections developed cooperatively by the MPOs and ODOT for STBGU for FY 2021 through 2024, which is based upon the MPO's relative share of the
population. Historically, MPOs in Oregon have seen an increase of 2.2 percent per year in
funding. This TIP assumed the same 2.2 percent increase in funds over the life of the TIP.
If the actual amount received is significantly different than the assumed amount, new
projects can be added, or existing projects delayed to match the actual funding levels.
Transportation Alternative (TA) Set Aside Funds
The FAST Act eliminates the MAP-21 Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) and
replaces it with a set-aside of the STBG funding for transportation alternatives (TA).
These set-aside funds include all projects and activities that were previously eligible
under TAP, encompassing a variety of smaller-scale transportation projects such as onand off-road pedestrian and bicycle facilities; infrastructure projects for improving nondriver access to public transportation and enhanced mobility; community improvement
activities; environmental mitigation; recreational trail program projects; safe routes to
20
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school projects; and projects for planning, designing, or constructing boulevards and
other roadways largely in the right-of-way of former Interstate System routes or other
divided highways. Funding is sub-allocated to MPOs with populations larger than
200,000. Previously, jurisdictions within SKATS competed statewide for limited funds.
Projects funded under TA must comply with all applicable Federal requirements. The
FAST Act requires all TA projects to be funded through a competitive process. SKATS
combined the solicitation and selection of projects for TA-U funds with the process for
selecting projects to be funded using STBG-U funds. Projects must include a 10.27
percent non-federal match.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program Funds
The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program is a federally
funded program of surface transportation improvements designed to improve air quality
and mitigate congestion. Jointly administered by Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the CMAQ program was created
in 1991 and reauthorized most recently in 2015 under FAST Act. CMAQ funds are
apportioned annually to each State according to the severity of its air quality problems.
The CMAQ program provides a flexible funding source to State and local governments for
transportation projects and programs to help meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act.
Funding is available for projects that reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality for
areas that do not meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone,
carbon monoxide levels, or particulate matter (“nonattainment” areas) or have recently
become compliant (“maintenance” areas). The SKATS area began receiving a portion of
Oregon’s CMAQ funds in 2016 based on a formula approved by the Oregon
Transportation Commission (OTC). These funds were included in the joint project
selection process with STBG-U and TA-U funds.
Metropolitan Planning (PL) Funds
The purpose of Metropolitan Planning funds is to carry out the requirements of 23 U.S.C.
134 and provide for a continuing, comprehensive, and cooperative (3-C) metropolitan
transportation planning process. Metropolitan Planning funds shall be made available to
each MPO designated for an urbanized area with a population of more than 50,000
individuals and responsible for carrying out the 3-C metropolitan planning process.

Federal Transit Administration Funding
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) carries out the federal mandate to improve
urban public transportation. It is the principal source of federal assistance to help urban
areas (and, to some extent, nonurban areas) plan, develop, and improve comprehensive
public transportation systems. Under the FAST Act, the transit formula and discretionary
program requirements and program structure remains in place.
Transportation Improvement Program FY 2021-2026
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The FAST Act will provide assistance to transit providers under the following formula
grant programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urbanized Areas
Rural Areas
Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
Bus and Bus Facilities
State of Good Repair
Public Transportation Safety Program
Transportation Planning

Urbanized Area Formula Program (Section 5307 and 5340) Funds
Providers serving urbanized areas of 50,000 or more will continue to receive funding
directly from FTA under the Section 5307 Urbanized Area program. Transit systems in
urban areas of over 200,000 population that operate fewer than 100 buses in peak service
are allowed to use a portion of their Urbanized Area funds for operating expenses. The
federal share for capital assistance is 80 percent. The federal share for operating
assistance is 50 percent. The federal share for Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
non-fixed route paratransit service is 80 percent and can use up to 20 percent of a
recipient's apportionment.
Rural Area Formula Program (Section 5311) Funds
The Rural Area program (Section 5311) provides funding to states to distribute to transit
providers in small towns and rural areas (defined as areas outside urbanized areas of
50,000 or more).
Formula Grants for the Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with
Disabilities (Section 5310) Funds
The Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program (Section
5310) funds activities designed to enhance the mobility of seniors and individuals with
disabilities. Eligible projects include both traditional capital investment and
nontraditional investment beyond the ADA complementary paratransit services. Under
the FAST Act, state and local governments that operate public transportation and are
eligible to receive direct grants under the Section 5307 or 5311 formula programs are now
eligible to be direct recipients of 5310 formula funding. The federal share is 80 percent for
capital projects, and operating assistance has a 50 percent non-federal match rate. Funds
are distributed by formula.
Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities (Section 5339) Funds
The Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities program makes Federal resources available to
States and designated recipients to replace, rehabilitate and purchase buses and related
22
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equipment and to construct bus-related facilities including technological changes or
innovations to modify low or no emission vehicles or facilities. Funding is provided
through formula allocations and competitive grants. A sub-program provides
competitive grants for bus and bus facility projects that support low and zero-emission
vehicles. The grant program requires a 20 percent match.
State of Good Repair (Section 5337) Funds
The State of Good Repair program is a formula-based program that is dedicated to
repairing and upgrading the nation's rail transit system along with high-intensity motor
bus systems that use high-occupancy vehicle lanes. SKATS does not receive 5337 funds.
Metropolitan Statewide Transportation Planning (Section 5303) Funds
The 5303 funds provide funding and procedural requirements for multimodal
transportation planning in metropolitan areas and states that is cooperative, continuous,
and comprehensive resulting in long-range plans and short-range programs of
transportation investment priorities. The planning programs are jointly administered by
FTA and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), which provides additional
funding.
Transit Cooperative Research Program (Section 5313) Funds
Section 5303 funds can be used for planning and research purposes.
Public Transportation Safety Program (Section 5329) Funds
The Public Transportation Safety Program requires FTA to implement and maintain a
national public transportation safety program to improve the safety of all public
transportation systems that receive federal funding. The safety program includes a
national public transportation safety plan, a safety certification training program, a public
transportation agency safety plan, and a state safety oversight program. Under the FAST
Act, section 5329 provides for a temporary Federal assumption of rail transit safety
oversight, under certain circumstances. This section also authorizes FTA to issue
restrictions and prohibitions to address unsafe conditions or practices and to withhold
funds for non-compliance with safety requirements.
Community Developmental Disability (DD53) Funds
Federal funds passed through the state for transporting individuals with disabilities to
and from a work site.

State Funds
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Oregon State Highway Fund
The major source of funding transportation capital improvements and activities statewide
is the State Highway Fund. The Highway Fund derives its revenue through fuel taxes,
weight-mile taxes, and licensing and registration fees. Approximately 40 percent of this
Highway Fund is distributed to cities and counties for developing and maintaining
transportation facilities. ODOT retains the remaining 60 percent for improving and
maintaining the state system. County shares of the Fund are based on the number of
vehicle registrations while the allocations to the cities are based on population. The
majority of the funds received by cities and counties are used for maintenance projects
and are also used as a local match projects with federal funding.
Oregon Special Transportation Funds (STF)
ODOT's Public Transit section administers a discretionary grant program (Community
Transportation Program) derived from state cigarette tax revenues that provides
supplementary support for selected transit-related projects. In the SKATS area, STF
funding will be programmed for the purchase of paratransit buses and related equipment.
Oregon House Bill 2001 (Jobs and Transportation Act) Funds
In 2009, the Oregon Legislature passed a bill (HB 2001) that increased gas taxes and
registration fees for the purposes of increasing revenues for transportation projects
throughout the state. Included in HB 2001 were specific projects within each ODOT
Region including two recently completed projects within the Salem area (Aumsville Hwy.
and Kuebler @ I-5 interchange).
Oregon House Bill 2017 (Keep Oregon Moving) Transportation Funds
In 2017, the Oregon Legislature passed a comprehensive transportation funding bill that
identifies several new funding sources, increases existing taxes and fees, and imposes
accountability requirements.
Oregon State Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF)
With the passage of HB 2017, the state authorized the Oregon Transportation Fund. The
state collects an employee payroll tax of one-tenth of one percent; 90% of revenues are
distributed through formula with the remainder for discretionary grants (9%) and
administrative costs. These funds are distributed to transit districts and operators within
the state.
ConnectOregon Program Funds
In 2005, the Oregon Legislature created the Multimodal Transportation Fund now known
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as the ConnectOregon program. It is a lottery bond-based initiative to invest in air, rail,
marine, transit, and bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure to ensure Oregon’s transportation
system is strong, diverse, and efficient. In 2017 transit projects were removed from
eligibility and the bicycle/pedestrian projects shifted to the Multimodal Active
Transportation Fund. In addition to lottery-backed bonds, a portion of the new vehicle
dealer privilege tax goes toward funding selected projects. Available funds must first go to
specific dedicated projects. Therefore, no funds were available for new projects during
the development of the STIP.
Local Funding
Local revenue sources include, but are not limited to, transportation system development
charges (TSDCs), general obligation bonds, urban renewal district financing, and private
developer funding of projects. The following describes these revenue sources. (Note:
more information on these sources is found in Chapter 6 of the SKATS Regional
Transportation Systems Plan.)
City of Salem Funds
City of Salem State Highway Fund Allocations
Allocations from the State Highway Fund to cities are based on population size. In
most cases, the city uses their State Highway Fund allocations for maintenance
activities, but it can use these funds as local match to leverage other federal and
state monies available for projects identified in the TIP.
City of Salem General Obligation Bonds
The city of Salem has historically relied on voter-approved general obligation bonds
to fund major street projects. The taxing authority of the city is pledged to pay
interest and principal to retire the debt. These bonds are backed by the city's full
faith and credit; and in Salem's case, are repaid by property tax revenues.
City of Salem Transportation System Development Charges (TSDC)
The city of Salem adopted TSDCs in 1995 to help fund identified transportation
system deficiencies that are expected to be created by future growth and
development. The city relies on these to fund many of their locally sponsored
projects as well as match for federally funded projects.
Urban Renewal District
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The city also relies on Urban Renewal District financing for transportation
improvements within the districts.
Other Fees
Stormwater fees collected through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit are used to pay for street sweeping. Other fees used for
transportation include franchise fees, and intracity billings.
City of Keizer Funds
City of Keizer State Highway Fund Allocations
The city of Keizer uses State Highway Fund allocations as a local match to the
federally funded projects identified in the TIP and for maintenance activities.
Annual highway fund allocations to cities are based on population size.
City of Keizer Transportation System Development Charges (TSDC)
The city of Keizer adopted TSDCs in 2005 to help fund identified transportation
system deficiencies that are expected to be created by future growth and
development. The city relies on these to fund many of their locally sponsored
projects as well as match for federally funded projects.
Urban Renewal District
The city also relies on Urban Renewal District financing for transportation
improvements within the districts.
City of Turner Funds
City of Turner State Highway Fund Allocations
The city of Turner uses State Highway Fund allocations as a local match to the
STBG, TA, and HSIP projects identified in the TIP and for maintenance activities.
Annual highway fund allocations to cities are based on population size.
City of Turner Franchise Fees
The city also relies on franchise fees for transportation improvements.
Marion County Funds
Marion County State Highway Fund Allocations
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The county uses State Highway Fund allocations as a local match to the STBG, TA,
and HSIP projects identified in the TIP, as well as operations and maintenance
activities. Highway fund allocations to counties are based on the number of vehicle
registrations.
Marion County Transportation System Development Charges (TSDC)
Marion County adopted TSDCs in 1995 to help fund identified transportation system
deficiencies that are expected to be created by future growth and development. The
county relies on these to fund many of their locally sponsored projects as well as
match for federally funded projects.
Other Fees
Stormwater fees collected through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit are used to pay for street sweeping.
Polk County Funds
Polk County State Highway Fund Allocations
The county uses State Highway Fund allocations as a local match to the STBG, TA,
and HSIP projects identified in the TIP, as well as operations and maintenance
activities. Highway fund allocations to counties are based on the number of vehicle
registrations.
Transit District Funds
The Salem Area Mass Transit District uses its General Fund monies as local match
for the federal transit funding described earlier. The district's General Fund consists
of the following sources:
1) Property tax base. A portion of the property tax revenue (0.76 cents per $1000
assessed valuation) collected by the state goes to the Salem Area Mass Transit
District.
2) Transit in-lieu payments. The state does not pay property tax but provides
compensation to the transit district through transit in-lieu payments. Consists
of state-paid payroll assessment on its employees within each of the state’s
mass transit districts, limited to six-tenths of one percent of gross wages.
3) Oregon State Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF).
Farebox revenues and bus pass sales.
4) Investment income. The transit district invests funds in a local investment
pool managed by the state.
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5) Advertisements. The transit district recently added advertising on buses as a
source of income.
Local Agency Resources
The Section 5310 and STF program funds (described earlier) provide transportation
services for elderly and disabled persons. These funds generally go to private,
nonprofit organizations that provide services to the elderly and disabled. These
organizations are required to provide a local match in order to receive the Section
5310 funds.

Revenue Projections
Revenue Assumptions
The assumptions used for developing the revenue forecasts include:
•
•

•
•

•

Historical - An evaluation of the historical levels of various local, state, and federal
revenue streams used to support transportation operations, maintenance, and capital
investments.
Formula Fund Growth Rate – ODOT and the three large MPOs developed a
coordinated revenue projection for the MPO federal formula funds. Since the current
surface transportation bill expires in 2020, the actual annual obligation authority is
not known. Therefore, the coordinated projection was based on the historical growth
of 2.2 percent per year.
Limitation Rate – A limitation rate of 94% was assumed based on the historical rate.
MPO Federal Formula Administered Funds - These federal funds include
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ), Surface Transportation Block GrantUrban (STBG-U) and Transportation Alternatives - Urban (TA-U). These funds are
appropriated by Congress to the State which by agreement with the MPOs allocates a
portion to each MPO. Appropriation of these formula funds has been in place since
ISTEA during the 1990s and has continued to the present MTIP. The general process
used by SKATS in determining six years of future CMAQ, STBG-U, and TA-U revenue
estimates for FY 2021-2026 involves starting with the last known annual obligation
authority limitation amount and then applying a 2.2 percent annual growth rate for
each future year.
Special Federal Formula Allocations to MPOs through ODOT - These include
MPO Planning funds (PL) and transit Planning (Section 5303) funds. These funds are
used by MPOs to undertake a comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the potential
impact of transportation plans and programs while addressing the aspirations and
concerns of the society served by these plans and programs. The funds are primarily
committed and programmed to annual Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP)
projects. Future allocation estimates are based on the approved growth rate of 2.2%.
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•

ODOT-Managed Federal Formula Funds - FHWA appropriates various federal
transportation improvement funds to the state of Oregon through formula lump sum
which ODOT manages and allocates to projects throughout each ODOT Region.
Examples of these funds include National Highway Performance Program (NHPP),
National Highway Freight Program (NHFP), Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP), Railway-Highway Crossings Program, STBG-State. Revenue projections for
ODOT‐managed federal funds were provided by ODOT and generally equal the
programmed expenditures within the MPO for the same period of time.

Available and Committed Revenues and Funding Sources
For the first two years of the TIP in air quality maintenance areas (such as SKATS), the
funds for identified projects must be available or committed. Available funds means
those funds derived from an existing source of funds dedicated to, or historically used for,
transportation purposes which the financial plan in the TIP approved by the MPO and
the Governor shows to be available to fund projects. In the case of state funds that are
not dedicated to, or historically used for, transportation purposes, only those funds over
which the Governor has control may be considered to be committed funds. In this case,
approval of the TIP by the Governor will be considered to be committed funds. For local
or private sources of funding involved in regionally significant projects, those not
dedicated to or historically used for transportation purposes (including donations of
property), a commitment in writing or letter of intent by the responsible official or body
having control of the funds is needed to establish a commitment. If these commitments
cannot be demonstrated, the state, local, or private funding source should be treated as a
"new" funding source and must be demonstrated to be "reasonably available." With
respect to federal funding sources, "available" or "committed" means authorized and/or
appropriated funds generally available to the region on an annual basis. Federal funds
distributed by formula can be extrapolated beyond the current authorization period
based on historic authorizations and considered "available" or "committed." Federal
funds distributed on a "discretionary" basis should be regarded as a "new" source and
must be shown to be "reasonably available." The STBPG-U, TA-U, and CMAQ-U funds
programmed in this TIP are considered available or committed.
Reasonably Available Revenues and Funding Sources
For the remaining two years of the TIP in nonattainment and maintenance areas, funding
must be shown to be "reasonably" available but does not need to be currently available or
committed. Such funding sources may not currently exist or may require some steps
(legal, executive, legislative, voter approval, etc.) before a jurisdiction, agency, or private
party can commit such revenues to transportation projects. The financial plan must
identify strategies and a specific plan of action that describe the steps that will be taken to
ensure the availability of such funding sources within the timeframe shown in the plan.
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The plan of action should provide information on the actions that will be taken to obtain
the new funding such as how the support of the public, elected officials, the business
community, and special interests will be obtained. Experience (including historical data)
with obtaining this type of funding, e.g., success in obtaining legislative and/or voter
approval for new bond issues, tax increases, special appropriations, etc., should be
included. Where efforts are already underway to obtain a new revenue source,
information such as the amount of support (and/or opposition) for the measure(s) by the
community should be provided.
For "innovative" financing techniques, the plan of action should identify the specific
actions that are necessary to implement these techniques, describing the responsible
parties, actions to be taken, and a timetable. An indication of the degree of commitment
by the responsible parties should be provided.
Revenues and Funding Sources Not Considered to be Reasonably Available
The following are examples of specific cases where new revenues and funding sources
should not generally be considered to be "reasonably available" and, as such, none of
these types of fund sources are used to finance any of the transportation improvements
programmed in the SKATS TIP.
Those cases where past efforts to enact new revenue sources have generally been
unsuccessful.

•

Those cases where the extent of current public, elected official, business community,
and/or special interest support indicates that the passage of a pending funding
measure is problematic and/or doubtful.

•

Those cases where no specific plan of action exists for securing the new funding
source and/or a lack of other information that would demonstrate a strong
likelihood that the funds will be secured.

•

Summary of Revenue
The anticipated funding available by year and fund type is summarized in Table 2. The
amount of federal funds listed in the table is after the limitation rate has been applied.
o STBG-U Funds - SKATS is assuming it will receive between $4.7 and $5.1 million in
STBG-U funds (after the limitation is applied). SKATS will have a balance of
approximately $3.2 million at the end of fiscal year 2020 which has been carried
forward into FY 2021.
o TA-U Funds – SKATS is assuming it will receive between $226,000 and $250,000 in
TA-U funds for each year (after the limitation is applied). SKATS will have a
balance of approximately $210,000 at the end of fiscal year 2020 which has been
carried forward into FY 2021.
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o CMAQ funds - – SKATS is assuming it will receive between $1.5 million and $1.9
million in CMAQ funds for each year (after the limitation is applied). SKATS will
have a balance of approximately $4.9 million at the end of fiscal year 2020 which
has been carried forward into FY 2021.

Funding Flexibility
The potential uses of transportation funds are summarized in Table 3. Even though there
is some flexibility of use, there are also restrictions. For example, transit operations and
TDM/Rideshare activities are eligible under only two categories of funds; and many fund
sources are restricted entirely to highway-related uses or transit activities.
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Table 2
Anticipated Revenue by Fund Type
Revenue
Source

Carryover

2021

2022

2023

2024

TOTAL

$ 4,860,233

$ 4,967,159

$ 5,076,436

$ 22,937,776

$ 226,844
$ 1,561,526

$ 236,934
$ 1,750,133

$
242,147
$ 1,808,730

$

247,474

$

1,162,952

$ 1,849,441

$

11,856,735

PL

$

487,121

$

564,223

$

564,129

$

564,036

$

2,179,509

PL 5303
SKATS TOTAL

$

158,027

$

162,864

$

166,117

$

169,370

$

656,378

$

7,191,117

$ 7,574,387

SKATS Funds - Limitation Amount
$ 4,757,599
STBG-U
$ 3,276,348
TA-U
CMAQ-U

$

209,554

$ 4,886,905

$ 8,372,807

ODOT Funds* Limitation Amount
$ 357,622
STBG

$

$ 7,748,282

$ 7,906,757

$-

$ 3,312,627

489,688

$ 38,793,350
$

4,159,937

$-

TA
HSIP

$ 2,222,318

NHPP

$-

Freight

$ 12,070,301
$

Rail
State
ODOT TOTAL

$ 4,965,365

$

825,185

$

404,292

$$

8,417,160
$-

$

25,360

$ 26,590,452

$ 9,585,403

900,000

$ 1,789,544

$ 2,138,120

$ 2,500,430

$ 17,339,785

$ 7,618,533

$ 29,916,067

$

1,154,317

$ 14,456,639

$ 48,271,516
$

900,000

$

7,582,411

$ 69,331,024

Public Transit System (sources other than from SKATS or ODOT sources included above)
5307
$ 6,378,000 $ 7,540,332
$ 7,637,332 $ 6,670,000
$ 28,225,664
5310
$ 248,000 $ 250,000
$ 254,000 $ 258,000
$ 1,010,000
5339

$

888,000

$ 3,424,000

$ 7,816,000

$ 32,659,664

Local Funds (sources other than from SKATS or ODOT sources included above)
$18,846,000 $ 19,383,000
Salem
$ 5,000,000 $ 17,800,000 $ 18,325,000

$ 79,354,000

TRANSIT TOTAL

825,000

$ 7,451,000

Keizer

$ 3,070,000

Turner

$

165,000

Marion County*

$

4,321,750

Polk County*
SAMTD

$

820,300

LOCAL TOTAL

TOTAL ALL
SOURCES

$

845,000

$ 8,635,332

$ 3,154,000

$

866,000

$ 8,757,332

$

$ 3,190,000

$ 3,227,000

$ 12,641,000

$

170,000

$

172,000

$

$ 4,396,150

$ 4,472,856

$

4,551,941

$

$

$

887,500

$

167,000
843,200

870,400

674,000

$ 17,742,697
$

3,421,400

$129,289,972

$5,000,000

$30,889,895
$57,026,945

$ 31,096,972
$ 57,982,322

$ 32,425,105
$ 59,974,361

$34,878,000
$63,099,441

$243,083,069

$13,372,807

$89,048,847

$81,810,574

$106,396,042

$93,278,837

$383,867,107

* Portion attributed to area within SKATS
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Table 3
Funding Flexibility Matrix

General Guidelines for the Use of Transportation Funding
POTENTIAL USES
ADA/Elderly &
Handicapped

Maintenance &
Operations

Roadway
Capacity

Bicycle

Pedestrian

Rideshare/TDM

Passenger Rail
& Facilities

(a)
no
no
yes

no
no
no
no

yes
no
no
(e)

yes
yes
no
(i)

yes
no
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
yes

no
no
no
yes

no
no
no
yes

no
(j)
no
(k)

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

(b)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

(c)
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

no
no

no
no

no
no

no
no

no
no

no
no

no
no

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no
yes
yes

no
yes
yes

no
yes
yes

yes
no
no

yes
no
no

yes
no
no

yes
no
no

(c)
no
no

no
no
no

no
no
no

no
no

yes
no

yes
no

(e)
no

yes
no

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
no

yes
no

no
no

Freight Rail
and Facilities

Capital
Improvements

OTHER

no
no
no
(h)

FUNDING SOURCES
Federal
FHWA-National Highway Performance Program (NHPP)
FHWA-National Highway Freight Program (NHFP)
FHWA-Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
FHWA-Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
FHWA-ODOT Surface Transportation Block Grant
Program (STBG)
FHWA-ODOT Transportation Alternative (TA) Set Aside
FTA - Metropolitan Transportation Planning (Section
5303)
FTA - Urbanized Area Program (Section 5307 and 5340)
FTA - Rural Area Program (Section 5311)
FTA - Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals
with Disabilities (Section 5310)
FTA - Bus and Bus Facilities (Section 5339)

HIGHWAY

Transit
Operation

TRANSIT

State
State Highway Funds
Special Transportation Fund (STF) (d)
Transit in Lieu Payments

Regional
SKATS STBG-U
SKATS TA-U Set Aside

Local
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
Salem G.O. Bonds
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
State Highway Funds
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
Transportation System Development Charges (f) (g)
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
Urban Renewal
(a) May be used for construction of publicly owned intracity or intercity bus terminals servicing the NHS.
(b) FTA Section 5303 is dedicated for transit planning activities.
(c) Potential uses may include park-and-ride facilities only as part of eligible highway improvements projects.
(d) May be used for transit capital improvements and ADA/elderly & handicapped operations, cannot be used for transit system
operations
(e) May be used for operations and infrastructure renewal but not maintenance.
(f) Limited to roadway capacity projects. Bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements may be included as part of roadway capacity
projects.
(g) TSDCs are currently implemented by the cities of Keizer, Salem and Turner and Marion County.
(h) Funds may be used to start or expand transit service for the first three years only.
(i) Capacity projects are limited to HOT/HOV lanes, roundabouts, and left-turn/managed lanes.
(j) No more than 10% of yearly state apportionment may be used for freight intermodal or freight rail projects.
(k) Retrofit of diesel engines
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Adequate Maintenance and Operation of the Existing System
To produce a financial plan that demonstrates that the necessary resources are reasonably
available to implement the TIP, the financial plan must also demonstrate that the
responsible operating agencies have the capacity to finance the operations, maintenance,
and capital replacement activities required to preserve the existing system of
transportation facilities. Although SKATS, as the MPO for the Salem-Keizer urban area,
has no direct operations or maintenance authority, its responsibilities related to the
production of coordinated, comprehensive transportation plans for the urban area (such
as the RTSP and TIP) involve the cooperative development of a financial statement
indicating the ability of the various operating jurisdictions to adequately maintain,
operate, and provide for capital replacement of their respective facilities. While these
activities are not funded through, or scheduled in the TIP, they are included here for
information purposes.
Operations & Maintenance (O&M) means the functions, duties and labor
associated with the daily operations and normal repairs, replacement of parts and
structural components, and other activities needed to preserve an asset so that it
continues to provide acceptable services and achieves its expected life.
Operations and Maintenance of the Highway System
Maintenance activities are those that occur
primarily in reaction to situations that have an
immediate or imminent adverse impact on the
safety or availability of transportation facilities
such as pavement preservation and markings,
bridge repair, guardrail and sign replacement, and
traffic signal maintenance. Operations may
include more routine items such as painting and
right of way maintenance.

Operations and maintenance costs
on the highway system typically
include routine activities such as:
street sweeping, street lighting,
curb and gutter repair, signal
operation and repair, snow and ice
removal, litter control, pothole
repair, crack sealing, pavement
markings, sign repair, mowing, and
vegetation maintenance.

Road surface maintenance of the regional
transportation system is the responsibility of either ODOT or the local jurisdictions.
Funding sources:
Most of the funds dedicated to operating and maintaining the existing highway system
come from the local share of the state highway funds Additional sources of revenue
include stormwater fees collected through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit, franchise fees, and intracity billings. ODOT allocates
approximately $12 million from the state highway fund for the operation and maintenance
budget for Yamhill, Marion, and Polk counties. The amount allocated within SKATS was
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calculated using the percentage of lane miles and adding an additional amount due to the
increased costs of maintaining I-5.
The local jurisdictions within the SKATS area (Marion and Polk Counties and the cities of
Salem, Keizer, and Turner) all have expressed commitments to established minimum
levels of facility maintenance. This is generally defined as the level of maintenance
required to stop further deterioration of the street pavement, bridges, and non-traffic
control system components. Each jurisdiction typically will dedicate a small portion of
their share of the state highway funds for capital improvements with the remainder
dedicated to operating and maintaining the roadway system. The stormwater fees are
used for street sweeping. The Oregon Transportation Commission has adopted a policy
that preservation of the existing system is its first priority and has directed the increase of
funds to that purpose statewide. The projects on the ODOT system included in this and
past TIPs reflect that commitment and ability.
Operations and Maintenance of the Transit System
Most of the transit budget goes to operate and
maintain the transit system. These are the costs
associated with operating and maintaining the
buses and bus facilities, including personnel and
fuel costs. The Salem Area Mass Transit District
has submitted a financial statement indicating
they have the financial capacity to carry out the
capital, planning, and maintenance activities
listed in the TIP. (See Statement of Financial
Capacity, Chapter 7.)

Operations and maintenance costs
on the transit system typically
include: Vehicle operators and
street supervision, fuel, tires,
mechanics, garage foremen, parts,
cleaning and maintaining facilities,
safety and security, claims,
administration

Funding sources:
SAMTD receives funding for the operations and maintenance of the transit system
through a variety of sources. Federal sources of funds include STBG, 5303, 5307, 5309,
5310, 5311 (rural portion only), 5339, DD53, JARC, and New Freedom. State sources of
funds include Oregon State In-Lieu, STF, and STIF. Local sources include passenger fares,
property taxes, and advertising. The district recently started receiving STIF funds . These
funds allowed transit service in the Salem-Keizer urban area to be expanded to include
evening and Saturday service and more frequent service on the routes with the highest
ridership. Sunday service will be added in 2020.
Operations and Maintenance Summary
The estimated annual costs incurred by each MPO jurisdiction involved in the operations
and maintenance of transportation infrastructure are presented in Table 4. The
estimated expenditure amounts are increased by a 3.1 percent inflation factor annually.
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Each MPO member is responsible for ensuring that the local share of operations and
maintenance activities is provided for through the local budget process.

Table 4
Summary of Annual Operation and Maintenance Expenses
by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction/Agency
Roadway System
ODOT*
Salem
Keizer
Turner
Marion County*
Polk County*
Public Transit System
TOTAL

Annual Revenue
$ 22,500,000
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,900,000
16,000,000
1,085,000
145,000
2,500,000
870,000

Annual Expenditures
$ 22,500,000
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,900,000
16,000,000
1,085,000
145,000
2,500,000
870,000

$

36,000,000

$

36,000,000

$

58,500,000

$

58,500,000

* Portion attributed to area within SKATS
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Chapter
Chapter44––PERFORMANCE-BASED
PERFORMANCE-BASEDPLANNING
PLANNING
TOC
The most recent federal surface transportation enabling laws, Moving Ahead for Progress
in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) and the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST)
Act, established a new performance-based approach to planning and programming.
Performance management and performance-based planning and programming increases
the accountability and transparency of the Federal-aid program and provides for a
framework to support improved investment decision making through a focus on
performance outcomes for key national transportation goals. This process will ensure the
most efficient investment of Federal transportation funds.
The new rules establish a set of national performance measures that have implications for
transportation planning at state departments of transportation (DOTs), Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) and mass transit districts. The rulemaking process for
these performance measures is now complete SKATS is working closely with the Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the Salem Area Mass Transit District
(SAMTD) to incorporate these federal performance measures into state and regional
transportation planning and provide useful performance barometers of the regional
transportation system. In accordance with 23 CFR 450.326 (c)(d), any TIP approved or
amended after May 27, 2018 shall be designed such that once implemented, it makes
progress towards achieving the performance targets identified in the metropolitan
transportation plan and describes how the projects in the TIP would achieve the MPO
performance targets—linking investment priorities to those targets.

Performance Measures
MAP-21 introduced a set of national goals regarding surface transportation, focusing
mainly on roads. These are (from 23 USC §150(b)):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety - To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries
on all public roads.
Infrastructure Condition - To maintain the highway infrastructure asset system
in a state of good repair.
Congestion Reduction - To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on the
National Highway System.
System Reliability - To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation
system.
Freight Movement and Economic Vitality - To improve the national freight
network, strengthen the ability of rural communities to access national and
international trade markets, and support regional economic development.
Environmental Sustainability - To enhance the performance of the
transportation system while protecting and enhancing the natural environment.
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•

Reduced Project Delivery Delays - To reduce project costs, promote jobs and
the economy, and expedite the movement of people and goods by accelerating
project completion through eliminating delays in the project development and
delivery process including reducing regulatory burdens and improving agencies'
work practices.

MAP-21 also specified, in broad strokes, the performance measures that the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) would
need to develop to show progress toward meeting the national goals. The FHWA and
FTA have spent the years since the adoption of MAP-21 developing a set of performance
measures that can be applied nation-wide to track the progress of the DOTs and MPOs.
The final performance measures along with the date they were published are summarized
in Table 5. The portions of the rule pertaining to the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
measure were delayed but became effective on September 28, 2017. FHWA revoked the
GHG measure on May 22, 2018.
Once a rule for a performance measure has been finalized, DOTs and public transit
providers have up to one year to adopt targets for that measure. MPOs have 180 days
after that to develop their targets or agree to support the state DOT target. SKATS
worked with ODOT and SAMTD in developing the initial targets for most of the
performance measures. At the time of this revision, SKATS has agreed to support the
ODOT targets for the following performance measures (discussed below):
• Safety
• Pavement and Bridge condition
• Performance of the National Highway System (NHS)
SKATS has accepted the Transit Asset Management performance measures established by
SAMTD (discussed below).
The targets listed in this document are the initial targets and are not necessarily the most
current. For the most recent information, refer to the SKATS Performance Measure
webpage located at:
http://www.mwvcog.org/programs/transportation-planning/skats/reports-and-data/.
ODOT has the most recently established targets listed on their Performance Management
webpage at: https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/PerformMang/Pages/index.aspx.
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Table 5
Federal Performance Measures
Roadway Measure

Reporting Period
ODOT
SKATS

Safety – Final Rules as of May 27, 2016
- Serious injuries per vehicle mile traveled
Annually
- Fatalities per vehicle mile traveled
on
- Number of serious injured
August 31
- Number of fatalities
- Number of fatalities and serious injuries for non-motorized users
Pavement and Bridge Condition – Final Rule Effective Date May 20, 2017
Pavement
- Percentage of pavements of the Interstate System in Good condition
- Percentage of pavements of the Interstate System in Poor condition
- Percentage of pavements of the non-Interstate NHS in Good condition
- Percentage of pavements of the non-Interstate NHS in Poor condition
NHS Bridge
- Percentage of NHS Bridges Classified as in Good condition
- Percentage of NHS Bridges Classified as in Poor condition

Every four
years
starting
May 20,
2018

Annually
on
February 27

Every four
years
starting
November

16, 2018

Performance of the National Highway System – Final Rule Effective Date May 20, 2017
Travel Time Reliability
- Percent of the Person-Miles traveled on the Interstate System that are
reliable
- Percent of the Person-Miles traveled on the non-Interstate NHS that are
reliable
Freight Movement
- Truck Travel Time Reliability Index
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ)
- Total Emissions Reduction for all CMAQ funded projects
- Annual Hours of Peak Hour Excessive Delay Per Capita
- Percent of Non-SOV Travel
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
- Percent change in tailpipe CO2 emissions on the NHS compared to 2017

Transit Asset Management (TAM)– Final Rules as of October 1, 2016
- Percent of revenue vehicles (by type) that exceed the useful life
-

benchmark (ULB)
Percent of non-revenue service vehicles (by type) that exceed ULB
Percent of facilities (by type) that are rated less than 3 on the TERM scale
Percent of track segments that have performance restrictions

Transit Safety – Final Rules as of July 19, 2018
- Total number of reportable fatalities and rate per total unlinked passenger
-

trips by mode
Total number of reportable injuries and rate per total unlinked passenger
trips by mode
Total number of reportable events and rate per total vehicle miles by
mode
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Every four
years
starting
May 20,
2018

Every four
years
starting
November

16, 2018

Starting
2022
Revoked

Annually
starting
January 1,
2017

Annually
starting
June 30,
2017

Every four
years
starting
July 20,
2020

Every four
years
starting
January 16,
2021
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Safety
The FHWA Final Rule on National Performance Management Measures established five
safety performance measures for Federal-aid highway programs (23 CFR 490.207).
1) Number of roadway fatalities;
2) Number of roadway serious injuries;
3) Roadway fatalities per vehicle mile traveled (i.e., fatality rate);
4) Roadway serious injuries per vehicle mile traveled (i.e., serious injury rate); and
5) Combined number of non-motorized fatalities and non-motorized serious injuries.
ODOT was required to establish specific numeric statewide targets for each of the five
safety performance measures by August 31, 2017, for calendar year 2018, and is required to
report targets annually in the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) hereafter. In
addition to the existing reporting requirements, the HSIP Final Rule also requires States
to describe in their annual reports the progress toward achieving safety outcomes and
performance targets.
ODOT developed targets in the 2016 Oregon Transportation Safety Action Plan (TSAP),
which are summarized in Table 6. The targets listed in Table 6 for each of the report
years were submitted to FHWA on August 31 of the respective year, as their HSIP targets.
The targets for subsequent years will be re-evaluated as part of the update to the TSAP.

Table 6
Statewide Safety Performance Targets
Oregon TSAP Performance Targets - Five-Year Average*

Report
Year

Base Period
(5-years)

Fatalities
(People)
(2011-2015)

Fatality Rate
(People per 100
Million VMT)
(2011-2015)

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Baseline
2013-2017
2014-2018
2015-2019
2016-2020
2017-2021

357
357
350
343
328
306

1.04
0.94
0.89
0.83
0.78
0.73

Serious Injury
(People)
(2010-2014)

Serious Injury
Rate (People
per 100
Million VMT)
(2010-2014)

Non-motorized
Fatalities and
Serious Injuries
(People)
(2010-2014)

1,491
1,491
1,461
1,432
1,368
1,274

4.42
4.42
4.33
4.24
4.06
3.78

234
234
229
225
215
200

*Refer to https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/PerformMang/Pages/index.aspx for the most recently established
targets.

According to 23 CFR 490.209 (c)(4) and FHWA guidance, when setting targets, MPOs
have three options: they can agree to support the state safety targets for the five
performance measures, establish their own quantifiable target for each of the five safety
performance measures, or do a combination of supporting the DOTs targets for some
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measures and setting their own target for the remaining measures. Agreeing to support
ODOT’s target means SKATS proposes to:
1) Work with ODOT and other safety stakeholders to address areas of concern within
the SKATS area regarding fatalities and serious injuries;
2) Coordinate with ODOT and include the safety performance measures and HSIP
(Highway Safety Implementation Program) targets in the Regional Transportation
System Plan (RTSP);
3) Integrate into the planning process the safety goals, objectives, performance
measures, and targets described in other ODOT safety plans and processes such as
applicable portions of the HSIP including the State Highway Safety Plan (SHSP); and
4) Include a description in the SKATS TIP of the anticipated effect of the TIP toward
achieving the HSIP targets in the RTSP, linking investment priorities in the TIP to
those safety targets.
The Policy Committee adopted Resolution 18-4 on January 23, 2018, agreeing to support
the state targets for the five safety performance measures with continuation of local
analysis of safety data to address local safety issues. In January of 2019, the SKATS Policy
Committee adopted Resolution 19-1 agreeing to support the targets set by ODOT for the
federal Safety performance measures each calendar year until such time as SKATS adopts
its own targets.
How projects in the TIP help achieve Safety Targets
The safety of all users on our transportation system has always been a high priority for
SKATS and the local jurisdictions, especially vulnerable users. One of the goals of the
SKATS 2019-2043 Regional Transportation Systems Plan (RTSP) is to have a regional
transportation system plan that is designed with the safety of all users in mind. The
scoring criteria used to prioritize projects that are considered for SKATS funding directly
links the goals of the RTSP with the selection of projects.
Almost every project in the TIP has a safety element. Projects that more directly benefit
the safety of the transportation system include:
•

•

HSIP projects – HSIP projects are specifically selected to improve the safety of the
roadway. Projects include buffered bike lanes, road diet, enhanced pedestrian
crossings, signal improvements, curve warning signs, rumble strips, turn lanes, and
other proven safety measures. As of February 2020, over $11.3 million in HSIP
projects are programmed in the TIP.
Urban Upgrade Projects - Projects that add bike lanes and sidewalks along the
roadway reduces the need for people to walk or bike in the roadway, along narrow
shoulders, or in the ditch. Separating the vulnerable users from motor vehicles
provides a safer environment, reducing the chances of dying or being seriously
injured. Over $26 million in urban upgrade projects are programmed in the TIP.
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•

Intersection Improvements – Projects that add, or replace, traffic signals and/or
add turn lanes reduce the potential for serious crashes. Most crashes occur at
intersections. In addition to the HSIP-funded intersection projects, nearly $2.5
million is programmed for intersection projects in the TIP.

SKATS intends to keep track of all completed safety projects to show cumulative
investments in safety projects.

Pavement and Bridge Condition
ODOT established specific numeric statewide targets for each of the six pavement and
National Highway System (NHS) bridge condition performance measures by the May 20,
2018 deadline for calendar year 2018 and are required to report them every four years.
The initial ODOT statewide targets for pavement and bridge condition performance
measures are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7
Statewide Pavement and Bridge Condition Performance Targets
Oregon Pavement Condition Performance Targets*
Performance Measure

2022 Performance Target

Percentage of pavements of the Interstate System in Good
condition
Percentage of pavements of the Interstate System in Poor
condition
Percentage of pavements of the non-Interstate NHS in
Good condition
Percentage of pavements of the non-Interstate NHS in
Poor condition

35%
0.5%
2-Year

4-Year

2-Year

4-Year

50%

50%

10%

10%

Oregon Bridge Condition Performance Targets*
Performance Measure

2022 Performance Target

Percentage of NHS Bridges Classified as in Good condition

10%

Percentage of NHS Bridges Classified as in Poor condition

3%

*Refer to https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/PerformMang/Pages/index.aspx for the most recently established
targets.

SKATS targets were due to ODOT by November 16, 2018. The Policy Committee adopted
Resolution 18-23 on August 28, 2018, agreeing to support the state targets for all federal
pavement and bridge performance measures. SKATS notified ODOT of the decision prior
to the November 16, 2018 deadline.
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How projects in the TIP help achieve Pavement Condition Targets
There is one project to reconstruct the pavement on a road segment on the non-Interstate
NHS which will increase the percentage of pavements in good condition and reduce those
in Poor condition. As of February 2020, over $3 million is programmed in pavement
reconstruction projects on the non-interstate NHS.
There is one project to resurface a segment of the Interstate system which will increase
the percentage of pavements in good condition and reduce those in Poor condition. Over
$6.7 million is programmed in pavement resurfacing projects on the Interstate System.
How projects in the TIP help achieve Bridge Condition Targets
There is only one bridge on the NHS that is currently classified in “poor” condition. A
$6.3 million project is programmed in the 2018-2023 TIP to replace this bridge with
construction scheduled to begin in 2020. There are no bridge projects on the NHS
programmed in the FY 2021-2026 TIP; however. there is one project to replace a bridge
not on the NHS.

System Performance of the National Highway System (NHS)
ODOT established specific numeric statewide targets for each of the six performance
measures evaluating the system performance of the NHS by May 20, 2018, for calendar
year 2018 and are required to report them every four years. These include travel-time
reliability, freight movement, and Congestion and Air Quality Program (CMAQ)
measures. For the CMAQ measures, only the total emissions reduction for all CMAQfunded project measure is required for MPOs with more than 200,000 people and less
than 1 million during the first reporting period (January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2021). The
annual hours of peak-hour excessive delay per capita and percent of non-single
occupancy vehicles travel measures only apply to MPOs with more than one million
people for the first reporting period. All three CMAQ measures will apply to SKATS
during the second reporting period starting in 2022. The initial ODOT statewide targets
for performance of the NHS are summarized in Table 8.
SKATS targets for the applicable measures were due to ODOT by November 16, 2018. The
Policy Committee adopted Resolution 18-24 on August 28, 2018, agreeing to support the
state targets for all federal performance of the National Highway System measures.
SKATS notified ODOT of the decision prior to the November 16, 2018 deadline.
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Table 8
Statewide System Performance of the NHS Targets
Oregon Reliability on the NHS Performance Targets*
Performance Measure

2022 Performance Target

Percent of the Person-Miles traveled on the Interstate
System that are reliable
Percent of the Person-Miles traveled on the non-Interstate
NHS that are reliable

78%
78%

Truck Travel Time Reliability Index

1.45

Oregon CMAQ Project Emission Reduction Targets*
Performance Measure
Emissions Reductions CO (Kg/Day)

2022 Performance Target
2-Year

584 kg/day

4-Year

1168 kg/day

*Refer to https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/PerformMang/Pages/index.aspx for the most recently established
targets.

How projects in the TIP help achieve System Reliability Targets
The RTSP includes a goal to provide an efficient transportation system. Many projects in
the TIP are designed to improve the efficiency of the road system and reduce congestion
caused by bottlenecks and/or incidents such as crashes. This includes the Regional
Traffic Signal Control Center that helps monitor traffic and to make signal timing
adjustments to make the system operate more efficiently. Other projects relieve
bottlenecks and reduce delay by adding turn lanes at intersections or travel lanes, or by
interconnecting the signals to the Regional Traffic Signal Control Center. Projects and
programs that encourage non-single occupancy vehicle travel will also help reduce
congestion. Because projects and programs have many purposes, it is difficult to identify
all projects that may help achieve the system reliability performance targets. For
purposes of this analysis, only projects whose primary purpose of congestion relief or to
improve freight movement is included.
More than $1.5 million dollars are programmed in the TIP to fund the operation of the
Regional Traffic Signal Control Center. More than $2.4 million is programmed for
projects interconnecting signals on the non-Interstate NHS. More than $35 million is
programmed on a project to add a travel lane on the Interstate system intended to reduce
congestion and improve truck travel.
How projects in the TIP help achieve CMAQ Emissions Targets
SKATS recently started receiving CMAQ funds designed to improve air quality and
mitigate congestion. The Salem area is a Carbon Monoxide (CO) maintenance area. To
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be eligible for funding, the estimated CO emissions benefit was calculated for each
proposed project. In the FY 2018-2023 TIP, five programs and projects were considered
eligible for funding and programmed using CMAQ funds, totaling over $11.7 million with
an anticipated benefit calculated at 37.55 kg/day in reduced CO emissions. For the FY
2021-2026 TIP, an additional four projects have been submitted for CMAQ funding
eligibility using $6.9 million in CMAQ funds. If they are approved, the anticipated benefit
is calculated at an additional 7 kg/day in reduced CO emissions.

Transit Asset Management (TAM)
In 2012, MAP-21 mandated FTA to develop a rule establishing a strategic and systematic
process of operating, maintaining, and improving public capital assets effectively through
their entire life cycle. The FTA Final Rule for Transit Asset Management (49 USC 625)
established four performance measures for transit districts.
1) Rolling Stock: The percentage of revenue vehicles (by type) that exceed the useful life
benchmark (ULB).
2) Equipment: The percentage of non-revenue service vehicles (by type) that exceed the
ULB.
3) Facilities: The percentage of facilities (by group) that are rated less than 3.0 on the
Transit Economic Requirements Model (TERM) Scale.
4) Infrastructure: The percentage of track segments (by mode) that have performance
restrictions. Track segments are measured to the nearest 0.01 of a mile. (SAMTD does
not operate a track system; therefore, this measure does not apply.)
It was stated in the Rule that transit districts must develop and adopt TAM targets by
January 1, 2017 and finalize a Transit Asset Management plan by October 1, 2018. Targets
are to be set and submitted each fiscal year. There is no penalty for missing a target, and
there is no reward for attaining a target. MPOs were required to establish targets specific
to the MPO planning area for the same performance measures for all public transit
providers in the MPO planning area within 180 days of when the transit provider
establishes its targets. SKATS is required to either develop separate targets or agree to
support the Salem Area Mass Transit District (SAMTD) targets and work toward realizing
them.
SAMTD established targets in January 2017 for the first three measures, which are
summarized in Table 9. The target for each of the measures is to achieve the
recommended useful life and condition for all vehicles and facilities.
The Policy Committee accepted the targets for the Transit Asset Management
performance measures as adopted by SAMTD on June 27, 2017.
SAMTD adopted their initial Transit Asset Management Plan on September 27, 2018.
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How projects in the TIP help achieve TAM Targets
SKATS is committed to supporting the transit system in the area. Historically, SKATS’
federal funds have been used to purchase approximately one bus per year. For efficiency
purposes, the funds for several years and sources have been combined for one larger
purchase once every several years. Approximately $2.1 million is programmed in 2024 to
replace approximately four buses. In addition, approximately $3.5 million has been
programmed for transit capital purchases. These projects will help achieve the TAM
targets.

Transit Safety
On July 19, 2018, FTA published the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP)
Final Rule, which requires certain operators of public transportation systems that receive
federal funds under FTA's Urbanized Area Formula Grants to develop safety plans that
include the processes and procedures to implement Safety Management Systems (SMS).
The PTASP rule is effective July 19, 2019. The plan must include safety performance
targets. Transit operators also must certify they have a safety plan in place meeting the
requirements of the rule by July 20, 2020. The plan must be updated and certified by the
transit agency annually. MPOs must establish targets 180 days for the applicable
measures after the transit district establishes targets.
This section will be updated when SKATS specific targets are set.
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Reporting Category

Rolling Stock/ Urban

Rolling Stock/ Urban

Rolling Stock/ Urban

Rolling Stock/ Urban

Rolling Stock/ Rural

Rolling Stock/ Rural

Rolling Stock/ Urban

Rolling Stock/ Urban

Equipment

Equipment

Facilities

Facilities

Facilities

Facilities

#

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
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2

3

3

3

3

Maintenance
Pickups

Utility NonRevenue Service

SAMTD-Owned
Facilities

All systems and
components
All systems and
components

Keizer Transit Center/ Layover
Downtown Transit Center/
Layover

SAMTD-Owned
Facilities

NA

SAMTD-Owned
Facilities

All systems and
components

Administration Facilities

NA

NA

NA

8 yrs.

8 yrs.

12 yrs or 500K
miles
12 yrs or 500K
miles
12 yrs or 500K
miles
12 yrs or 500K
miles
10 yrs or 350K
miles
10 yrs or 350K
miles
5 yrs or 150K
miles
5 yrs or 150K
miles

FTA
Requirement
(ULB)

SAMTD-Owned
Facilities

Staff Non-Revenue Supervisor vehicles
Vehicles
and pool cars

Gas

Gas

Diesel

Diesel/hybrid

CNG

CNG

Diesel

Diesel

Type

15 ft.

22-24 ft.

33 ft.

32 ft.

40 ft.

35 ft.

40 ft.

35 ft.

Detail

All systems and
components

Maintenance Operations
Facilities

Non-Revenue Sevice Vehicle

Non-Revenue Sevice Vehicle

Paratransit Service (VN)

Paratransit Service (CU)

Fixed Route Bus (BU)

Fixed Route Bus (BU)

Fixed Route Bus (BU)

Fixed Route Bus (BU)

Fixed Route Bus (BU)

Fixed Route Bus (BU)

Asset Inventory

Defined by
FTA

Defined by
FTA

Defined by
FTA

Defined by
FTA

8-10 yrs. or
150,000 miles

10 yrs. or
150,000 miles

8 yrs

8 yrs

12 yrs

12 yrs

15 yrs

15 yrs

15 yrs

15 yrs

CPC (ULB)

SAMTD TRANSIT ASSET MANAGEMENT

% rated below 3 on
the TERM scale

% rated below 3 on
the TERM scale

% rated below 3 on
the TERM scale

% rated below 3 on
the TERM scale

Percent met or
exceeded ULB

Percent met or
exceeded ULB

Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB
Percent met or
exceeded ULB

Performace
Measure

100%

100%

100%

100%

8%

17%

0%

33%

13%

13%

55%

100%

0%

0%

SAMTD Current
Performance

100% at 3.0 or above
on TERM scale

100% at 3.0 or above
on TERM scale

100% at 3.0 or above
on TERM scale

100% at 3.0 or above
on TERM scale

0% of fleet above CPC
ULB

0% of fleet above CPC
ULB

0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB
0% of fleet above CPC
ULB

TAM Targets

01/31/17

Table 9
Transit Asset Management Targets
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Chapter55–-TIP
TIP DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
PROCESS
TOC
The TIP represents a policy document for the SKATS Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) area describing which projects will be given funding priority in the period covered
and conforms to United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) and Oregon State
requirements. Federal regulations state that a program of transportation investments for
the urban area shall be updated at least every four years under the direction of the MPO.
SKATS updates the TIP every two to three years to be compatible with the update cycle of
the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). This TIP will cover FY 2021-2024
with 2025 and 2025 as illustrative years. The following STIP will cover FY 2024-2027; and
therefore, the next TIP will coincide with those years. The TIP must contain all the
transportation projects which either: a) use federal funds; or b) use state and/or local
funds and are deemed to be "regionally significant." In addition, the TIP must describe
the selected projects; estimate the total project costs in year-of-expenditure dollars; and
identify the funding, both amount(s) and source(s), necessary to accomplish the
improvements.
The TIP represents the formal programming mechanism by which funds are
committed to specific transportation projects by the affected jurisdictions in the
SKATS MPO area. Projects and funding schedules in the TIP are developed through a
cooperative process facilitated by SKATS and involving active participation by
representatives from the cities of Salem, Keizer, and Turner; Marion and Polk Counties;
Salem Area Mass Transit District (SAMTD); the Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT); and the Salem-Keizer School District (SKSD). Funding levels adopted by the
SKATS Policy Committee in the TIP represent regional commitments of specific federal
dollar amounts, not necessarily the total funds for the completion of projects. Additional
costs and unexpected cost overruns remain the responsibility of the implementing
jurisdiction(s).

Regional Priority Setting Process
The process to establish transportation investment priorities on the regional system is a
collaborative approach between the affected local jurisdictions in the SKATS MPO area,
ODOT, SAMTD, SKSD, and the general public. Initially, location-specific project needs
are identified by ODOT or the local jurisdictions during the development of facility plans,
modal plans, and local Transportation System Plan (TSP) updates. SAMTD also develops
short- and long-term strategic plans including capital and facility needs. Projects in these
facility plans, TSPs, or other plans and studies are reviewed by the public through a series
of individual public participation workshops, meetings, and hearings before final
adoption.
The purpose of the TIP is to serve as the mechanism for the incremental implementation
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of the regional transportation and program priorities in the adopted RTSP. Setting
priorities in the TIP involves: a) considering both local and regional needs; b)
recognizing that the TIP must address deficiencies associated with both small-scale
improvements as well as major, multi-year, and long-range projects; and c) allocating
investments among the various modes of transportation. Projects that are selected for
funding in the TIP should conform with the goals and objectives of the RTSP, which are
consistent with the national goals.
The goal of the RTSP is to have a Regional Transportation System that:
1. Allows easy access to people and goods, and meet the mobility needs of the region for
the next 20 years.;
2. Is preserved in good repair and replaced at the end of their useful life, as necessary,
and maintained to be usable to protect the region’s investment;
3. Is developed with the collaboration of state and local governments to enhance the
safety and security of the regional system for all users and modes of travel;
4. Meets the needs for users of the regional transportation system: that the benefits and
burdens of the transportation system are not disproportionately distributed;
5. Is efficient to use: this refers to a system that provides the greatest benefit to the users
of the system and does with projects that are cost appropriate;
6. Is multimodal and comprehensive, supportive of moving goods and people by the
mode of their choice;
7. Minimizes the impacts to the natural and built environment, including coordination
with local government policies and plans;
8. Is developed and maintained with the funds available to the region;
9. Invests in transportation infrastructure that supports a vibrant regional economy.
10. Is based from the result of an open and continuous dialog with the public, other
stakeholders, local jurisdictions, and agencies within the SKATS Public Participation
Plan.
In addition to the criteria established in the adopted RTSP for the determination of
overall transportation investment priorities for the TIP, the following general criteria are
considered:
•

The development of a financially constrained TIP requires that adequate resources be
made available to ensure the continuing preservation of the existing system of
transportation facilities in the urban area. This means that a high priority should be
given to investments necessary for the adequate maintenance and operation of the
existing system including capital replacement requirements.

•

Should they become necessary, activities required to implement Transportation
Control Measures (TCMs) contained in the approved State Implementation Plan (SIP)
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for air quality will be given the highest priority.
•

Improvements that correct severe existing problems (mobility, safety, or air quality)
will be given a high priority.

•

Improvements that correct severe problems anticipated within the next five to ten
years will be given a high priority.

•

Improvements in major regional travel corridors will give priority to options that are
cost effective and increase people- and goods-moving capacity in the most efficient
manner utilizing techniques and strategies drawn from RTSP. Examples include
funding for the regional traffic signal control center and traffic signal upgrades;
investments in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) activities such as signal
interconnects and other Transportation System Management (TSM) improvements;
transit ITS such as electronic fare payment, transit signal priority, and enhanced bus
stops with real-time arrival information; and Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) programs and projects that serve to better manage traffic demand and extend
the capacity of regional facilities.

•

The mobility, economic, and safety needs of all segments of the population within
SKATS involve multiple modes of transport systems (cars, trucks, rail, air, transit,
bicycling, and walking); and therefore, regional transportation investments should
extend to all modes of travel.

•

Large projects will be broken into manageable sections, where possible and practical,
so that the most critical portions of the overall project are given priority for
implementation.

•

Projects that significantly affect single occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity must
demonstrate consistency with the Congestion Management Process (CMP)
established in the adopted RTSP. This ensures that significant SOV capacity is only
added if other activities have been shown to be ineffective; and ensures that once
capacity is added, it is managed and protected effectively.

Project Selection Criteria
Within the framework of the overall priorities established in the adopted RTSP, a range of
criteria have been historically used to determine which specific projects would be
programmed in the TIP for a given year. A formal process was used this TIP cycle to
solicit and prioritize projects for Surface Transportation Block Grant Program-Urban
(STBG-U), Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ), and Transportation
Alternatives (TA-U) funding for the following reasons:
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•
•
•

The application form emphasizes that applicants identify project benefits
corresponding to the goals in the SKATS RTSP which helped evaluate, rank, and select
projects that are meant to implement the RTSP.
The form requires specific information on project costs and readiness. This is to
better determine the value and deliverability of a project.
The Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act requires that the selection of
projects using TA funds have a competitive process, and more organizations are
eligible to receive TA funds. The form and accompanying instructions help these
organizations should they want to apply for funds.

As part of the project selection process, projects must meet the following minimum
eligibility requirements before being considered for funding:
Minimum Project Eligibility Criteria
-

Consistency with the RTSP, ODOT facility and highway plans, and/or local TSPs;
Affordability within the parameters of financial constraint and available funding;
Sufficiency of funding for completion of the project or specified phase;
Availability of matching funds;
Consistency with eligible activities for STP funding [available at
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/23/133]; and
Consistency with eligible activities for TA funding [available at
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/guidance/guidetap.cfm].

Projects were prioritized using the following criteria and guidelines:
Project Prioritization Criteria
•

•
•
•
•
•

Technical merit
o Project scope
o Schedule
o Cost estimate
Project benefit – How well the project meets the applicable goals and objectives of the
RTSP.
Performance Measures – How well the project helps to achieve performance measure
targets.
Congestion Management Process (CMP) - How well the project supports the
Congestion Management Process?
Additional project benefits:
o Freight issues
o Economic development
Importance and support
o Relationship to the regional and local adopted plans and policies.
o Relative priority to the regional transportation system.
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•

•
•
•
•

o Urgency
o Public Support
o Financial commitment
Readiness and capacity
o Adequate level of planning and coordination and clear of apparent controversy.
o Progress on project development and readiness to proceed.
o Ability and commitment to deliver the project on time and within budget.
Modal diversification
Geographic distribution
Environmental justice considerations
Relative overall priority among other candidate projects.

Project Selection Process
Project Solicitation
On February 1, 2019, SKATS formally started the process to identify projects to be funded
in the FY 2021-2026 TIP. It was a combined solicitation for all eligible parties to apply for
STBG-U, CMAQ and TA-U funds for eligible projects. The application materials are
included in Appendix B.
A total of 21 pre-applications were received from six agencies for projects to be considered
for funding. The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) discussed the relative merits of
the projects, ranking the projects high, medium, or low, and offered suggestions on how
to improve the applications, as well as evaluating what regionally significant projects were
missing. Sponsors of four projects that were funded in the FY 2018-2023 TIP requested
additional funds for projects that experienced a cost increase. Those four projects were
immediately recommended for funding in the FY 2018-2023 TIP. Fourteen full
applications were subsequently submitted with requests totaling more than $38 million in
federal funding. A list of the pre-applications and full applications are included in
Appendix C. The complete applications are available on the MWVCOG website.
Project Selection
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) evaluated and scored each of the applications
using the project prioritization criteria listed above (also included in Appendix B). Based
on the recommendation, the Policy Committee approved adding funds to the four
existing projects in the FY 2018-2023 TIP. ODOT evaluated the cost estimates for the
eight of the construction projects. No revisions were needed to the projects based on the
feedback from ODOT.
An effort was made to solicit public opinion on the projects prior to their prioritization
using an interactive online map with commenting feature. We received 29 comments via
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the online map and comments from two members of the public during the Policy
Committee (PC) discussion. One of the projects was modified to address several of the
comments received, and the scope of another was reduced.
To prepare for the final review of projects, staff inflated the cost estimates of each
proposed project to the proposed year of expenditure using a 3.1 percent inflation factor,
as required by federal guidelines. The TAC revisited the project ranking and developed
two scenarios of projects recommended for funding. The PC developed a third scenario
that would fully fund the existing programs, add funds to four projects in the current TIP
that need additional funds, and fund ten new projects (two of which were only partially
funded). The PC directed staff to include the recommended third scenario projects in the
draft TIP to be released for public review.
The projects selected for funding, by category, using STBG-U, TA-U, and CMAQ-U funds
are represented in Figure 3. Projects are assigned a primary category, even though they
can fall in more than one category. Almost all projects have a safety benefit. The dollar
amounts used in the calculation include the amounts programmed in the illustrative
years.

Figure 3

Percentage of Federal Funds in
Projects Selected for Funding

When this document is adopted, the SKATS Policy Committee prioritized and selected
the projects identified in the FY 2021 through FY 2024 "Four-Year Schedule of
Transportation Projects" for implementation and funding, as scheduled. No additional
action by the Policy Committee is required for the funding of these projects up to the
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dollar amounts programmed in this TIP. The schedule of projects utilizes all the
anticipated federal funds as quickly as possible. If additional funds become available or if
a project is delayed unexpectedly, the Policy Committee may select other projects from
the first four years of the schedule to take advantage of the additional funds or to replace
a delayed project (subject to the TIP Management process described in Chapter 8).
Projects and phases identified as “illustrative” (and shown in the FY 2025 and FY 2026 of
the TIP) may be moved into the FY 2021 through FY 2024 schedule by the SKATS Policy
Committee following the TIP management procedures included in this document.
The entire prioritized project list is included in Appendix C.
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Chapter66–-TIP
TIP PROJECT
PROJECTSLISTING
LISTING
Overview

TOC

The TIP identifies all transportation projects (or phases of a project) expected to be
implemented within the SKATS area using federal or state funds during the period
FY 2018-2023. The TIP may also include regionally significant projects inside the SKATS
area that are funded by the local jurisdictions. A map indicating the locations of
construction projects is represented in Figure 4. The numbers on the map correspond to
the project numbers below. Note that all projects do not have a geographic component,
and therefore are not represented on the map. An interactive online map is available at
www.MWVCOG.org.

Listing of FY 2021 through FY 2026 Projects
The amount and sources of funds for each project in the FY 2018-2023 TIP are included in
Table 10. This TIP programs the use of these funds, often by spreading the project
implementation and funding in logical phases (i.e., preliminary engineering, right-of-way
purchase, and construction) over a multi-year period. Project information included in
the 2021-2024 TIP is cursory. The entries include the project’s name, a unique identifier
that is assigned to each project—known as a key number, and responsible agency; a
sufficient description that identifies general project location, purpose, scope and phase;
an estimated cost including the amount of federal funds to be obligated by year; and the
funding program(s) being used to pay for the work. The projects are listed by key
number. A project description key is shown in Figure 4.
During the lifetime of the TIP, additional state and federal funds may become available to
the area, or on a project-by-project basis, if the jurisdictions in the region are successful in
competing for those funds. This includes potentially more STBG-U, TA-U, or FTA funds
than anticipated; Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program
funds; Immediate Opportunity Fund (IOF) state program; ODOT Enhance Funds;
ODOT’s Special Transportation Grant program for transit projects; federal discretionary
programs; Congressional earmarks; State Transportation Bill funds (such as the Jobs and
Transportation Act in 2009) etc. The local jurisdictions and sponsoring agencies have
committed to providing the required local match for the projects as illustrated in Table
10.
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Figure 4
Project Description Key
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Figure 5 Draft Projects FY 2021-2026 TIP
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Illustrative Projects
The TIP tables include projects (or more commonly, phases of projects) and programs
that are outside the regular four-year timeframe of the TIP, i.e., in this case in FY 2022
and FY 2023. These programs or phases have a check mark in the column "Illustrative" in
the TIP tables. These funding amounts are included for purposes of planning beyond
FY 2021. Should additional funding become available after the TIP is adopted, those
projects may be included in the first four years of the TIP using the TIP management
process described in Chapter 8.
Projects and funding amounts in FY 2025 and FY 2025 will not be included in the Oregon
Department of Transportation's FY2021-2024 STIP.
TIP Tables
The tables on the following pages are continuously updated as various aspects of a project
are revised according to the TIP management process described in Chapter 8. These
updated tables will be posted on the MWVCOG website (http://www.mwvcog.org)
separately from the adopted document. For current information on specific projects,
please consult the website for the most current TIP tables.
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Table 10
TOC
SKATS FY2018-2023 Transportation Improvement Program
(See Website for Updated Table)
2021-2024 Draft MTIP

SKATS

2021-2024 Draft MTIP

Name: Wheatland Rd:River Rd-North city limit

Key: 17979

Description Complete design and acquire right of way for bicycle and pedestrian improvements
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF KEIZER

Region: 2

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: FUNDED THROUGH RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2020

2024

Year

$650,000.00

Total
Local

Fund 1

$650,000.00

Local

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total*
(Does not include illustrative phases)

2026 (Illustrative)

$425,000.00

$3,200,000

$425,000.00

$3,200,000

$1,075,000.00
$1,075,000.00

Match

Footnote:
Name: OR22 @ Doaks Ferry Rd (Salem)

Key: 18322

Description Improve intersection operation and complete missing bicycle and pedestrian facility to improve safety at this intersection
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: ADAR, SAFETY
Applicant: POLK COUNTY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

22.14 to 22.14

0

OR-22

WILLAMINA-SALEM

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2019

2021

2023

2023

Year

$100,000

Total
Fund 1

$100,000

$89,730 STBG-U

STBG-U

$89,730 STBG-U

$10,270

Match

$10,270

Project Total

$5,000

$452,227

$4,487 STBG-U

$316,053

$657,227
$500,000

$36,174

$57,228

$89,730

$89,730

$10,270

$10,270

$514

Fund 2

STBG

Match

Footnote:

Other

STBG-U funds limited to $500,000

Name: Doaks Ferry Road realignment

Key: 18726

Description Realign Doaks Ferry Road to the west to new intersection for Riggs St NW at OR 22 to improve safety
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: ADAR, SAFETY
Applicant: POLK COUNTY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

22.14 to 22.14

0

OR-22

WILLAMINA-SALEM

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2014

2021

Year

$200,000

Total
Fund 1

$200,000

State

Utility Relocation

Construction

$200,000

Project Total*

$1,675,773

$200,000

State

Other

2022
$2,075,773
$2,075,773

$1,675,773

State

Match
Fund 2
Match

Footnote:

*Funds were added to the PE phase after obligation. The total estimated cost of the project in the STIP is $2,348,619.

Name: Hayesville Dr: NE Portland Rd - Fuhrer St (Salem)

Key: 18750

Description Add bike lanes and enhance the transit stops on both sides of Hayesville Drive to increase safety and promote alternative forms of

Region: 2

transportation.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: MARION COUNTY

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2016

2020

Year

$406,000

Total
Fund 1
Match

TAP

$364,304

Construction

$804,472
$496,207

STBG-U

$207,540

$5,860,698

$20,178

$7,071,170
$4,632,636

$3,772,125
$431,736

$530,225

STBG-U

$1,295,393

$1,502,933

$148,264

$172,018

$213,180

$233,358

$23,754
Local

Project Total

STBG

$56,793

Match
Fund 3

Other

2021

STBG

$41,696

Fund 2

Utility Relocation

Local

Match

Footnote:

STBG-U funds limited to $1,502,933
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Name: I-5: Kuebler Blvd to Delaney Rd widening

Key: 19929

Description Construct a third lane southbound between the Kuebler interchange and the Delaney interchange and replace I-5 bridge over Commercial St to
improve traffic flow.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: MODERN
Applicant: ODOT

Region: 2

Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

248.41 to 251.53

3.12

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2017

2021

2023

2023

Year

$4,996,000

Total
NHFP

Fund 1

$4,607,311

NHFP

Project Total*

$2,875,000

$50,000

$25,628,667

$2,651,325 NHFP

$46,110 NHFP

$23,634,757

$33,549,667
$30,939,503

$1,993,910

$2,610,164

$388,689

Match

Footnote:

Other

$223,675

$3,890

*Funds were added to the PE phase after obligation. The total estimated cost of the project in the STIP is $35,365,436.

Name: Commercial St: Oxford St SE-Madrona Ave SE (Salem)

Key: 20169

Description Improvements to existing bike lanes to increase safety.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Region: 2

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2018

2021

Year

$240,800

Total
HSIP

Fund 1

$222,066

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022
$275,000

HSIP

$18,734

Match

Utility Relocation

$1,392,400

$253,605

HSIP

$1,284,071

$1,908,200
$222,066

$108,329

$18,734

$21,395

Footnote:
Name: City of Salem signal enhancements (unit 3)

Key: 20187

Description Install reflectorized signal backplates, countdown pedestrian timers and dilemma zone protection timing feature at various signals on OR99E and

Region: 2

OR22 to improve safety.

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: ODOT
Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

1.54 to 6.77

5.23

OR-99EB

SALEM PARKWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2019

Year

$246,300

Total
HSIP

Fund 1

Other

Project Total

2021
$668,500

$227,138

HSIP

$19,162

Match

$616,491

$914,800
$843,629

$52,009

$71,171

Footnote:
Name: NW Oregon (Central Portion) curve warning upgrades

Key: 20190

Description Install chevrons and updated curve warning signs at various locations to increase safety
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: SAFETY
Applicant: ODOT
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

Various

VARIOUS HIGHWAYS

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

VARIOUS

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2020

Year

$97,340

Total
HSIP

Fund 1

$89,767
$7,573

Match

Other

Project Total

2022
$1,772,760
HSIP

$1,634,839

$1,870,100
$1,724,606

$137,921

$145,494

Footnote:
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Name: Broadway Street at Pine Street (Salem)

Key: 20204

Description Add "flashing yellow arrow" to left turn signals and convert 4 lane roadway to a 3 lane roadway with a center turn lane to increase safety and

Region: 2

improve traffic flow.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2018

2020

2022

2022

Year

$292,200

Total
HSIP

Fund 1

$269,467

HSIP

$22,733

Match

Other

Project Total

$273,600

$27,400

$831,000

$252,314 HSIP

$25,268 HSIP

$766,348

$1,424,200
$1,313,397

$64,652

$110,803

$21,286

$2,132

Footnote:
Name: Mission Street: 17th Street - I-5 north ramps (Salem)

Key: 20214

Description Install coordination or adaptive signal timing of urban traffic signals
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: ODOT

Region: 2

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

1.17 to 1.55

0.38

OR-22

NORTH SANTIAM

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

6.77 to 8.48

1.71

OR-99EB

SALEM PARKWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2018

2020

Year

$212,500

Total

$212,500

HSIP

Fund 1

Construction

Utility Relocation

$60,000
HISP

$1,049,500

$55,332

Match

Project Total

Other

2021
HSIP

$4,668

$967,849

$1,322,000
$1,235,681

$81,651

$86,319

ZS30

Fund 2
Match

LS3E

Fund 3
Match

Footnote:

*Funds were added to the PE phase after obligation. The total estimated cost of the project in the STIP is $1,468,000.

Name: City of Salem local road signal enhancements unit 2

Key: 20220

Description Provide signal hardware and timing enhancements at various locations throughout the City of Salem to improve traffic flow.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: SAFETY
Applicant: ODOT
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2019

2021

Year
HSIP

$124,681

HSIP

Other

Project Total

2022
$1,254,838

$1,506,800
$1,389,571

$105,862

$117,229

$1,360,700

$10,052

$10,519

Match

Construction

$10,900

$135,200

Total
Fund 1

Utility Relocation

HSIP

$848

Footnote:
Name: Salem-Keizer area MPO planning SFY22

Key: 20491

Description SKATS MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 2021. Projects will be selected in the future through the MPO process.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SKATS

Region: 2

Work Type: PLANNG
Status: PLANNING ACTIVITY

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning
Year
Total
Fund 1 STBG-U
Match
Fund 2 PL
Match
Fund 3 5303
Match

Footnote:

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021
$1,409,949
$620,000

$1,409,949
$620,000

$70,962

$70,962

$487,121

$487,121

$55,753

$55,753

$158,027

$158,027

$18,087

$18,087

MPO funds limited to $620,000
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Name: Salem area traffic signal control center operations 2021-22

Key: 20735

Description Operations for the regional traffic control center located at the City of Salem to improve traffic flow.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: OPERAT
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Construction

Utility Relocation

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$764,185

Total
Fund 1

$587,000
$67,185

$67,185

Local

$110,000

$110,000

Match
Fund 2

$764,185
$587,000

STBG-U

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $587,000

Name: Union St NE: Commercial St NE to 12th St NE (Salem)

Key: 20737

Description Provide bicycle facilities on Union Street NE from Commercial Street NE to the existing promenade on 12th Street NE to increase safety and

Region: 2

promote alternative methods of transportation.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Work Type: BIKPED, CMAQ
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Route

Length

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2018

2021

Year

$620,000.00

Total
Fund 1

CMAQ

$370,000

Local

$207,652

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

$305,000.00
CMAQ

$2,875,000.00

$273,677

$42,348

Match
Fund 2

Utility Relocation

$3,800,000.00
$2,300,000

CMAQ

$1,656,323
$189,574

$263,245

Local

$1,029,103

$1,236,755

$31,324

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $2,300,000

Name: Hilfiker Ln SE at Commercial St SE (Salem)

Key: 20738

Description Add left turn lanes and bike lanes to increase traffic flow and improve safety.

Region: 2

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Work Type: BIKPED, MODERN, OPERAT
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2019

2021

Year
Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

$170,000

$314,055 STBG-U

$152,541

$35,945

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

$350,000

Match

Footnote:

Utility Relocation

$1,630,000
STBG-U

$1,462,599

$2,150,000
$1,929,195

$167,401

$220,805

$17,459

MPO funds limited to $1,929,195

Name: River Rd: Shangri-La Ave to Wheatland Rd (Keizer)

Key: 20740

Description Install new optical fiber cable to connect from River Rd NE (Salem City Limits) through to Wheatland Rd (City of Keizer). This will be used to link

Region: 2

traffic signals along the River Rd to improve traffic flow.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF KEIZER

Work Type: CMAQ
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2020

Year

$500,000

Total
CMAQ

Fund 1

$448,650
$51,350

Match

Footnote:
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Other

Project Total

2022
$1,900,000
CMAQ

$1,704,870

$2,400,000
$2,153,520

$195,130

$246,480

MPO funds limited to $2,153,520
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Name: Verda Ln: Dearborn Av to Salem Pkwy (Keizer)

Key: 20741

Description Construct bicycle lanes and sidewalks to increase safety and promote alternative methods of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: BIKPED, CMAQ
Applicant: CITY OF KEIZER
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2021

2023

Year

$501,600

Total
TAP-U

Fund 1

$445,151

Local

$5,499

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024
$1,726,800

$1,698,000
CMAQ

$1,449,885

$50,950

Match
Fund 2

Utility Relocation

CMAQ

$1,412,164

$3,926,400
$3,307,201

$161,629

$378,524

$153,007

$240,675

$165,946
Local

$82,169

Local

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $3,307,201

Name: Hollywood Dr: Silverton Rd to Greenfield Ln (Salem)

Key: 20743

Description Construct bicycle and pedestrian improvements and add left turn refuge and signal at intersection with Silverton Road to increase safety.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: BIKPED, OP-SSI
Applicant: MARION COUNTY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2019

2021

Year

$220,000

Total
CMAQ

Fund 1

$197,406

Construction

$250,000
CMAQ

Project Total

$2,680,000

$224,325

CMAQ

$2,028,250

$3,150,000
$2,449,981

$232,142

$280,411

$376,514

$376,514

$43,094

$43,094

$25,675

Fund 2

STBG-U

Match

Footnote:

Other

2022

$22,594

Match

Utility Relocation

MPO funds limited to $2,826,495

Name: Lancaster Dr: Center St to Monroe Ave (Salem)

Key: 20745

Description Reconstruct Lancaster Drive between Center Street and Monroe Avenue including drainage, bike lanes, sidewalks, and access consolidation to
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: MODERN
Applicant: MARION COUNTY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2018

2021

Year
Total
STBG-U

STBG-U

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

$250,000

$295,000

$224,325 STBG-U

$264,704

$25,675

Match

Footnote:

Utility Relocation

$2,080,000
STBG-U

$30,297

$1,866,384

$2,625,000
$2,355,413

$213,616

$269,588

MPO funds limited to $2,355,413

Name: Oregon household travel and activity survey skats

Key: 20757

Description A sample of households in the urban area will be surveyed regarding their travel patterns, including why, how, where and when people travel for

Region: 2

all transportation modes to provide insight for future projects.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER MPO

Work Type: PLANNG
Status: STUDY ACTIVITY

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning
Year
Total
Fund 1 STBG-U
Match

Footnote:

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021
$425,000
$381,353

$425,000
$381,353

$43,648

$43,648

MPO funds limited to $381,352
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Name: Mid-valley regional transportation options prog (SFY21-22)

Key: 20760

Description Combined TDM & Rideshare Program for state fiscal years 21 and 22. This project uses a strategic approach for service coordination and

Region: 2

customer service including education, marketing and community outreach to promote & encourage the use of transportation options as an
alternative to the single occupant vehicle in Polk, Marion, and Yamhill Counties.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: OP-TDM
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Highway

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$748,369

Total
Fund 1

$497,000
$56,884

$56,884

STBG

$194,485

$194,485

Match
Fund 2

$748,369
$497,000

CMAQ

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $497,000; $194,485.38 of federal funds (from Region 2 and Statewide) are for SFY21 rideshare and require no match.

Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Program 2021 SKT

Key: 20774

Description Allocation used for preventative maintenance, fuel, ADA, Transit enhance, capital

Region: 2

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$3,823,611

Total
Fund 1

5307

$3,058,889

$3,823,611
$3,058,889

$764,722

$764,722

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit urban (5307) formula operating 2021 SKT

Key: 20775

Description Allocation used for transit operating expenses to promote the use of alternate forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Highway

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$1,403,160

$2,806,320
$1,403,160

$1,403,160

$1,403,160

$2,806,320

Total
Fund 1

5307

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5310) Formula Program 2021 SKT

Key: 20776

Description Allocation used for Transit Enhanced Mobility to provide options for seniors and individuals with disabilities.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$310,000

Total
Fund 1

5310

Match

$248,000

$310,000
$248,000

$62,000

$62,000

Footnote:
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Name: Transit Urban (5339) Formula Program 2021 SKT

Key: 20777

Description Allocation used for transit buses and bus facilities to propmote alternative forms of transportation.
Work Type: TRANST
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$1,031,250

Total
Fund 1

5339

Match

$825,000

$1,031,250
$825,000

$206,250

$206,250

Footnote:
Name: Mill Street SE rail crossing (Salem)

Key: 21238

Description Install raised medians and a marked crosswalk connecting the AMTRAK Station to the Salem Promenade, add additional and updated railroad

Region: 2

equipment, and improve the roadway condition and approaches for safer vehicular operation and enhanced design features to better meet the
ADA guidelines.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: ODOT

Work Type: SAFETY, TRANST
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2020

Year

$370,000

Total
RRX

Fund 1

Project Total*

$1,050,000

$333,000
$37,000

Match

$1,420,000
$1,233,000

$900,000 RRX

RRX

Fund 2

5313

Match

Footnote:

Other

2021

$100,000

$137,000

$40,000

$40,000

$10,000

$10,000

*Funds were added to the PE phase after obligation. The total estimated cost of the project in the STIP is $1,470,000.

Name: Center St.: Lancaster Dr. to 45th Pl. NE

Key: 21301

Description Design the interim and long-term widening of Center St. east of Lancaster Dr. to 45th Pl NE, and construction of the interim improvements on the
north side including center turn lane, bike lanes and sidewalks to increase safety.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO

Region: 2

Work Type: MODERN
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Applicant: MARION COUNTY
Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2019

2021

Year
Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

$353,317

$327,370 STBG-U

$317,031

$37,469

Project Total

$2,240,210
STBG-U

$1,710,140

$2,958,366
$2,354,541

$195,733

$269,488

$334,337

$334,337

$36,286

Local

Fund 2

Other

Construction
2022

$364,839

Match

Utility Relocation

Local

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $2,354,541

Name: Connecticut Ave: Macleay Rd to Rickey St

Key: 21304

Description Complete the urban bicycle facilities and sidewalks along Connecticut Avenue SE between Macleay Road/Pennsylvania Avenue and Rickey

Region: 2

Street/Macleay Road to improve safety.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: MARION COUNTY

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2020

2022

Year
Total
Fund 1
Match

Footnote:

STBG-U

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

$191,000

$58,000

$171,384 STBG-U

$52,043

$19,616

Utility Relocation

$5,957

$875,000
STBG-U

$785,138

$1,124,000
$1,008,565

$89,863

$115,435

MPO funds limited to $1,008,565
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Name: Turner Rd: Mill Creek to Chicago St SE

Key: 21305

Description Design for a future construction project to complete the urban bicycle facilities and sidewalks along Turner Road in the downtown area. Access

Region: 2

control and storm water drainage along the adjacent property will be addressed. Completion of the project will encourage redevelopment in the

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF TURNER

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: PROJECT FUNDED THROUGH FINAL PLANS

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Other

Construction

Project Total

2022

Year

$175,270

Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

$157,270

$175,270
$157,270

$18,000

$18,000

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $157,270

Name: Salem area traffic signal control center operations 2023-24

Key: 21536

Description Operation of the regional traffic control center to improve traffic flow for the 2023-2024 federal fiscal years. Operated by the city of Salem.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: OPERAT
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$805,420

Total
Fund 1

$624,000
$71,420

$71,420

Local

$110,000

$110,000

Match
Fund 2

$805,420
$624,000

STBG-U

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $624,000

Name: I-5: N. Santiam - Kuebler

Key: 21539

Description Pavement resurfacing to repair rutting and wear, and restore smoothness.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: ODOT

Region: 2

Work Type: PRESRV
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

250.50 to 253.72

3.22

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

251.25 to 253.72

2.47

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2021

Year
NHPF

Project Total

$6,274,100

$483,600

Total
Fund 1

Other

2024
$445,976

NHPF

$5,785,975

$6,757,700
$6,231,951

$488,125

$525,749

$37,624

Match

Footnote:
Name: I-5: Salem - Albany

Key: 21553

Description Install traffic surveillance cameras to monitor traffic incidents along the I-5 corridor; Install variable message signs to provide real-time

Region: 2

information to drivers

MPO: Non-MPO, Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: ODOT

Work Type: OP-ITS, OP-SSI
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

240.14 to 240.14

0

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

CASCADES WEST ACT

County(s)
LINN

245.00 to 245.00

0

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

247.50 to 247.50

0

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

260.00 to 260.00

0

I-5

PACIFIC HIGHWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2021

2022

Year

$1,100,000

Total
NHPF

Fund 1

$1,014,420
$85,580

Match

Construction

Utility Relocation

$27,500
NHPF

Other

Project Total

2024
$25,361
$2,140

$4,119,961
NHPF

$3,799,428

$5,247,461
$4,839,209

$320,533

$408,252

Footnote:
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Name: State St. @ 25th St. (Salem)

Key: 21559

Description Intersection improvements to improve pedestrian visibility and reduce traffic incidents.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Region: 2

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2021

2023

Year
Total
HSIP

Fund 1

Utility Relocation

Other

Project Total

2024

$148,700

$50,000

$137,131

$46,110

$11,569

$3,890

Match

Construction
$438,400
HSIP

$404,292

$637,100
$587,533

$34,108

$49,567

Footnote:
Name: Commercial St.: Madrona Ave. - Robins Ln. SE (Salem)

Key: 21569

Description Upgrade traffic signals at intersections to improve traffic flow and vehicle safety.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Region: 2

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

2.47 to 5.56

3.09

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2021

Year

$176,900

Total
STBG

Fund 1

Other

Project Total

2024
$581,000

$163,137

STBG

$13,763

Match

$535,798

$757,900
$698,935

$45,202

$58,965

Footnote:
Name: City of Salem downtown signal improvements (2024)

Key: 21571

Description Upgrade traffic signals at intersections in downtown core to improve traffic flow and safety.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: SAFETY
Applicant: ODOT
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2021

Year

$257,200

Total
HSIP

Fund 1

Other

Project Total

2023
$844,800

$237,190

HSIP

$20,010

Match

$779,075

$1,102,000
$1,016,265

$65,725

$85,735

Footnote:
Name: OR99EB: D St. - Union St.

Key: 21572

Description Enhance/upgrade overhead guide & overhead lane-use signing and install bike lanes along Commercial St to improve driver navigation and
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: SAFETY
Applicant: ODOT
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

4.58 to 4.87

0.29

OR-99EB

SALEM PARKWAY

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Match

Utility Relocation

Construction

2024

2024

$531,000

Total
Fund 1

Right of Way

2022

Year
HSIP

$489,688

HSIP

$41,312

Other

Project Total

$112,300

$1,742,500

$103,563 STBG

$1,606,934

$2,385,800
$2,200,185

$135,567

$185,615

$8,737

Footnote:
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Name: OR22: Center St Bridge (Salem)

Key: 21705

Description Complete design for seismic retrofit improvements such that the bridge could survive a major seismic event and continue to provide a

Region: 2

functioning crossing of the Willamette River

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: ODOT

Work Type: BRIDGE
Status: PROJECT FUNDED THROUGH FINAL PLANS

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

25.90 to 25.90

0

OR-22

WILLAMINA-SALEM

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

POLK, MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2021

2023

Year

$10,000,000

Total
NHPF

Fund 1

$8,973,000

Construction

Other

Project Total

$3,242,600
NHPF

$1,027,000

Match

Utility Relocation

$2,909,585

$13,242,600
$11,882,585

$333,015

$1,360,015

Footnote:
Name: Salem-Keizer area MPO planning SFY23

Key: 21840

Description SKATS MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 2022. Projects will be selected in the future through the MPO process.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: PLANNG
Applicant: SKATS
Status: PLANNING ACTIVITY

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

Year

$1,567,021

Total

$77,715

$77,715

$564,223

$564,223

Match
Fund 2 PL

$64,578

$64,578

$162,864

$162,864

$18,641

$18,641

Match
Fund 3 PL-5303
Match

Footnote:

$1,567,021
$679,000

$679,000

Fund 1 STBG-U

MPO funds limited to $679,000

Name: Salem-Keizer area MPO planning SFY24

Key: 21850

Description SKATS MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 2023. Projects will be selected in the future through the MPO process.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: PLANNG
Applicant: SKATS
Status: PLANNING ACTIVITY

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Highway

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$1,612,890

Total

$82,064

$82,064

$564,128.92

$564,128.92

Match
Fund 2 PL
Match
Fund 3 PL-5303
Match

Footnote:

$1,612,890
$717,000

$717,000

Fund 1 STBG-U

$64,567.08

$64,567.08

$166,117.00

$166,117.00

$19,012.84

$19,012.84

MPO funds limited to $717,000

Name: Salem-Keizer area MPO planning SFY25

Key: 21861

Description SKATS MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 2024. Projects will be selected in the future through the MPO process.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: PLANNG
Applicant: SKATS
Status: PLANNING ACTIVITY

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$1,653,188

Total
Fund 1 STBG-U
Match
Fund 2 PL
Match
Fund 3 PL-5303
Match

Footnote:

68

$750,000

$1,653,188
$750,000

$85,841

$85,841

$564,035.60

$564,035.60

$64,556.40

$64,556.40

$169,370.00

$169,370.00

$19,385.16

$19,385.16

MPO funds limited to $750,000
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Name: Pedestrian Safety Improved Crossings (Salem)

Key: 21879

Description Installation of enhanced pedestrian crossings at the following locations: River Rd. N at River Road City Park, Lancaster Dr. NE at Weathers St. NE

Region: 2

and Lancaster Dr. NE between Wolverine St. NE and Sunnyview Rd. NE, and State St. @ 19th St. SE and State St. @ 21st St. SE to increase safety.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2021

2023

Year
Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

$65,000

$233,298 STBG-U

$58,325

$26,702

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

$260,000

Match

Utility Relocation

$1,075,000
$218,260
$24,981

$58,359

TA-U

$717,801

$717,801

$82,156

$82,156

$31,802

$31,802

$6,676

Fund 2
Match
Fund 3

$1,400,000
$509,883

STBG-U

Local

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $1,227,684

Name: Orchard Heights Rd NW: Snowbird to Westhaven (Salem)

Key: 21883

Description Add various improvements to extend useful life of current facilities.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Region: 2

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2022

Year

$475,000.00

Total
CMAQ

Fund 1

Project Total

$1,900,000.00

$426,217.50

CMAQ

$48,782.50

Match

Other

2024

Fund 2

Local

$1,256,220.00

$2,375,000.00
$1,682,437.50

$143,780.00

$192,562.50

$500,000.00

$500,000.00

Match

Footnote:
MPO funds limited to $1,682,438
Name: McGilchrist Street SE at 22nd Ave SE (Salem)

Key: 21887

Description Realign 22nd Ave SE at McGilchrist to make a four-leg intersection and install a new traffic signal to increase traffic flow.
Work Type: MODERN
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM
Status: PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR CONSTRUCTION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

2021

Year

$225,000

Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

Other

Project Total

2023
$5,300,000

$201,893

STBG-U

$23,108

Match
Fund 2

Local

$5,525,000
$4,284,608

$4,082,715
$467,285

$490,393

$750,000

$750,000

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $4,284,608

Name: Commercial St SE: Vista St to Ratcliff Dr (Salem)

Key: 21890

Description Construction of sidewalks along the east side of Commercial Street SE between Ratcliff Drive and Vista Street, and new signal at Ratcliff to

Region: 2

increase safety.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF SALEM

Work Type: BIKPED
Status: FUNDED THROUGH RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2022

2024

Year

$640,000.00

$320,000.00

STBG-U

$233,864.20 STBG-U

$287,136.00

CMAQ

$340,407.80

Total
Fund 1

$26,766.80

Match
Fund 2
Match

Footnote:

Utility Relocation

Construction
2026 (Illustrative)
$2,700,000.00
STBG-U

$32,864.00

$38,961.20

CMAQ

$969,084.00

Other

Project Total
(Does not include illustrative phases)

$960,000.00
$521,000.20

$110,916.00

$59,630.80

$1,453,626.00

$340,407.80

$166,374.00

$38,961.20

MPO funds limited to $861,401, plus illustrative years
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Name: River Rd at Manzanita/McNary Estates (Keizer)

Key: 21892

Description Complete conceptual design for intesction improvments.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: CITY OF KEIZER

Region: 2

Work Type: MODERN
Status: PLANNING ACTIVITY

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$340,000

Total
STBG-U STBG-U

$305,082

$340,000
$305,082

$34,918

$34,918

Match

Footnote:

MPO funds limited to $305,082

Name: State St: 4106 State St to 46th Ave

Key: 21895

Description Construct a center turn lane, bike lanes, and sidewalks to improve pedestrian and bicyclist safety.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: MODERN
Applicant: MARION COUNTY
Status: FUNDED THROUGH RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2022

2024

Year
Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

Construction

Other

Project Total
(Does not include illustrative phases)

2026 (Illustrative)

$500,000

$300,000

$4,150,000

$448,650 STBG-U

$269,190

$3,723,795

$800,000
$717,840

$30,810

$426,205

$82,160

$51,350

Match

Footnote:

Utility Relocation

MPO funds limited to $717,840, plus illustrative years

Name: Delaney Rd: Battle Creek Bridge

Key: 21896

Description Replace the existing bridge on Delaney Road over Battle Creek. Project includes various intersection and roadway improvements to improve

Region: 2

traffic flow and safety.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: MARION COUNTY

Work Type: BRIDGE
Status: FUNDED THROUGH RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

2021

2023

Year

$465,000

Total
STBG-U

Fund 1

$417,245
$47,756

Match

Footnote:

Utility Relocation

Construction

$220,000
STBGU

Other

Project Total
(Does not include illustrative phases)

2025 (Illustrative)
$3,900,000

$197,406

STBG-U

$22,594

$3,499,470

$685,000
$614,651

$400,530

$70,350

MPO funds limited to $614,651, plus illustrative years

Name: SAMTD Fixed Route Vehicle Replacement FY 2024

Key: 21899

Description Replace up to ten diesel-fueled vehicles with alternative fueled, fixed route transit buses to provide more energy efficient vehicles for public

Region: 2

transportation.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: Transit
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION, POLK

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$2,100,000

Total
Fund 1

STBG-U

Match

Footnote:

70

$1,884,330

$2,100,000
$1,884,330

$215,670

$215,670

MPO funds limited to $1,884,330
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Name: Salem Area Safe Routes to School Program

Key: 21901

Description Funding for the Salem Area Safe Routes to School Non-Infrastructure Program coordinator to encourage biking and walking to and from school.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER MPO

Region: 2

Work Type: SAFETY
Status: PLANNING ACTIVITY

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Highway

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Project Total

Other
2024

Year

$570,000

Total
Fund 1

STBG-U

Match

Footnote:

$511,461

$570,000
$511,461

$58,539

$58,539

MPO funds limited to $511,461

Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital Projects 2021 SKT

Key: 21902

Description Allocation used for transit capital improvements such as bus enhancements, site improvements, facilities, and equipment replacement to keep

Region: 2

the system in good repair.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2021

Year

$2,394,939

Total
Fund 1

5307

$1,915,951

$2,394,939
$1,915,951

$478,988

$478,988

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital Projects 2022 SKT

Key: 21903

Description Allocation used for transit capital improvements such as bus enhancements, site improvements, facilities, and equipment replacement to keep

Region: 2

the system in good repair.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Highway

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

Year

$2,430,988

Total
Fund 1

5307

$1,944,790

$2,430,988
$1,944,790

$486,198

$486,198

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital ADA PM 2022 SKT

Key: 21904

Description Allocation used for Preventative Maintenance and ADA to provide alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other
$3,881,163

Total
Fund 1
Match

Project Total

2022

Year
5307

$3,104,930

$3,881,163
$3,104,930

$776,233

$776,233

Footnote:
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Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula-Operating 2022 SKT

Key: 21905

Description Allocation used for Transit Operating Expenses to promote the use of alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Region: 2

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

Year

$2,848,560

Total
Fund 1

5307

Match

$1,424,280

$2,848,560
$1,424,280

$1,424,280

$1,424,280

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5310) Formula Program 2022 SKT

Key: 21906

Description Allocation used for Transit Enhanced Mobility to provide options for seniors and individuals with disabilities.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

Year

$312,500

Total
Fund 1

5310

Match

$250,000

$312,500
$250,000

$62,500

$62,500

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5339) Formula Program 2022 SKT

Key: 21907

Description Allocation used for bus and bus facilities to provide alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Region: 2

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Prelim. Engineering

Planning

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

Year

$845,000

$1,056,250
$845,000

$211,250

$211,250

$1,056,250

Total
Fund 1

5339

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital ADA PM 2023 SKT

Key: 21908

Description Allocation used for Preventative Maintenance and ADA to promote alternative forms of transportation.
Work Type: TRANST
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$3,939,315

Total
Fund 1

5307

Match

$3,151,452

$3,939,315
$3,151,452

$787,863

$787,863

Footnote:
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Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital Projects 2023 SKT

Key: 21909

Description Allocation used for transit capital improvements such as bus enhancements, site improvements, facilities, and equipment replacement to keep

Region: 2

the system in good repair.

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Other

Construction

Project Total

2023

Year

$2,467,410

Total
Fund 1

5307

$1,973,928

$2,467,410
$1,973,928

$493,482

$493,482

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula-Operating 2023 SKT

Key: 21910

Description Allocation used for Transit Operating Expenses to promote the use of alternative forms of transportation.
Work Type: TRANST
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant:
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$2,891,240

Total
Fund 1

5307

Match

$1,445,620

$2,891,240
$1,445,620

$1,445,620

$1,445,620

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5310) Formula Program 2023 SKT

Key: 21911

Description Allocation used for Transit Enhanced Mobility to provide options for seniors and individuals with disabilities.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$317,500

Total
Fund 1

5310

Match

$254,000

$317,500
$254,000

$63,500

$63,500

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5339) Formula Program 2023 SKT

Key: 21912

Description Allocation used for bus and bus facilities to provide alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Region: 2

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other
$1,082,500

Total
Fund 1
Match

Project Total

2023

Year
5339

$866,000

$1,082,500
$866,000

$216,500

$216,500

Footnote:
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Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital ADA PM 2024 SKT

Key: 21913

Description Allocation used for Preventative Maintenance and ADA to promote alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$3,998,665

Total
Fund 1

5307

$3,198,932

$3,998,665
$3,198,932

$799,733

$799,733

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula Capital Projects 2024 SKT

Key: 21914

Description Allocation used for transit capital improvements such as bus enhancements, site improvements, facilities, and equipment replacement to keep
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$2,504,585

Total
Fund 1

5307

$2,003,668

$2,504,585
$2,003,668

$500,917

$500,917

Match

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5307) Formula-Operating 2024 SKT

Key: 21915

Description Allocation used for transit operating expenses to promote the use of alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$2,934,800

Total
Fund 1

5307

Match

$1,467,400

$2,934,800
$1,467,400

$1,467,400

$1,467,400

Footnote:
Name: Transit Urban (5310) Formula Program 2024 SKT

Key: 21916

Description Allocation used for Transit Enhanced Mobility to provide options for seniors and individuals with disabilities.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Work Type: TRANST
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Region: 2

Location(s)Length

Mileposts

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Highway

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$258,000

$322,500
$258,000

$64,500

$64,500

$322,500

Total
Fund 1

5310

Match

Footnote:
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Name: Transit Urban (5339) Formula Program 2024 SKT

Key: 21917

Description Allocation used for bus and bus facilities to provide alternative forms of transportation.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Region: 2

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Highway

Current Project Estimate
Prelim. Engineering

Planning

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$1,110,000

Total
Fund 1

5339

Match

$888,000

$1,110,000
$888,000

$222,000

$222,000

Footnote:
Name: Mid-valley regional transportation options prog (SFY23-24)

Key: 21918

Description Combined TDM & Rideshare Program for state fiscal years 2023 and 2024. This project uses a strategic approach for service coordination and

Region: 2

customer service including education, marketing and community outreach to promote & encourage the use of transportation options as an
alternative to the single occupant vehicle in Polk, Marion, and Yamhill Counties.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: OP-TDM
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2023

Year

$588,432

Total
Fund 1

CMAQ

Match

$528,000

$588,432
$528,000

$60,432

$60,432

Footnote:
Key: 22029

Name: Oregon Transportation Network - SAMTD FFY22

Description Urbanized public transit capital funding for Federal fiscal year 2022. Funds will be transferred to FTA for delivery. Projects and programs to be

Region: 2

determined based on funding requirements.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2022

Year

$1,188,378

Total
Fund 1

5307

$1,066,332

$1,188,378
$1,066,332

$122,046

$122,046

Match

Footnote:
Name: Oregon Transportation Network - SAMTD FFY23

Key: 22046

Description Urbanized public transit capital funding for Federal fiscal year 2023. Funds will be transferred to FTA for delivery. Projects and programs to be
determined based on funding requirements.
MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Region: 2

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

Highway

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other
$1,188,378

Total
Fund 1
Match

Project Total

2023

Year
5307

$1,066,332

$1,188,378
$1,066,332

$122,046

$122,046

Footnote:
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Name: Oregon Transportation Network - SAMTD FFY24

Key: 22057

Description Urbanized public transit capital funding for Federal fiscal year 2024. Funds will be transferred to FTA for delivery. Projects and programs to be

Region: 2

determined based on funding requirements.

MPO: Salem/Keizer Area MPO
Applicant: SALEM-KEIZER TRANSIT DISTRICT

Work Type: TRANST
Status: NON-CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Location(s)Mileposts

Length

Route

ACT

County(s)

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY ACT

MARION

Highway

Current Project Estimate
Planning

Prelim. Engineering

Right of Way

Utility Relocation

Construction

Other

Project Total

2024

Year

$1,188,378

Total
Fund 1

5307

Match

$1,066,332

$1,188,378
$1,066,332

$122,046

$122,046

Footnote:

Grand Total

76

$177,593,217.92
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Chapter77–-DEMONSTRATION
DEMONSTRATION OF
OF FISCAL
FISCAL CONSTRAINT
CONSTRAINT
Chapter
Background

TOC

The TIP is required to include a financial plan that demonstrates how the program of
projects can be implemented. The MPO is required to account for all funds expended
within SKATS, not just funds that we have control over. The most important financial
consideration when creating and/or maintaining a TIP is fiscal constraint. This means
that each year's list of projects cannot exceed the amount of funding reasonably available
in the fiscal year. This chapter will demonstrate that the anticipated revenues will not
exceed the programmed project for each fiscal year.

Financial Planning Assumptions
Financial Assumptions for the Development of Metropolitan Transportation Plans
The 2015 Federal Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) requires MPOs,
public transit operators (PTOs), and state transportation departments to cooperatively
develop estimates of funds available to support long-range transportation plans. Plans
financially constrained in this way force early choices to be made about projects affecting
mobility, land use, and air quality. This requirement is one part of a federal effort to
encourage more effective long-range planning and decision-making.
ODOT, along with an ad hoc committee consisting of ODOT staff, staff of each of
Oregon’s eight MPOs, and representatives of the nine PTOs in the MPOs’ planning areas,
developed the Financial Assumptions for the Development of Metropolitan
Transportation Plans SFY 2018-2047, dated December 2016. This document describes the
methodology ODOT, MPOs, and directly affected PTOs adopted to meet the FAST Act
requirement as it concerns state and federal funding sources and the distribution and use
of revenue expected from these sources. MPO long-range plan development is a separate
process from development of Statewide Transportation Improvement Programs (STIPs),
and metropolitan transportation Improvement programs (TIPs). However, the process
utilizes some STIP regional distribution methodologies, and STIP and TIP projects must
reflect the investment priorities established in the long-range plans.
Accounting for Inflation
Unless otherwise noted, all project costs reported in the TIP are estimated for the
expected year of expenditure, meaning that the cost estimates include an adjustment to
account for the annual inflation of prices. The committee for the Financial Assumptions
for the Development of Metropolitan Transportation Plans SFY 2018-2047 (referenced
above) recommended to continue the previously determined long-term inflation rate of
3.1 percent annually. This rate has been adopted by the statewide plan. SKATS verified
Transportation Improvement Program FY 2021-2026
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that this assumption was still reasonable by checking the Engineering News Record
posted inflation rates for the past few years, and several other sources which generally
reflected a 3 percent inflation rate. Therefore, an inflation factor of 3.1 percent was used
for each year beyond the initial 2021 program year in the development of this TIP.
Matching Funds
In most cases, federal grant programs require a non-federal match contribution in order
to implement the projects identified in the MPO's TIP (typically 10.27 percent minimum).
The TIP identifies the state or local contribution to each project in the TIP. In addition,
state and local matching funds are also programmed within the appropriate capital
improvement budget or program managed by the sponsor agency of each project. Nonfederal matching dollars are typically generated through the state gas tax, local
transportation system development charges, local property taxes, and local general
obligation bonds.

Fiscal Constraint
A summary of anticipated revenues for all sources of funds is included in Chapter 3,
Table 2. The listing of projects, the funding sources and amounts, and the anticipated
year of obligation for each phase of a project is included in Chapter 6, Table 10. The
following tables compares the revenues and anticipated expenditures by year and fund
type. They demonstrate fiscal constraint of all funds expended within the MPO. The
funds for all FHWA and FTA sources are summarized in Table 11 for each year from 2021
to 2024. The totals for all years and funds are summarized in Table 12.
Discussion of Fiscal Constraint
The tables demonstrate fiscal constraint by program and year. Due to the small amount
of funds, especially in the Transportation Alternatives Program, it is very difficult to
program every dollar every year, especially since the majority of a project cost is in the
construction phase. Therefore, ODOT and the MPOs have agreed to allow the MPOs
more flexibility in project programming. This allows the MPOs to carry a balance of
federal funds to the following year to more realistically reflect program scheduling and
build up an adequate funding balance to fund a larger project. The MPOs continue to
strive to program all the federal funds by the end of the TIP years. Occasionally, optimal
project scheduling requires funds to be available before the federal funds are available. In
those cases, ODOT has agreed to Advance Construct a project as needed, providing state
funds and using the following year’s federal allocation. This is shown as an increase of
local funds in the programmed year, with an equivalent reduction in the available federal
funds the following year in Table 11 (this is only used once in the 2021 TA-U program). At
the end of FY 2024, there is a remaining balance of $380,542 in STBG-U federal funds and
$59,394 in CMAQ federal funds available for projects.
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Table 11
Summary of Revenue and Expenditures by Fund FY 2021-FY2024
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Table 11 (Cont.)
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Table 12
Summary of Total Revenue and Expenditures by Fund FY 2021-FY2024

Obligation Targets
Historically, local jurisdictions have obligated less than 50 percent of the federal funds in
the original year programmed for a variety of reasons. ODOT and the three TMAs are
working together to develop a process to improve the funding obligation rates that
includes a system of targets, rewards, and penalties. The process has not been finalized,
but SKATS staff and the local jurisdictions have started implementing several things that
have improved obligation rates, including:
• Meeting monthly with MPO staff, the ODOT local agency liaison (LAL), and local
agency staff responsible for delivering projects. This has elevated the importance
of delivering projects on time and has encouraged the local agencies to start the
Intergovernmental Agreement process much earlier.
• More realistic programming of projects. Frequently, the cause of delay is that it
takes more time than originally programmed to get through the design and right
of way acquisition phases. Additional time has been built into the schedule to
better match historical experience.
• Coordination between local jurisdictions to help each other deliver projects on
time and within budget.
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Carry Forward Projects
All projects or project phases programmed prior to FY 2021 are expected to have been
obligated by September 30, 2020. Any projects whose funds have not been considered to
have lapsed or their obligation authority to have expired are considered to be
automatically carried forward into the first program year (FY 2021) of this TIP.

SAMTD Statement of Financial Capacity
In accordance with FTA Circular 7008.1A, issued January 30, 2002, it has been found that
Salem Area Mass Transit District’s (SAMTD) financial condition is good; and they have
the financial capacity to carry out the capital, operating, planning, and maintenance
activities listed in the TIP.
Financial Condition
Grove, Mueller & Swank, P.C. Independent Auditor’s Report, covering the Fiscal Year
Ending June 30, 2019, is the basis for the positive finding on SAMTD’s financial condition.
Stated below is SAMTD’s financial condition in terms of current assets versus liabilities,
cash reserves, debt levels, trends in costs compared to revenues and economic indicators:
•
•
•
•
•

Current Assets versus Current Liabilities: Current assets equal $28,504,479
while Current Liabilities equal $2,684,862 for a ratio of 10.62 to 1.
Cash Reserves: Unrestricted Cash and Investments, End of Year $15,689,002.
Restricted Assets: Federal and State grants receivable $13,983,809.
Long-Term Debt: SAMTD’s current long-term debt level is $0.
Trends in Costs Compared to Revenues: Total operating expenditures were
$37,356,595 for the year ending 2019 and $40,952,162 for the year ending 2018, a
decrease of 8.8 percent. Operating and Non-operating revenues were $38,875,132
for the year ending 2019 and $41,088,367 for the year ending 2018.

Financial Capacity
SAMTD has the financial capability to carry out the capital, operating, planning, and
maintenance activities listed in the Transportation Improvement Program. The district
utilizes a local property tax base as its primary source of local revenue. The tax base is a
continuing revenue source not dependent on voter approval each year. Other revenues
sources include the State of Oregon, the Federal Transit Administration, farebox, and
other local sources.
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Chapter
Chapter88–-TIP
TIP MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT PROCESS
PROCESS
TOC
This document sets forth road and transit projects within the SKATS area. The
scheduling of these projects represents only a best estimate of the future projects.
Occasionally, changes to an approved TIP must be made due to the dynamic nature of
transportation project programming. The TIP is, therefore, intended to be flexible; and
modifications may be made as circumstances dictate.
By adopting this TIP, the SKATS Policy Committee affirms the established procedures
described below for governing the TIP management process. These procedures ensure
appropriate visibility and deliberation for significant TIP amendments while at the same
time allowing for an expeditious routine adjustment process. The procedures streamline
the overall TIP process and maintain compliance with federal, state, and local
requirements related to the preparation and management of the document. Revisions to
the TIP must be consistent with the most recently adopted SKATS Regional
Transportation System Plan and SKATS Public Participation Plan (PPP). The types of TIP
modifications are described below and are summarized in Table 13. Table 14 is a
decision matrix to help determine the process needed for a specific modification.

TIP Amendments
An amendment is a revision to the TIP that is
significant enough to require public review and
comment, and/or re-demonstration of fiscal
constraint, and/or a conformity determination. See
the amendment matrix in Table 13 for a description
of the types of modifications that are considered full
amendments. TIP amendments involve public
involvement and notice, financial constraint
analysis, and air quality conformity determination
(if required), and, if applicable, environmental
justice considerations, the same as for the original
TIP. The public activities required for amendments
may vary with the type of amendment, consistent
with the SKATS PPP. Some amendments have
greater potential to impact the public, and
therefore, require a more comprehensive public
involvement process. Refer to Table 13 for the type
of modifications that require a 30-day public review
process. Other amendments, still significant
enough to require a public review period, require a
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From Title 23 Part 450.104
Definitions:
Amendment means a revision to a longrange statewide or metropolitan
transportation plan, TIP, or STIP that
involves a major change to a project
included in a metropolitan transportation
plan, TIP, or STIP, including the addition or
deletion of a project or a major change in
project cost, project/project phase initiation
dates, or a major change in design concept
or design scope (e.g., changing project
termini or the number of through traffic
lanes or changing the number of stations in
the case of fixed guideway transit projects).
Changes to projects that are included only
for illustrative purposes do not require an
amendment. An amendment is a revision
that requires public review and comment
and a re-demonstration of fiscal constraint.
If an amendment involves “non-exempt”
projects in nonattainment and
maintenance areas, a conformity
determination is required.
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14-day public notice, consistent with the SKATS PPP. Any modification that the public,
staff, or the Policy Committee considers significant enough to require more
comprehensive public involvement will undergo a 30-day public review process,
consistent with the SKATS PPP.

TIP Adjustments
A TIP adjustment is a modification to the TIP that is not considered to represent a
significant revision and does not require a redetermination of air quality conformity nor
a public involvement process. TIP adjustments typically involve increasing, decreasing,
or moving funds that the Policy Committee has discretion in programming. A TIP
Adjustment requires a resolution by the Policy Committee. See Table 13 for
modifications that are considered TIP adjustments.

TIP Administrative Modifications
An administrative modification is a revision to the
From Title 23 Part 450.104
TIP that is not significant enough to require public
Definitions:
review and comment, and/or re-demonstration of
Administrative modification means a
fiscal constraint, and/or a conformity
minor revision to a long-range statewide
determination, and does not require a resolution of
or metropolitan transportation plan,
Transportation Improvement Program
the SKATS Policy Committee. The administrative
(TIP), or Statewide Transportation
modification process allows the MPO to expedite
minor changes to projects, which can reduce project Improvement Program (STIP) that
includes minor changes to project/project
delays. These changes exclude modifications to
phase costs, minor changes to funding
the amounts of STBG-U, CMAQ-U, or TAP-U
sources of previously included projects,
and minor changes to project/project
funds allocated to a project in the TIP.
phase initiation dates. An administrative
Administrative modifications are coordinated with
modification is a revision that does not
the project sponsor(s). In some instances,
require public review and comment, a readministrative modifications may be considered
demonstration of fiscal constraint, or a
significant enough to be reviewed by the SKATS
conformity determination (in
nonattainment and maintenance areas).
Technical Advisory Committee and Policy
Committee and potentially require public review
prior to the revision. All administrative modifications will be noted at the next regularly
scheduled Policy Committee meeting. Refer to Table 13 for examples of administrative
modifications.
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Table 13
TIP Amendment Matrix
I. FULL AMENDMENTS
A. Full amendments requiring 30-day public review and comment
1. Adding or cancelling a project that significantly affects roadway capacity, vehicle volumes, or travel speeds,

such as the construction of a new regionally significant roadway or new interchange to the regional system; or
the widening (adding travel lanes) of a regionally significant roadway.

B. Full amendments requiring 14-day public notice
1. Adding or cancelling a federally funded, or regionally significant project to the STIP and state funded projects
which will potentially be federalized below full amendment level in I.A above.
2. Major change in project scope. Major scope change includes:
• Change in project termini - greater than .25 mile in any direction
• Changes to the approved environmental footprint
• Impacts to AQ conformity
• Adding capacity per FHWA Standards
• Adding or deleting the construction phase to a project
3. Changes in Fiscal Constraint by the following criteria:
• FHWA project cost increase/decrease:
• Projects under $500K – increase/decrease over 50%
• Projects $500K to $1M – increase/decrease over 30%
• Projects $1M and over – increase/decrease over 20%
• All FTA project changes – increase/decrease over 30%
4. Adding an emergency relief permanent repair project that involves substantial change in function and
location.

II. ADJUSTMENTS

1. Increasing or reducing the total amount of STBG-U or TA-U funds to previously approved projects below full
amendment levels in I.B.3 above.
2. Moving more than $100,000 in STBG-U or TA-U funds (cumulative per project in a program year) in a
previously approved project from one project phase to another within the same project, where there is no
change to the total project STBG-U or TA-U funding amount.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATIONS/TECHNICAL ADJUSTMENTS
1. Advancing or Slipping an approved project/phase within the current STIP (If slipping outside current STIP,
see Full Amendments I.B.3)
2. Adding or deleting any phase (except CN) of an approved project below Full Amendment I.B.3
3. Combining two or more approved projects into one or splitting an approved project into two or more, or
splitting part of an approved project to a new one.
4. Splitting a new project out of an approved program-specific pool of funds (but not reserves for future
projects) or adding funds to an existing project from a bucket or reserve if the project was selected through a
specific process (i.e. ARTS, Local Bridge...)
5. Minor technical corrections such as typographical errors or missing data.
6. Changing name of project due to change in scope, combining or splitting of projects, or to better conform to
naming convention. (For major change in scope, see Full Amendments I.B.2.)
7. Adding a temporary emergency repair and relief project that does not involve substantial change in function
and location.
8. Moving less than $100,000 in STBG-U or TA-U funds (cumulative per project in a program year) in a
previously approved project from one project phase to another within the same project, where there is no
change to the total project STBG-U or TA-U funding amount.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Adding or cancelling a project to the TIP
a) Adding or cancelling a project that significantly affects roadway capacity, vehicle volumes, or travel speeds, such as
the construction of a new regionally significant roadway or new interchange to the regional system; or the widening
(adding travel lanes) of a regionally significant roadway.
b) Adding or cancelling a federally funded and regionally significant project to the TIP, below #1a
c) Adding or cancelling a locally funded project to the TIP, as long as it is not regionally significant
Change in project scope
a) Major change in project termini – greater than 0.25 mile in any direction
b) Minor change in project termini – less than 0.25 mile in any direction
c) Changes to the approved environmental footprint
d) Impacts to Air Quality Determination
e) Adding capacity per FHWA standards
f) Other minor change in project scope
Increasing or decreasing funds to previously adopted TIP projects
a) Increasing or decreasing FHWA funds (for STBG-U, CMAQ-U or TA-U funds see 3c):
• Projects under $500K – increase/decrease over 50%
• Projects $500K to $1M – increase/decrease over 30%
• Projects $1M and over – increase/decrease over 20%
b) Increasing or decreasing FTA funds by over 30%
c) Increasing or decreasing the total amount of STBG-U, CMAQ-U, or TA-U funds to previously approved STBG-U,
CMAQ-U, or TA-U funded projects below full amendment levels in #3a
d) Increasing or decreasing non-STBG-U, non-CMAQ-U, or non-TA-U federal funds below full amendment in #3a or b
Moving funds from one phase to another within the same previously approved project
where there is no change in the total funding amount
a) Moving $100,000 or more in STBG-U, CMAQ-U, or TA-U funds (cumulative per project in a program year) from one
project phase to another, where there is no change to the total project STBG-U, CMAQ-U, or TA-U funding amount.
b) Moving less than $100,000 in STBG-U, CMAQ-U, or TA-U funds (cumulative per project in a program year) from
one project phase to another, where there is no change to the total project STBG-U, CMAQ-U, or TA-U funding
amount.
c) Moving non-STBG-U, non-CMAQ-U, or non-TA-U funds from one project phase to another
Adding an emergency relief project
a) Adding an emergency relief permanent repair project that involves substantial change in function and location.
b) Adding a temporary emergency repair and relief project that does not involve substantial change in function and
location.
Minor actions related to adding, deleting, or modifying any funded projects that are not
listed above.
a) Advancing or slipping an approved project/phase within the current TIP (if slipping outside of current TIP, see #2)
b) Adding or deleting a previously unidentified phase (except CONS) to an approved project, below full amendment
[See #3 a) and b)]
c) Combining two or more adopted projects into one project (for purposes of contracting efficiencies), or splitting an
approved project into two or more, or splitting part of an approved project into a new one.
d) Splitting a new project out of an approved program-specific pool of funds (but not reserves for future projects) or
adding funds to an existing project from a bucket or reserve if the project was selected through a specific process
(i.e. ARTS, Local Bridge)
e) Minor technical corrections to fix typographical errors or missing data to be consistent with the STIP.
f) Changing name of project due to change in scope, combining or splitting of projects, or to better conform to naming
convention. (For major change in scope, see Full Amendments #2)

Administrative
Modifications

Adjustments

Amendments

14-day Public Notice

Type of Change

Amendments

SKATS Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Management Process Summary Table

30-day Public Review

Table 14
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ANALYSIS OF
OF PROJECTS
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Overview
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This chapter contains the evaluation of the TIP for:
• Environmental Justice Analysis
• Consultation
• Air Quality and Conformity Determination (AQCD)

Environmental Justice Analysis
Background
The concept of environmental justice, derived from Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and other civil rights statutes, was first put forward as a national policy goal by
presidential Executive Order 12898 issued in 1994. It directs "each federal agency to make
achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as
appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects
of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income
populations.” Drawing from this framework, the U.S. Department of Transportation 2
established three principles to ensure nondiscrimination in federally funded activities:
• Avoid, minimize or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health
and environmental effects — including social and economic effects — on minority
populations and low-income populations.
• Ensure full and fair participation by all potentially affected communities in
transportation decision-making processes.
• Prevent the denial of, reduction in or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by
minority and low-income populations.
The Federal Highway Administration and the Federal Transit Administration have
renewed their commitments to assure that environmental justice is carried out in the
programs and strategies they fund including the transportation planning activities of
metropolitan planning organizations like the Salem Keizer Transportation Study
(SKATS).
SKATS Approach to Environmental Justice
SKATS strives to incorporate fairness and equity into its transportation planning and
programming processes. The FY 2021–2026 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
is developed in consistency with the Public Participation Plan (PPP). The PPP uses several
2
Department of Transportation Environmental Justice Strategy (March 2, 2012)
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/environmental_justice/ej_at_dot/dot_ej_strategy/index.cfm
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strategies to involve traditionally underserved segments of the population in the
transportation planning process. In addition to public outreach, SKATS also analyzes the
projects in the FY 2021-2026 TIP to ensure federal transportation investments are
proportionally funded and equitably located in areas with underserved populations.
SKATS has a multi-pronged approach to addressing environmental justice (EJ) in the TIP.
The first is through outreach, the second is in the project selection process. The third
uses spatial analysis, and lastly the travel demand model was recently used for those
projects coming from the 2019-2043 Regional Transportation Systems Plan (RTSP). In
2019, the RTSP was updated and adopted, which included an EJ analysis of all the
transportation projects included in the plan. TIP projects submitted by the local
jurisdictions are also included in the RTSP.
Definition of EJ Population Areas
SKATS’ EJ population is defined as census tracts that have higher than average minority
populations or higher than average low-income communities. Minority populations
include people who are Black/African-American, Hispanic or Latino, Asian American,
American Indian and Alaskan Native, and Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander, or
any combination of 2 or more races. Low-Income populations are defined as those living
below the poverty level as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. The poverty level is based
on multiple criteria including income levels and family size and composition. Using
American Community Survey 2013-2017 data summarized from census tracts, the SKATS
area wide average of the population in poverty is 15.7 percent, and the minority
population average is 33.9 percent. Therefore, the environmental justice population
includes any census tracts with values higher than these averages.
Demographic Data
The diversity of the SKATS population is summarized in Table 15. Hispanics are the
largest component of the minority population at 22 percent.

Table 15
Racial and Ethnic Profile of the SKATS area
White
alone

Estimate
SKATS
average

Minority
or
Hispanic

Hispanic

American
Indian and
Alaska Native
(and not
Hispanic)

Black
(and not
Hispanic)

Asian
(and not
Hispanic)

Pacific
Islander
(and not
Hispanic)

All other
races or 2
or more
races (not
Hispanic)

177,029

87,362

63,613

3,318

1,791

6,347

2,857

9,436

67%

33%

24%

1%

1%

2%

1%

4%

Source ACS 2010-2014, Table B03002
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Outreach
Brochures in both English and Spanish are developed for the TIP, explaining the projects,
their locations, and the funding sources. These are physically mailed, emailed, and
posted in neighborhoods throughout the SKATS area. Online interactive maps are also
created in which people can leave comments at both the beginning of the project
selection process and again during the official public comment period before the plan’s
adoption. SKATS uses its website for announcements and postings of materials as well as
Facebook for updates on project development. SKATS also sends out notifications and
information via Email and traditional mailing lists. An online Open House with an
interactive map and opportunities to submit comments were held during the spring of
2020. For a full list of outreach activities and comments received, see Appendix D of the
TIP document.
Project Selection Criteria Approach
Environmental justice concerns are included in the development of the draft project list.
Section 7 of the project application includes the question, “At the project and regional
levels, describe how the completed project promotes environmental justice (by avoiding,
minimizing, or mitigating disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects including social and economic effects on minority and low‐income
populations).” This is a factor in the application, and therefore, a component in the
ranking of the projects. Projects were scored, evaluated, reviewed and ranked for final
review and inclusion by the Policy Committee. Not all projects are included in the final
adopted plan. Projects that meet more criteria and are considered of greatest benefit
rank higher. In this way, EJ considerations factored into the selection and inclusion of
projects.
Spatial Analysis Approach
A spatial analysis is conducted using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) mapping
tools. In GIS, the final list of projects (those with a geographic location specified) were
evaluated to ensure federal transportation investments are proportionally funded and
equitably located in areas with higher than average minority and low-income
populations.
The following two maps (Figure 6 and Figure 7) show minority and low-income
populations. Also mapped are the location of projects in the FY 2021-2026 TIP that have a
geographic component. Not all projects can be mapped if they have no specific
geographic location. Also, planning and programs are not shown on the map. Some
projects are new to this TIP update, and other are being completed in the 2021-2016 TIP.
Those projects close to completion are also in the current 2018-2023 TIP and were
included in a previous EJ analysis. The maps are broken into three intervals, below
average, at or near average, and above average. The middle interval aligns with the
Transportation Improvement Program FY 2021-2026
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Figure 6
Minority Population in SKATS
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Figure 7
Low Income in SKATS
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margins of errors associated with the estimates. For this tabular summary and associated
maps, the margins of error are not factored into the rates.
Benefit and Burden Spatial Analysis
For the spatial analysis, projects with a geographical location were divided into three
categories by type:
•
•
•

Bike/Pedestrian and Transit projects,
Road/Bridge and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)/Signal projects, and
Pavement preservation and Highway projects.

Bike/Pedestrian and Transit projects are considered a benefit to the communities in
which they are located as they improve safety and connectivity. These projects usually
include building missing sidewalks or completing bike lanes which improve accessibility
for those walking and biking. Transit projects improve accessibility to bus service or an
improved experience with transit (e.g., new bus shelters). There are 12 of these projects
uniformly evaluated as a benefit.
The second category of projects include improvements such as turn-lane additions, road
widening, complete streets, new signals or upgrades, signal interconnects (ITS),
realignments, bridge replacements or repairs. These projects are considered beneficial for
drivers by improving safety and travel times. Pedestrians may also benefit with a
“complete street” project that includes new or improved sidewalks and bike lanes, and
signal crossings upgrades. An additional travel lane may reduce “cut-through” traffic on
local streets, making neighborhood streets safer and quieter. Conversely, widened
intersections or streets may be considered a burden if they separate communities or make
pedestrian crossings longer. A widened street may encourage speeding, reducing the
comfort of those not in vehicles. There are 15 of these projects, and they were evaluated
to see that their distribution was geographically equitable, with the assumption that any
burden associated with a project is considered offset by the modernization of the work.
The third group of projects include pavement preservation, overlays, signage, and most I5 based projects. These projects, though potentially large in size, such as new pavement
on I-5, or costly, such as bridge end panels on I-5, have no neighborhood benefit or
burden to local communities. Therefore, they were excluded from this spatial analysis.
Figure 8 highlights in yellow the census tracts with percentages above the regional
average. Only projects from the first and second group are included for the spatial
analysis. An area of special interest, marked with hatching, includes the census tracts
with the highest percentages of poverty and minority populations.
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Figure 8
Environmental Justice Population Areas
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In Geographic Information Services (GIS), projects by group were overlaid to see if they
fell in or out of the EJ population area. A project was considered inside if 65 percent of its
length or area fell within. The following table is the results of this spatial analysis.

Table 16
Project Distribution

Target Population Area
Non-Target Population Area
Total

Target Population Area
Non-Target Population Area
Total

Bike/Ped & Transit
83%
17%

Road/Bridge & ITS
60%
40%

Number
of
Projects
10
2
12

Total Project Costs
$26,362,670
$3,450,000
$29,812,670

Number
of
Projects
9
6
15

Total Project Costs
$19,551,870
$4,765,397
$24,317,267

Cost as
Percent
88%
12%

Cost as
Percent
80%
20%

Table 16 shows the distribution of both groups of projects. Considered fully a benefit, 88
percent of Bike/Pedestrian and Transit projects will be located in and will benefit the EJ
population area. Of the second group of Road/Bridge and ITS/Signal projects, 60 percent
are located in the target EJ population area and are considered to benefit the community
in which they are constructed, outweighing any potential burden.
From this analysis, it is concluded that the location of current planned transportation
improvement projects is providing more benefit than burden to minority and low-income
populations within the SKATS area. Estimated project costs are also summarized in
Table 16 and reflect a similar distribution, with the majority of project dollars to be spent
in the EJ population area.
Travel Model
SKATS’ travel demand model is a software program used to forecast travel patterns and
traffic volumes on existing and proposed roadways and streets. The travel model operates
on 442 transportation analysis zones, which represent small geographic areas which cover
the Salem-Keizer-Turner area. Approximately, four to five zones are equivalent in area to
a census tract.
In 2019, for the RTSP update, full model runs were conducted for the base year, a future
year with no new transportation projects built, and a future year with the anticipated
projects built and included into the travel network. This analysis concluded that both EJ
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and non-EJ zones with the 2043 build option showed a decrease in vehicle hours traveled
(VHT) and vehicle hours of delay (VHD) compared to the 2043 no-build option. There
was nominal change in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for both. A greater percent
reduction of VHD occurred for EJ zones, and a greater reduction of VHD occurred for
non-EJ zones of near the same amount (approximately 50 percent). All reductions are
considered beneficial and the reductions overall are comparable for EJ and non-EJ areas.
This initial analysis demonstrates that the distribution of projects and their subsequent
effects on the system did not burden either EJ or non-EJ populations as there are no
increases to either VHT or VHD. Therefore, all areas benefit from the inclusion and
development of projects.
No new model runs were conducted for this TIP update, however the projects from the
local jurisdictions included in the TIP are a subset of those included in the RTSP analysis.
The completion of these projects will be an improvement to the transit network and
therefore beneficial.
Environmental Justice with Transit Service
Salem-Keizer Transit is also required to consider environmental justice within its
provision of service areas, and to conduct an equity analysis when considering proposed
major service changes. MWVCOG includes transit projects in its environmental justice
review when they are physically located projects, for example transit centers or bus
shelters. Salem Area Mass Transit District’s (SAMTD) Title VI and equity analysis
considers access and service areas. SAMTD Title VI program, approved by their Board on
May 22, 2014 used base data and maps on low income and minority populations supplied
by the MWVCOG.
Conclusion
The outcome of this analysis found that SKATS’ target population area of low-income and
minority residents is receiving a similar or greater share of program and project
investments relative to the area wide distribution and that these projects are a benefit to
the communities in which they are located.
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Consultation
There are specific requirements that outline what types of agencies or stakeholders need
to be consulted during the transportation planning process and the type of information
that needs to be shared with these interested parties. It is suggested that contacts with
state, local, Indian tribes, and private agencies responsible for the following areas be
contacted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic growth and development
Environmental protection
Airport operators
Freight movement
Land use management
Natural resources
Conservation
Historical preservation
Human Services Transportation Providers

The overarching goal of this process is to eliminate or minimize conflicts with other
agencies’ plans, programs or policies as they relate to the Transportation Improvement
Program. The consultation process used for the SKATS TIP was based on the
Consultation Process for use During the Development of the SKATS RTSP and TIP,
which lays out the cooperatively developed process between SKATS and the applicable
governments and agencies, and clarifies the process, timeframes, and roles and
responsibilities of each of the parties involved.
Consultation Process
The Consultation Process lists the agencies that requested to be contacted during the
development of the TIP, and how they prefer to be contacted. The agencies that were
specifically contacted are listed in Table 17.

Table 17
TIP Consultation Group
Agency

Contact

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Oregon Department of Transportation Environmental
Federal Transit Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Salem Airport
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians
Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community in Oregon

Benny Dean
Elise Kelley
Bill Warncke
Jeremy Borrego
Rachael Tupica
John Paskell
Cory Wind
Pam Barlow
Briece Edwards
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The consultation group requested that they be contacted three times during the
development of the TIP:
•
•

•

At the start of the TIP Update
o An email was sent on January 21, 2019 with information regarding the TIP
kickoff, with a request to submit projects and links to the website.
After the financial projections and initial list of projects are available
o An email was sent on September 26, 2019 with information regarding the
process and a link to the interactive map where they could learn about the
proposed projects.
During the public review period
o An email was sent March 25, 2020 with the document asking for comments,
with a follow-up phone call to make sure that the email was received.
o A brochure was mailed to the tribes during the week of March 30, 2020.
o A reminder email was sent on April 24, 2020
o A follow-up letter was sent to the tribes on May 7, 2020 asking for comments on
the Draft TIP.

Comments Received
The following comments were received through the consultation process:
Benny Dean – Replied with new contact information.
Response: Updated contact information. Called him to give him a summary of
our projects and make sure that he understood who we were and what was
expected.
Elise Kelley – Replied saying she has no comment.
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Air Quality Conformity Determination (AQCD) Consultation
The draft Air Quality Conformity Determination (AQCD) for the draft SKATS FY 20212026 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) was sent to the air quality consultation
group via email on March 25, 2020. A reminder was sent April 23, 2020. The group was
informed that comments would be accepted until May 17th to allow time for any changes
to be integrated into the AQCD in time for distribution for the May 26th Public Hearing
and SKATS Policy Committee meeting.
The AQCD consultation group is listed in Table 18.

Table 18
AQCD Consultation Group
Agency

Contact

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region X
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region X
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region X
Federal Transit Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Oregon Department of Transportation

Karl Pepple
Claudia Vaupel
Adam Clark
Jeremy Borrego
Rachael Tupica
Rachel Sakata
Karen White-Fallon
Natalie Liljenwall

Comments Received
Rachel Sakata stated that she reviewed the document and had no comments.
Karl Pepple responded, asked to add Adam Clark to the contact list, verified the hearing
date, and had no comments.
Response: Added Adam Clark to the mailing list and confirmed the hearing date.
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DRAFT AIR QUALITY CONFORMITY DETERMINATION
FOR THE SKATS FY 2021-2026 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM
Healthy Air
Following passage of the federal Clean Air Act Amendments in 1990, the Salem-Keizer
area was designated as a non-attainment area for the carbon monoxide (CO) and 1-hour
ozone (O3) national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS). However, monitoring data
since that time has shown that pollutant levels are decreasing.
Carbon Monoxide Status
Previously, the CO monitor for the SKATS region was located at Market Street and
Lancaster Drive. The CO monitor had been located there in the past to ensure that
measurements were being made in the location of highest CO concentrations prior to a
re-designation effort. No violations of the carbon monoxide standard were recorded
between 1984 and 2003, and the last exceedance was in 1993 3. Based on this history of
clean air, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) removed the CO
monitor in 2006 and developed a Carbon Monoxide Limited Maintenance Plan for the
SKATS region, which was submitted to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in
2007 and went into effect March 2, 2009 4. As an area with a limited maintenance plan,
SKATS is no longer required perform a regional emissions analysis for CO but still must
demonstrate conformity as discussed below.
Ozone Status
Effective June 15, 2004, EPA formally designated the entire state of Oregon
“unclassifiable/attainment” for the new 8-hour ozone NAAQS.
Federal and State Regulations
The U.S. Congress approved amendments to the Clean Air Act (CAAA) on November 15,
1990. Shortly thereafter, urban air sheds were tested and classified on the basis of their
attainment or non-attainment to national ambient air quality standards. The area
encompassed by the SKATS boundary was designated as a non-attainment area for
carbon monoxide (CO) and ozone (O3).

An exceedance of the standard can happen on one day. A violation of the standard is based on multiple
observations. An official violation is classified as three exceedances at a monitor.
4
Salem-Keizer Area Carbon Monoxide Limited Maintenance Plan, State Implementation Plan Volume 2
Section 4.57, June 4, 2007 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. (EPA Approval is located at 73 FR
79655. See: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2008-12-30/pdf/E8-30825.pdf#page=1.)
3
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT) issued the final rule for CAAA conformity on November 24, 1993
(40 CFR Parts 51 and 93), which included rules for regional emissions analyses of
transportation improvement programs (TIPs) and transportation plans in the interim
period before approval of a revised State Implementation Plan (SIP) 5 . The State of
Oregon's Environmental Quality Commission adopted Criteria and Procedures for
Determining Conformity to State or Federal Implementation Plans of Transportation Plans,
Programs, and Projects Funded or Approved Under Title 23 U.S.C. or the Federal Transit Act
(hereafter referred to as the Transportation Conformity), OAR 340-20-710 through 34020-1080, in March 1995. The rule was last revised in 2010 under OAR 340-252-0010 to 340252-0230, Transportation Conformity.
The transportation conformity rule requires that transportation plans, programs, and
projects conform to state air quality implementation plans (SIPs) and establishes the
criteria and procedures for determining whether or not they do conform. Conformity
means that transportation activities will not produce new air quality violations, worsen
existing violations, or delay timely attainment of the national ambient air quality
standards.
Since 1993, EPA finalized several amendments to the transportation conformity rule. The
first set of amendments was published on August 7, 1995 (60 FR 40098), a second set on
November 14, 1995 (60 FR 57179), and a third set on August 15, 1997 (62 FR 43780). In
particular, the third set of rules increased the flexibility of demonstrating conformity for
areas not required to submit SIP, such as SKATS (see next section for details).
In 1997, EPA revised the primary ozone standard from the 1-hour to an 8-hour standard.
On April 30, 2004, EPA finalized the rules (69 FR 23951) that revoked the 1-hour ozone
standard one year after the effective date of 8-hour ozone nonattainment designations.
In accordance with EPA’s April 30, 2004 final rule, conformity for the 1-hour standard will
no longer apply in existing 1-hour nonattainment and maintenance areas once the
standard and corresponding designations are revoked.
On July 1, 2004, new transportation conformity amendments were finalized (69 FR 40004)
that: include criteria and procedures for the new 8-hour ozone and fine particulate
matter (PM2.5) national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS); address conformity
requirements for 1-hour non-attainment areas that are in attainment of the 8-hour ozone
standards (such as SKATS); contain conformity rules that implement the March 2, 1999
court decision when conformity lapses occur; and include a few miscellaneous revisions
to clarify the existing regulation and improve implementation.

For more information see: https://www.epa.gov/state-and-local-transportation/transportationconformity-chronological-list-rulemakings
5
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On December 22, 2006, the DC Court of Appeals struck down the 8-hour ozone standard,
stating that EPA had violated the Clean Air Act in relaxing the limits. Later decision by
the court clarified the ruling, and the State of Oregon is still designated as attainment for
ozone.
In 2008, EPA modified federal rules to require states to adopt only parts of the conformity
rules as state regulations. Passages that pertain to Oregon-specific conditions, such as
those describing interagency consultation and any requirements that are more restrictive
than federal minimum standards were required to be retained as states rules. In response
to the federal changes, in February 2010, the Oregon Environmental Quality Commission
repealed state rules that simply duplicated federal measures, allowing the federal
measures to govern. The changes to the state conformity rules were submitted to EPA
and were approved in 2012 as a revision to the State Implementation Plan.
Transportation Conformity as it Applies to the SKATS Area
According to federal rules, while areas with approved limited maintenance plans are not
required to perform a regional emission analysis, they are required to demonstrate
conformity of the transportation plans as stated in 40 CFR part 93, subpart A. These
requirements, and how SKATS is meeting them in regard to the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP,
are presented below. A more detailed discussion is presented in AQCD Appendix 1.
a) Transportation plans and projects provide for timely implementation of SIP
transportation control measures (TCMs) in accordance with 40 CFR 93.113;
1. There are no TCMs identified in the SIP for the SKATS area.
b) Transportation plans and projects comply with the fiscal constraint element per 40
CFR 93.108;
1. As required by federal regulations, the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP is financially
constrained, containing only those projects that funds are identified for or
‘reasonably expected’ to be available over the time frame of the plans.
2. The financial constraint assumptions developed for the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP
are shown on pages 77 to 82 of the TIP.
c) The MPO’s interagency consultation procedures meet applicable requirements of 40
CFR 93.105;
1. The equivalent State Rule is OAR 340-252-0060.
2. A draft of this document was circulated to ODOT, EPA, Oregon DEQ, FHWA, and
FTA prior to adoption. The draft was sent to the group on March 25, 2020. In
addition, a document explaining the reasons for updating the TIP was included.
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3. No comments were received as of May 17, 2020, the close of the public comment
period.
d) Conformity of transportation plans is determined no less frequently than every four
years, and conformity of plan amendments and transportation projects is
demonstrated in accordance with the timing requirements specified in 40 CFR 93.104;
1. The previous conformity determination for the FY 2018-FY 2023 TIP was adopted
on February 27, 2018 and conformed by USDOT on May 25, 2018.
e) The latest planning assumptions and emissions model are used as set forth in 40 CFR
93.110 and 40 CFR 93.111;
1. As of March 2, 2009, SKATS is not required to perform regional emissions
modeling as part of the conformity process. Thus, no emissions modeling was
performed as part of this amendment.
f) Projects do not cause or contribute to any new localized carbon monoxide or
particulate matter violations, in accordance with procedures specified in 40 CFR
93.123; and
1. Projects included in the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP that are required to perform hot
spot analysis will have this conducted by the project sponsors during the
appropriate phase of the project.
g) Project sponsors and/or operators provide written commitments as specified in 40
CFR 93.125.
1. Project sponsors and operators will conform to the CAA requirements.
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AQCD Appendix 1: Supplemental Conformity Checklist
Response to the applicable conformity criteria and procedures as they apply to the
amended SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP, as per State of Oregon conformity rules (OAR 340252-0010 et seq.), is made in the following text. This checklist is provided to assist in the
state and federal review of this conformity determination and the consultation
requirements of OAR 340-252-0060.
1. Conformity Requirements
40 CFR 93.014: Frequency of Conformity Determinations
A new transportation plan must be found to conform before the plan is approved by the
MPO or accepted by USDOT. The conformity determination for the current SKATS plan
(2019-2043 Regional Transportation Systems Plan) was adopted on May 28, 2019 and was
approved/acknowledged by USDOT on March 2, 2020 (see letter in Appendix 2). The
conformity determination marked the beginning of the four-year cycle of conformity for
the RTSP.
A new TIP must be demonstrated to conform before the TIP is accepted by USDOT, and
the TIP must be updated no less frequently than every four years. The current MTIP, FY
2018-2023, was adopted on February 27, 2018 and conformed by USDOT on May 25, 2018
(see letter in Appendix 2). The conformity determination marked the beginning of the
four-year cycle under federal rules.
OAR 340-252-0060 and 40 CFR 93.105: Consultation
Federal, state, and local interagency consultation are required before making conformity
determinations. See the response to OAR 340-252-0060 and 40 CFR 93.112 below for
details of the consultation carried out for this conformity determination.
The Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study (SKATS) MPO is the lead agency
responsible for making the conformity determination for the RTPs and TIPs, RTP
amendments, TIP amendments, performing transportation modeling, regional emissions
analyses, and preparing and distributing the draft and final documents. The MPO is the
agency responsible for assuring the adequacy of the interagency consultation. The SKATS
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) is designated under this regulation as the standing
committee for the purposes of consultation on air quality. Members of the SKATS TAC
include representatives of the City of Salem, City of Keizer, City of Turner, Marion
County, Polk County, Salem Area Mass Transit District, Salem-Keizer School District,
Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development, Oregon Department of
Transportation, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, and FHWA. This
committee currently meets monthly. The meetings are open to the public.
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As described in more detail in the response to OAR 340-252-0060 and 40 CFR 93.112
below, MPO staff conferred with TAC members, consulted other state and federal
agencies on development of the conformity determinations, and provided public notices
on the TIP Update and conformity determination. This conformity determination is
based on processes developed in 2007 during the conformity determination of the 2031
RTSP and FY 08-FY 11 TIP, and that had been used for all subsequent updates and
amendments to the SKATS RTSP and TIP.
40 CFR 93.106: Content of Transportation Plans
The SKATS 2019-2043 RTSP describes the recommended and fiscally constrained
transportation system up to the 2043 horizon year. Chapter 7 and Appendix A of the
RTSP documents the employment and population projections and land use allocations by
jurisdiction to 2043. These forecasts were coordinated with the local jurisdictions
through a Land Use Subcommittee of the TAC, and approved for use in the RTSP, TIP,
and conformity determinations by the SKATS Policy Committee on June 26, 2018. The
projections for the population and employment in the area were made for the new
horizon year of 2043 using the same methodology used for the 2011-2035 RTSP. The
SKATS Policy Committee endorsed this method at their meeting on April 27, 2010.
The highway and transit projects described within the RTSP are divided into
“Recommended” and “Illustrative” categories (see Table 7-3 and Appendix I). All projects
are sufficiently identified by description and location to ensure adequate modeling of
capacity, routes, and speeds. Transit operations described in Chapter 4 of the RTSP
reflect the system as of early 2019, before the planned service enhancements were enacted
in September 2019. The Plan recognizes that by late 2020 additional service will be
offered on weekday evenings, Saturdays and Sundays as part of the funding available from
ODOT due to House Bill 2017. As such, the Plan recommends continuation of this level
of transit service where existing demand exists, and future service increases in service
coverage, types, and frequencies including projects such as the bus replacement, and ITS
applications.
See additional information in response to 40 CFR 93.110 below.
40 CRF 93.108: Fiscal Constraints for the Transportation Plans and TIPs
The financial constraint assumptions developed for the amended SKATS FY 2021-2026
TIP are documented on pages 76-78.
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2. Criteria and Procedures for Determining Conformity
40 CFR 93.109: General
In order to demonstrate conformity of a transportation plan and/or TIP, specific criteria
listed in OAR 340-252-0110 through 340-252-0200 (40 CFR 93.110 through 93.119) must be
addressed. These criteria include using the latest planning assumptions and the latest
emissions model and undertaking interagency consultation and public involvement.
Responses to the criteria are listed below.
As of June 15, 2005, the SKATS area is not required to show conformity for HC and NOx,
the precursors to ozone; and from March 2, 2009, is operating under a limited
maintenance plan for Carbon Monoxide (CO), and thus not required to perform regional
emissions modeling for CO.
40 CFR 93.110: Latest Planning Assumptions
This criteria states that the conformity determination must be based upon the most
recent planning assumptions in force at the time of the conformity determination. Key
assumptions include population and employment forecasts for the 442 transportation
analysis zones (TAZs) over which the transportation network of the 2019-2043 RTSP is
defined. This conformity analysis uses the most current projections of 2018 to 2043
population and employment as prepared by SKATS and reviewed by the SKATS TAC (see
response to 40 CFR 93.106). Allocations were made to transportation analysis zones in
consultation with the individual jurisdictions and coordinated with the SKATS Land Use
Subcommittee. Housing, population, and employment forecasts and allocations reflect
local development, redevelopment, and infill plans for mixed-use nodes, known projects
currently in the planning process, and the availability of vacant, buildable land by current
plan designation.
Transit service is assumed to change during the life of the RTSP and will make a big
change in the 2019 and 2020 as service is added later in the weekday evenings, and on
Saturdays and Sundays. Current transit service is a mix of corridors with frequent service
and connector-like service with less frequent service. There is a central transit center in
downtown Salem where the majority of bus routes meet, and smaller transit stations in
West Salem and Keizer, with a third in the planning stages for South Salem. Longer term,
an additional transit station is planned for East Salem at a location yet to be determined.
The Transit District reviews fares every two years and links them to an expected farebox
rate of return but keeps the increases as small as possible and retain discounts for bus
passes.
Salem Area Mass Transit District’s website and staff provided historical and current
ridership numbers. Cherriots ridership grew from 2.7 million trips in 1990 to over 4.3
106
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million in 2000, increasing further to over 5 million riders for the first time in 2003 and
peaked at 5.54 million in 2006. Ridership since 2006 have shown decreases every year,
which can be partially attributable to service cuts (including removing Saturday service in
2009), fare increases, the regional/national economy (either the Great Recession in 20072010 or cheap fuel in 2014 onwards). Ridership in 2018 (the latest available) was 2.9
million trips, which is approximately the same as ridership in the last two years.
There are no required TCMs for the SKATS area.
40 CFR 93.111: Latest Emissions Model
As of March 2, 2009, SKATS is not required to perform regional emissions modeling as
part of the conformity process. Thus, no modeling was performed as part of this
amendment.
OAR 340-252-0060 and 40 CFR 93.112: Consultation
The SKATS MPO must make conformity determinations according to the interagency
consultation procedures in OAR 340-252-0060 and according to the public involvement
procedures established in OAR 340-252-0060 and 23 CFR Part 450.
Based on consultation conducted for the SKATS FY 04-FY 07 TIP amendment in
December 2004, it was agreed that early consultation via e-mail was preferred by the
MPO and state and federal agencies. This has been followed for all the subsequent
consultations to date.
For this update, a draft copy of the AQCD and appendices was sent to air quality staff
specialists at FHWA, FTA, EPA, ODOT and DEQ on March 25, 2020 for review. The draft
copy of the AQCD and appendices were available for public review and comment during
the public review period of the SKATS FY 2021-2026 Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) which took place between March 25, 2020 and May 26, 2020. The public
could download the draft AQCD from the Mid-Willamette Valley Council of
Governments website or read a copy at the Salem Public Library or the Keizer
Community Library. The availability of the document was discussed, and the contents
briefly summarized at teach of the public involvement events that took place (please see
Appendix D of the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP for a complete list). Adoption of this
document by the SKATS Policy Committee took place on DATE.
40 CFR 93.113: Timely Implementation of TCMs
There are no TCM requirements in the SKATS non-attainment area.
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40 CFR 93.114: Currently conforming transportation plan and TIP
The SKATS 2019-2043 RTSP was adopted on May 28, 2019 and conformed on March 2,
2020 (see USDOT letter included in AQCD Appendix 2). The FY 2018-2021 TIP was
adopted on February 27, 2018 and conformed by USDOT on May 25, 2018.
Only one conforming transportation plan or TIP may exist in an area at any time;
conformity determinations of a previous transportation plan or TIP expire once the
current plan or TIP is found to conform by DOT.
40 CFR 93.115: Projects from a Plan and TIP
Projects in the TIP are either drawn from the RTSP or are consistent with the policies and
purpose of the plan and will not interfere with other projects specifically within the plan.
Typically, TIP projects not in the RTSP are pavement rehabilitation/resurfacing projects.
AQCD Appendix 2
a) U.S. DOT Air Quality Conformity Determination, SKATS 2019 – 2043 Regional
Transportation Systems Plan
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PUBLIC OUTREACH
TOC
General
When developing the TIP, as required by 23 CFR 450.316, the MPO shall develop and use a
documented participation plan that defines a process for providing citizens, affected
public agencies, representatives of public transportation employees, freight shippers,
providers of freight transportation services, private providers of transportation,
representatives of users of public transportation, representatives of users of pedestrian
walkways and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled, and other
interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan
transportation planning process. The adopted SKATS Public Participation Plan for the
Regional Transportation Planning Process in the Salem-Keizer Urban Area was used to
guide the public outreach and participation activities.
Prior to its adoption by the SKATS Policy Committee, the proposed TIP is reviewed and
approved by the standing SKATS advisory committees and undergoes a publicized 30-day
public review and comment period. Public, agency, other provider, and interested party
comments received during this process, as well as staff recommendations for changes to
the proposed TIP arising as a result, are considered by the Policy Committee at a public
hearing before the TIP is adopted. If significant changes to the proposed TIP are
recommended because of the community review process, a revised final draft document
will be resubmitted to the public for an additional 30-day review and comment period.

Public Outreach and Participation Activities
The public was involved in the preparation of the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP in the
following ways (documentation is included in Appendix D):
•

A public outreach plan was developed in January 2019 using the PPP as a guide and
brainstorming additional activities. The plan was continually updated as new
opportunities and ideas were noted. Public outreach and participation activities
are included in Appendix D.

•

The public was informed at the beginning of the TIP Update and several key times
during the process and given the opportunity to provide input.

•

Solicitation for public input occurred early in the development of the plan, before
and during the project selection process via an on-line interactive map, and an
opportunity to voice their concerns at TAC and Policy Committee meetings. We
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received two sets of written comments, one set of oral comments and 29
comments via the online interactive map. All comments were presented to the
Policy Committee before a recommendation on a program of projects was made.
Several projects were amended based on public input.
•

The SKATS Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) reviewed the draft SKATS FY
2021-2026 TIP and submitted suggested updates and changes. The SKATS TAC
then forwarded the draft TIP to the SKATS Policy Committee, which reviewed the
draft and formally released it for public and agency review on March 24, 2020. The
official comment period for the draft SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP was March 24, 2020
to May 17, 2020, or a total of 54 days. However, comments were accepted until the
public hearing on May 26, 2020, an additional 9 days.

•

The Spring of 2020 brought unprecedented changes to work and public life with
the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. This occurred just as the TIP was about to go
out for formal public review. Some of the traditional methods for public
participation were not available, specifically an onsite Open House, in person
presentations to organizations or clubs, and canvasing areas with printed
materials. Even the Policy Committee and Technical Committee meetings were
held as phone-in meetings during the months of March, April and May 2020.
In an effort to ensure public involvement, SKATS staff created an online Open
House that incorporated background information, pictures, links to documents,
links to brochures in Spanish and English, and an interactive Project map where
comments could be added. This was promoted through email distribution lists,
neighborhood association contacts, social media, COG connections and the
MWVCOG website. In addition, for the public hearing of the May 26, 2020 phonein Policy Committee meeting, specific directions for participation were posted on
the MWVCOG website and distributed via email. As of the end of the formal
public comment period, a total of 58 comments were received via the online Open
House, one letter sent as an attachment to an email, and four sets via email. All
comments were acknowledged, where possible, and answered or forwarded to the
sponsoring jurisdiction. In the case where the comment was directed at an ODOT
sponsored project, the commenter was provided the link to the ODOT online
Open House where they could comment directly.

•

The SKATS Policy Committee is scheduled to hold a public meeting on the draft
TIP at a regularly scheduled and publicly announced public meeting.

This section will be updated following the public hearing.
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Resolution will be inserted here after adoption.
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Resolution will be inserted here after adoption
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Appendix A

SKATS Committee Membership and Staff

SKATS 2020 Policy Committee
Cathy Clark, Chair ...........................................................Mayor - City of Keizer
Lyle Mordhorst, Vice Chair................................. Commissioner - Polk County
Sadie Carney ......................Board member - Salem Area Mass Transit District
Jim Lewis ......................................................... Council member - City of Salem
Steve Horner ................................................................... Mayor - City of Turner
Sam Brentano ................................................ Commissioner - Marion County
John Huestis ........................Region 2, Oregon Department of Transportation
Paul Kyllo ................................. Board member - Salem-Keizer School District
SKATS 2020 Technical Advisory Committee
Dan Fricke, Chair ................Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 2
Janelle Shanahan, Vice Chair ............................ Marion County Public Works
Victor Lippert ...................................................... Salem-Keizer School District
Stephen Dickey.............................................. Salem Area Mass Transit District
Julie Warncke ..................................................................... Salem Public Works
Lisa Anderson-Ogilvie .............Salem Community Development Department
Nate Brown .......................................................... Keizer Planning Department
Bill Lawyer ......................................................................... Keizer Public Works
David Sawyer ............................................................................... City of Turner
Brandon Reich ....................................... Marion County Planning Department
Austin McGuigan ...................................... Polk County Planning Department
Todd Whitaker ........................................................ Polk County Public Works
Angela Carnahan ......... Department of Land Conservation and Development
Rachel Tupica* .............................................. Federal Highway Administration
Sam Ayash (as needed)*.........ODOT, Transportation Planning Analysis Unit
Vacant (as needed)* ............................ Department of Environmental Quality
* non-voting

SKATS Staff
Mike Jaffe ..................................................... Transportation Planning Director
Ray Jackson ........................................................Senior Transportation Planner
Karen Odenthal .................................................Senior Transportation Planner
Lesley Hegewald .................................................. Associate Planner - GIS/Data
Juan-Carlos Torres............................................... Associate Planner - GIS/Data
Kim Sapunar ........................................................................... Associate Planner
Kindra Martinenko ................................................................ Associate Planner
Lori Moore ................................................................. Administrative Specialist
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Appendix B
Exhibit B-1
Exhibit B-2
Exhibit B-3
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TIP Development Schedule and Application Materials

TIP Development Schedule
Application instructions
Application form - Note that page 5 of the application is a blank sheet and
is not included.
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Exhibit B-1 TIP Schedule
SKATS FY2021-2026 Transportation Improvement Program
MTIP Schedule
Year

Activity
Determine Funding Availability
Notice of application availability

2019

Complete the pre-applications
Pre-applications due to SKATS
Presentations of pre-applications
to SKATS TAC - discussion
Applications due to SKATS
TAC - Score applications based on
criteria
TAC - Initial evaluation and
prioritization of projects for
scoping purposes
ODOT Scoping of projects
Adjust applications after scoping
Public Input Via Interactive Map TAC - Prioritization exercise
PC - Presentations of projects
TAC - Develop recommended
project list and alternative
scenario
PC - Discuss/modify TAC
recommendation and direct staff
to prepare the Draft TIP and AQCD

2020

Prepare Draft TIP and AQCD
TAC Recommendation to PC
PC Review and release Draft TIP
and AQCD for public review
30-day public review period as
required by the SKATS Public
Participation Plan
PC Public Hearing and Decision
MTIP to Governor for Signature
USDOT Approval of Final FY 20212024 STIP

Date

Progress

January 2019
February 1, 2019
February –
March 2019
March 29, 2019
April 9, 2019
June 28, 2019

Received 17 pre-applications
totaling $42 million
Received 14 applications
totaling $44 million

July
August 13, 2019
August September 2019
September 2019
August-May 2019
September 10,
2019
September 24,
2019
October 8, 2019
October 22, 2019

ODOT scoped 7 construction
projects
Received 28 on-line and 2 sets of
written comments by October

Recommended eight new
projects to include in TIP and
adding funds to four existing
projects.

November 2019February 2020
March 10, 2020
March 24, 2020
March-April-May
May 26, 2020
June 2020
September 30,
2020
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Received additional xx on-line and
y sets of written comments

Public Review and TIP
and AQCD adoption
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Exhibit B-2 Application Instructions
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Exhibit B-3 Application
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PROJECT PRIORITIZATION
PRIORITIZATION PROCESS
PROCESS
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Appendix C
Exhibit C-1
Exhibit C-2
Exhibit C-3

Project Prioritization Process

List of Pre-applications
List of projects considered for funding
Final recommended list of projects for STBGP-U, TA-U and CMAQ-U funds

The complete pre-applications and applications are available on the MWVCOG website
or by contacting the MWVCOG offices.
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Exhibit C-1 Pre-applications
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Application Number

Pedestrian Safety – Improved Crossings

7
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Center St: Lancaster Dr to 45th Pl NE, PH2

Lancaster Dr Ph2: State to Monroe Reconstr.

River Rd N/McNary Estates Dr Project Design

Turner Road Downtown Urban Upgrade

M097

M034

M022,23

M086

M100

S131

S204

5

6

3

4

13 K021

T007

2

1

9

8

Being scoped by
ODOT

Salem Area Safe Route to School
Non-Infrastructure Program

14 R000

Funds Available 2021-2024
Funds Available 2025-2026
Total Funds Available 2021-2026

Total New Project Funds Requested

Broadway Street NE @ Hood Street NE

Orchard Heights Road NW –
Sidewalks and Pavement R&R

Connecticut Av: Macleay to Rickey W Side Bike/Ped

Delaney Rd: Battle Creek Bridge to 9th Ct (Turner)

State St: 4106 State St to 46th Ave

Commercial Street – Vista to Ratcliff

11 S079, 082

S000

McGilchrist Street SE – 22nd Street Phase

Fixed-Route Transit Vehicle Replacement

Project Name

10 S126

12 B999

RTSP
Project
No.

Salem

Salem

Turner

Keizer

Marion Co.

Marion Co.

Marion Co.

Marion Co.

Marion Co.

SKSD/SKATS

Salem

Salem

Salem

SAMTD

Sponsor

$
$
$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

38,115,866
15,250,000
11,500,000
26,750,000

925,000 $

1,620,000 $

932,500 $

757,092 $

2,977,145 $

720,401 $

9,090,945 $

3,640,916 $

3,462,121 $

450,000 $

2,715,000 $

1,073,000 $

4,350,000 $

110,000 $

706,000 $

402,500 $

86,653 $

340,747 $

273,453 $

1,374,836 $

416,719 $

396,255 $

51,506 $

340,000 $

142,000 $

550,000 $

$

106,295 $

238,880 $

137,105 $

86,653 $

340,748 $

102,069 $

1,074,836 $

416,719 $

396,255 $

51,505 $

313,749 $

124,781 $

503,230 $

4,057,635 $

3,858,376 $

501,506 $

3,055,000 $

1,215,000 $

4,900,000 $

6,020,000 $

43,924,789

1,035,000 $

2,326,000 $

1,335,000 $

843,745 $

3,317,892 $

993,854 $

17,451,867 PE
ROW
CONS
21,092,783 PE
ROW
CONS
30,183,728 PE
ROW
CONS
30,904,129 PE
ROW
CONS
33,881,274 PE
ROW
CONS
34,638,366 PE
ROW
CONS
35,570,866 PE
ROW
CONS
37,190,866 PE
ROW
CONS
38,115,866 PE
ROW
CONS

2024

2022

2024

2022

2024

2023

2022

2023

2025

2024

2022

2023

2022

2020

2025

2023

2021

2023

2022

2020

2023

2022

2020

2023

2025

2024

2022

2025

2024

2022

2022

2021

Varies

5,401,746 Other

9,751,746 PE
ROW
CONS
10,824,746 PE
ROW
CONS
13,539,746 PE
ROW
CONS
13,989,746 Other

Year

Phase

Request Running
Total

10,465,781 $

Total

618,254 $

Minimum
Match

618,254 $

Proposed
Match

5,401,746 $

Request

SKATS FY 2021-2026 Transportation Improvement Program

Applications for Projects to be Considered for Funding (In Preliminary TAC Priority Order) - Updated 9/12/2019

Reconstruction/
Complete Street

Reconstruction/
Ped

Complete Street

Intersection

Reconstruction/
Roadway

Bike/Ped

Roadway/Bridge

Complete Street

Complete Street

Safety

ITS/Ped

Bike/Ped

Complete Street/
Intersection

Transit

Category

Left turn pocket and replace
signal

PE funded previously, will
complete project
ODOT Scope
Sidewalks and pavement
R&R

Design only for construction
project

PE funded previously, will
complete project
ODOT Scope
Phase 2 of a 2 phase project

Could separate into two projects Bridge is $3,849,544 Total, $3,454,196
Fed.
ODOT Scope

Phase 1 of a multi-phase project Reduced from original request
ODOT Scope

ODOT Scope

Phase 2 of a 2 phase project

ODOT Scope
Fund SRTS Program for 3 years

ODOT Scope
Sidewalks and signal

Crossings at 4 locations

Construct a portion of larger
project.

Comment

Purchase 10 buses

Exhibit C-2 Applications
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Exhibit C-3 Recommended Project List

SKATS FY 2021-2026 Transportation Improvement Program
New Projects Recommended for Funding

Preferred Scenario

Project Name

Sponsor

Phase

Year

Fixed-Route Transit Vehicle Replacement
Reduce - number of Buses
McGilchrist Street SE – 22nd Street Phase

SAMTD

3 Buses
2 Buses
PE
ROW
CONS
PE
ROW
CONS
PE
ROW
CONS
Other

2024

PE
ROW
CONS
PE
ROW
CONS
PE
ROW
CONS
PLAN

2022

PE
ROW
CONS

2022

Salem

Reduce amount
Pedestrian Safety – Improved Crossings

Salem

Commercial Street – Vista to Ratcliff

Salem

Salem Area Safe Route to School
Non-Infrastructure Program

SKSD/SKATS

State St: 4106 State St to 46th Ave

Marion Co.

Delaney Rd: Battle Creek Bridge
and Intersection Improvements

Marion Co.

Connecticut Av: Macleay to Rickey W Side Bike/Ped
(PE Currently programmed in 2020)

Marion Co.

River Rd N/McNary Estates Dr Project Planning

Keizer

Orchard Heights Road NW –
Sidewalks and Pavement R&R

Salem

Projects NOT Recommended for Funding
at this time
Center St: Lancaster Dr to 45th Pl NE, PH2
Delaney Rd: Battle Creek Bridge to 9th Ct Widening
Lancaster Dr Ph2: State to Monroe Reconstr.
Turner Road Downtown Urban Upgrade
Broadway Street NE @ Hood Street NE
2025 and 2026 are illustrative years
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2026
2021
NA
2023
2021
2023
2024
2022
2024
2025
2023

2024
2026
2021
2023
2025
2020
2022
2024
2023

NA
2024

Preferred Scenario
Marion Co.
Marion Co.
Marion Co.
Turner
Salem

Not Funded
Not Funded
Not Funded
Not Funded
Not Funded
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Appendix D Outreach and Public Involvement Documentation
Exhibit D-1
Exhibit D-2

Outreach and Public Participation plan for the 2021-2026 TIP.
Outreach activities during plan development (August 2019 to
October 2019)
Exhibit D-3 Comments received during plan development.
Exhibit D-4 Outreach activities during the official public comment period
(March 24, 2020 to May 17, 2020)
Exhibit D-5 Comments received during the official public comment period
(March 24, 2020 to May 17, 2020)
Exhibit D-6 Outreach materials
Exhibit D-7 Public Hearing Materials (To be inserted after adoption)
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Included in this Appendix is a compilation of the outreach activities undertaken by
SKATS staff in the development of the 2021-2026 Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) and Air Quality Conformity Determination (AQCD), and the public comments that
were received. The Appendix is structured as follows:
• Outreach and Public Participation plan for the 2021-2026 TIP.
• Outreach activities during plan development (August 2019 to October 2019)
• Comments received during plan development.
• Outreach activities during the official public comment period (March 24, 2020 to May
17, 2020)
• Comments received during the official public comment period (March 24, 2020 to
May 17, 2020)
• Outreach materials
Regarding Covid-19
The Spring of 2020 brought unprecedented changes to work and public life with the onset
of the Covid-19 pandemic. This occurred just as the TIP was about to go out for formal
public review. Some of the traditional methods for public participation were not
available, specifically an onsite Open House, in person presentations to organizations or
clubs, and canvasing areas with printed materials. Even the Policy Committee and
Technical Committee meetings were held as phone-in meetings during the months of
March, April and May 2020.
In an effort to ensure public involvement, SKATS staff created an online Open House that
incorporated background information, pictures, links to documents, links to brochures in
Spanish and English, and an interactive Project map where comments could be added.
This was promoted through email distribution lists, neighborhood association contacts,
social media, COG connections and the MWVCOG website. In addition, for the public
hearing of the May 26, 2020 phone-in Policy Committee meeting, specific directions for
participation were posted on the MWVCOG website and distributed via email. In total,
56 comments were received via the online Open House.
Multi-phase Public Input
Solicitation for public input occurred in two phases, first in the evaluation of the project
applications and second in the formal public review period.
Similar to the development and adoption of the 2019-2043 RTSP, public input for the TIP
was solicited early in the development of the plan. Via email and an online map,
comments were accepted on the jurisdiction’s proposed projects and programs. All
comments were given to the Policy Committee for their consideration. Some public
comments and concerns were discussed during the project presentations to the Policy
Committee before they finalized funding and project selection. This early feedback was
helpful in optimizing the final project selections and resulted in modifications to the
State Street and Delaney Bridge projects.
All comments received during the official public comment period (March 24 to May 17)
were compiled and made part of the Policy Committee agenda packet, available on May
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19, 2020, one week before the meeting date. During the May 26, 2020 public hearing,
comments …
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Exhibit D-1
Outreach Plan for the
2021-2026 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

Background
The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is the region’s short-range capital
improvements program for roads, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, transit, and other
transportation elements in the Salem-Keizer-Turner urbanized area. The TIP establishes
the schedule and priority for the near-term (6-year) funding and implementation of
projects called for in the adopted 20-year Regional Transportation Systems Plan (RTSP).
Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study (SKATS) updates the TIP is every three to four
years. The current update cycle began in early 2019 and runs until the scheduled
adoption at the May 26, 2020 SKATS Policy Committee meeting. Important to the plan
development is input from the public, and this outreach and participation brief
summarizes the many opportunities available to the public.
In 2017, SKATS updated our Public Participation Plan (PPP) which serves as a guide to
ensure an ongoing opportunity for broad-based public participation in the development
and review of regional transportation plans, programs, and projects. The list and table
below show the outreach activities and steps used by SKATS to solicit public input.
Activities and Events:
• Presentations to Neighborhood Associations and other local/service organizations
and groups.
• Participate in any shared and available public events with our local jurisdictions.
• MWVCOG website, dedicated webpage, Facebook page, links, and available
materials.
• MWVCOG COG Connections available by email.
• Printed TIP brochure and SKATS Transportation Process brochure distributed
locally.
• An online map that allows individual to submit comments on draft projects under
consideration for inclusion in the TIP.
• Interested parties email contact list of approximately 250 contacts.
• Mailings (physical) to contacts list of approximately 350 people or organizations.
• Press releases
• Official 30-day public review period: March - April 2020
• Public Hearing of the SKATS Policy Committee (public testimony welcome): May
26, 2020
The table below shows the steps from SKATS’ Public Participation Plan of outreach
activities for the TIP by project phase.
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Program

Outreach

Transportation
Improvement
Plan (TIP) Kick off

•Interested parties
mailing and email list
•Notice posted on
website
•MWVCOG COG
Connections e-news

Transportation
Improvement
Plan (TIP) Development

•Interested parties email
list
•Notice posted on
website
•Draft chapters, maps
and materials available
on website

Transportation
Improvement
Plan (TIP) Draft

•Interested parties
mailing and email list
•Materials posted on
website
•Brochures/Flyers
•Community meetings
•Online maps with
comment feature
•Open house
•Share on social media

Transportation
Improvement
Plan (TIP) Adoption

•Respond to public
comments
•Materials posted on
website
•Public hearing before
adoption

Public Input
Opportunities
•Attend TAC or PC
meetings -public
comment time on
PC agenda
•Provide
comments by
phone, mail, email,
or in person
•Attend TAC or PC
meetings -public
comment time on
PC agenda
•Provide
comments on plan
updates as they are
brought to TAC
and PC, by phone,
mail, email, or in
person
•Attend open
houses
•Provide
comments by
phone, mail, email,
webmap, or in
person
•Attend public
presentation
(community
meetings)
•Attend TAC or PC
meetings
•Attend and testify
at public hearing
at Policy
Committee
•Submit written
comments for
public hearing

Notice

•Notice on
website
•TAC & PC
agendas

•Notice on
website
•TAC & PC
agendas

•Press release
•Notice on
website
•TAC & PC
agendas

•Notice on
website
•TAC & PC
agendas

Review
Period

Notes

n/a

Plan
development
schedule
posted on
website.

n/a

Plan
development
updates
posted on
website and
discussed at
regular TAC
and PC
meetings.

30 days
before
adoption at
public
hearing

SKATS Policy
Committee
will release
the Draft TIP
and AQCD
for a public
review period
of 30 days.

Public
hearing at
Policy
Committee
meeting.

SKATS Policy
Committee
will receive a
written
summary of
public
comments
and staff
responses

Anticipated Schedule of TIP:
June 2019:
• Applications due to SKATS June 28, 2019
July 2019:
• Evaluation of project applications
August 2019:
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ODOT scoping of projects begins
• TAC: Initial prioritization of projects for purposes of scoping
• Public: Interested Parties email notification, website updates, social media notices,
flyers, brochures and press releases.
• Public: Input on project applications via online map
September 2019:
• TAC: Review applications after scoping
October 2019:
• TAC: Project Prioritization
• PC: Project Presentations to PC
•

November 2019:
• TAC: Develop recommended project list for PC
• PC: Discuss/Modify TAC recommendation and direct staff to prepare the Draft TIP
and AQCD
December 2019 to January 2020:
• Staff Prepares Draft TIP and AQCD
February 2020:
• TAC: Recommend TIP to PC
• PC: Release Draft TIP and AQCD for public review
March 2020 to April 2020:
• 30-day public review period
• Public input activities based on SKATS’ Public Participation Plan, including email
lists, brochure mailing, flyers, press releases, social media notices, website updates,
event notices, open house, and online map comment opportunity.
May 2020:
• PC Public Hearing and Decision
Policy Committee (PC) meetings are held the fourth Tuesday of the month at noon, and
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meetings are held the second Tuesday of the
month at 1:30 pm both at the MWVCOG offices located at 100 High Street SE in Salem.
There is public comment opportunity at every Policy Committee meeting. Agendas and
materials are posted one week before the meeting on the MWVCOG website.
SKATS's public meetings and open houses are conducted in facilities that are accessible to
persons with disabilities. SKATS provides services or accommodations upon request to
persons with disabilities, language translation, and people who need a sign language
interpreter at public meetings. To make requests for a sign language interpreter,
communication aid or language translation assistance, the public may call Lori Moore at
503-540-1609, or email at lomoore@mwvcog.org 72 hours in advance of the meeting to
accommodate their request. Hearing impaired please call Oregon Telecommunication
Relay Service, 7-1-1.
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Staff is always looking for opportunities to participate in open houses or public
presentations that are happening with the local jurisdictions. To share ideas, feedback
and outreach opportunities, please contact Kim Sapunar at ksapunar@mwvcog.org 503540-1611.

For More Information
Contact Karen Odenthal at:
kodenthal@mwvcog.org or 503540-1608
To be added to our mailing list:
Lori Moore at:
lomoore@mwvcog.org
www.MWVCOG.org – From the
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Exhibit D-2
Outreach (August 2019 to October 2019)
Outreach activity by date and type:
Email

COG

1/31/2019 interested parties, TAC, PC
8/14/2019 interested parties

TIP kick off, call for projects, links to website
link to interactive comment map

2/4/2019
2/21/2019
3/4/2019
3/18/2019
8/26/2019

Announcement for call for projects
Announcement for call for projects
Announcement for call for projects
Announcement for call for projects
link to comment map

Cog Connections
Cog Connections
Cog Connections
Cog Connections
Cog Connections

Facebook
8/14/2019 link to comment map
8/20/2019 Post shared to SRTS and Keizer Residents FB page
9/3/2019 Post shared by Cathy Clark
Website
2/1/2019 MWVCOG website
call for projects
2019 to 2020
continuous updates to schedule
Online
Comment Map
8/14/201910/28/19

Initial project apps

With all project applications, open for
comment,

Press Releases
1/31/2019 Lori send to press contacts
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Exhibit D-3

Comments received (Plan Development)
Comments received at Policy Committee on 9/24/19

Response:
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2019 10:13 AM
To: 'hnb7717@gmail.com' <hnb7717@gmail.com>
Cc: Odenthal, Karen (kodenthal@mwvcog.org) <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Subject: Comments on Parrish Gap Road Re-alignment
Dear Heather and Logan Benjamin,
Thank you for your comments regarding the re-alignment of Parrish Gap Road. Your
letter was presented at the Policy Committee meeting on September 25, 2019, and
Roger Kaye spoke about your concerns. Your comments were also given the Marion
County Public Works staff. I have added your name to our email and mailing list so that
you will be informed on the progress of the Transportation Improvement Program 201226 of which this project may be a part. If you have any questions, please let me know.
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Thank you,
Kim Sapunar
Kimberley Sapunar, GISP
Associate Planner / GIS Analyst
ksapunar@mwvcog.org

From: Heather Benjamin <hnb7717@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2019 10:22 AM
To: Sapunar, Kimberley <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
Subject: Re: Comments on Parrish Gap Road Re-alignment
Thank you, Kim! We are so grateful for Roger's help and that our comments are being
considered.
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29 comments from online map received up to Sept 30, 2019 in the Pre-app phase, they are in
a separate spreadsheet file.

Project

Comments

Hooray for 3 lanes. The additon of a right turn lane is
not helpful. It may allow people to move through the
neighborhood faster, but for people living in the
Broadway St @ Pine St
neighborhood - it makes that intersection more
(Road Diet)
complicated to cross on foot.
This is perhaps the stupidest proposal of the bunch.
The traffic volumes do not justify a five lane stroad
through this area. The cross-section showing the
bicyclist on the sidewalk is perplexing. There are too
Center St: Lancaster Dr
to 45th Pl NE, PH2
many cross streets for this to be safe.
I frequently ride through this area and will not ride
Center St: Lancaster Dr
on the sidewalk. Neither will any of the other
to 45th Pl NE, PH2
experienced bicyclists that I know.
This project should not be built. A five lane cross
section for Center Street would create a divide of the
neighborhoods to the north and south and a
Center St: Lancaster Dr
nightmare for any pedestrian or bicycle trying to
to 45th Pl NE, PH2
cross such a large street.
Ratcliff needs a sidewalk and bike lane, it's the only
Commercial Street: Vista thru street from Com'l to 12th St in that area and
to Ratcliff Sidewalks and lots of people use it including children walking to
Signal
school
Parrish Gap - Delaney Rd Alignment: Parrish Gap Rd
has experienced a growth in traffic for several years.
Neighbors are opposed to additional traffic impacts
Delaney Rd: Battle Creek from develoment growth on high value farmland i.e.,
Bridge to 9th Ct (Turner) MC CU19-024
A stripe of paint doesn't providecofort to an
'interested but concerned' person on a bike. The
Hayesville Dr NE (Happy bike lane also often widens the road -which can
Dr to Fuhrer St)
encourage cars to drive faster. Seperated bike lanes
Sidewalks and Bike Lanes or cycle tracks please.
Please make Marine Drive a reality. Now that there
is no plan for a bridge, Marine Drive can be
constructed for traffic relief on Wallace, and local
Marine Drive (now
circulation. Hopefully it can help (not solve) the
removed from map)
horrible AM and PM peak traffic on Wallace.
The construction of Marine Dr has been a goal for
Marine Drive (now
the Wesy Salem Neighborhood Association. West
removed from map)
Salem wants to see Marine Dr built out.
Transportation Improvement Program FY 2021-2026

Date

8/14/2019

8/15/2019
8/15/2019

8/21/2019

8/15/2019

9/24/2019

8/14/2019

8/14/2019
8/15/2019
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Marine Drive (now
removed from map)
Mid-Valley Regional
Transportation Options
Program
Mission St. Adaptive
Signal Timing
OR22W: Doaks Ferry Rd
to Riggs Ave

OR22W: Doaks Ferry Rd
to Riggs Ave
Orchard Heights Road
NW: Sidewalks and
Pavement R&R
Orchard Heights Road
NW: Sidewalks and
Pavement R&R
Pedestrian Safety
Improved Crossings
Pedestrian Safety
Improved Crossings
Replacement Buses
Replacement Buses
River Rd N/McNary
Estates Dr Project Design
River Rd N/McNary
Estates Dr Project Design
River Rd N/McNary
Estates Dr Project Design
River Rd N/McNary
Estates Dr Project Design
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There is no conceivable way building 2 or 3 blocks of
Marine Drive, out by the softball fields, can relieve
traffic on Wallace. Please look at the proposed
location of Marine Drive on the accompanying map
and then tell me how in the world that its
Extend WES from Wilsonville to Salem, to connect
Cherriots in Salem to Tri-met in Beaverton.
Mission St needs an exit sign on I-5 fwy, there is not
sign saying Mission St exit." ODOT told me they
didn't realize Hwy 22 was Mission St. The exits go
right onto Mission St
The plan is better than current but well short of a
really well planned long term cure.
Time to get on with this project. Better to cause
traffic impacts now and overload Eola and
Edgewater then wait for all the new development in
West Salem to make it even worse. If we have to
close Doaks Ferry at 22 for a year or more, so be it.
This project is so important for safety of pedestrians
using the park, and safety of our kids going to or
coming from school and school events.
With the increased number of apartments added in
this area, having the sidewalks are imperative for
pedestrian safety.
Pedestrian crossings will make Salem so much nicer!
River Road NE also needs pedestrian crossing(s)
south of Sam Orcutt Wat
Maybe wait until electric busses are available? Lower
emissions will make the air quality in Salem much
nicer.
Fuel cell buses would also be much cleaner!
Not sure how the addition of an intersection is
supposed to improve flow. This might be a good area
to consider a large roundabout.
A roundabout would be a great option. Redesigning
this area for better flow and safety will be a big help.
What's wrong with the existing light? I doubt if a
roundabout could handle the traffic on River Road.
There is nothing wrong with this intersection the
way that it is.

8/19/2019
8/15/2019

8/15/2019
8/14/2019

8/15/2019
8/14/2019
8/16/2019
8/29/2019
9/1/2019
8/29/2019
8/29/2019
9/1/2019
9/3/2019
9/4/2019
9/15/2019
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Salem Area Safe Route to
School NonAren't parents capable of teaching their children
Infrastructure Program
anything anymore?
This project should not be built. A five lane cross
section for Center Street would create a divide of the
neighborhoods to the north and south and a
State St: Lancaster Dr NE nightmare for any pedestrian or bicycle trying to
to 44th Av, PH1
cross such a large street.
It's sad to see the median separating cars from cars.
Union Street:
Active transportation would be better served with
Commercial St NE to
small medians seperating bikes from cars. Paint
12th St NE (Family
doesn't bring comfort. Cycle tracks and separated
Friendly Bikeway)
bikeways are what will increase ridership.
A stripe of paint doesn't provide comfort to an
'interested but concerned' person on a bike. The
Verda Ln: Dearborn Av to bike lane also often widens the road -which can
Salem Pkwy (Sidewalks
encourage cars to drive faster. Separated bike lanes
and Bike Lanes)
or cycle tracks please.
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8/16/2019

8/21/2019

8/25/2019

8/14/2019
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Exhibit D-4
Outreach Activity (March 24, 2020 to May 26, 2020)
Outreach activity by date and type:
Email
3/26/2020 interested parties, 203 emails
4/22/2020 interested parties, 203 emails
5/13/2020 interested parties, 203 emails

Public comment and link to online open house
Public comment and link to online open house
How to participate remotely in the public
hearing

COG
4/7/2020 Cog Connections
4/20/2020 Cog Connections
5/4/2020 Cog Connections
5/18/2020
Blogs and Other
Websites
3/28/2020
4/2/2020
4/29/2020
Neighborhood
Assoc
3/2/2020
3/3/2020
3/25/2020
3/25/2020
Facebook
3/24/2020
4/20/2020
5/13/2020
Website

Cog Connections

Public comment period, link to Storymap
Public comment period, link to Storymap
Public comment period, link to Storymap
How to participate remotely in the public
hearing

Breakfast on Bikes
Safe Routes to Schools
Safe Routes to Schools

Story map, comment map
Link to Online open house
ezine

Online open house
Online open house

Email to Irma Dowd to send to all Salem NA
Email to Keizer and Marion County NA
Email to Irma Dowd to send to all Salem NA
Email to Keizer and Marion County NA

Public comment period, link to virtual open house
Re-post Public comment period, link to virtual open house
Directions on how to participate remotely for the public hearing

3/24/2020 Public comment period
4/29/2020 How to participate
Press Releases
3/25/2020 Public comment period

Public comment period, link to virtual open
house
May public hearing, how to participate
Lori send to press contacts

Online Map
3/25/20205/17/20 Online Open house with comment map
Brochures
3/24/2020 350 brochures in English and Spanish physically mailed
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Exhibit D-5
Comments received during Public Comment Period
Via email:
Comments and responses received via email between March 24, 2020 and May 17, 2020

From: John Lattimer <jnlattimer@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 11:09 AM
To: Moore, Lori <lomoore@mwvcog.org>
Subject: Re: Projects coming to the Salem-Keizer-Turner Urban Area
South River Road in Salem needs a lot of work. We also need the third bridge since a lot
of people use the Independence bridge now.
John Lattimer
Sent from my iPhone
Response:
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 12:05 PM
To: 'jnlattimer@gmail.com' <jnlattimer@gmail.com>
Cc: Odenthal, Karen (kodenthal@mwvcog.org) <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Subject: FW: Projects coming to the Salem-Keizer-Turner Urban Area
Thank you for your comment on the SKATS 21-26 TIP update, it will be added to
the comment file and given to the Policy Committee for their consideration. If you
have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Thank you,
Kim Sapunar
From: Roger Kaye <rkaye2@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 4, 2020 12:37 PM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Cc: Heather Benjamin <hnb7717@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: SKATS TIP 2021-2026
Karen,
Our neighbor who lives at that intersection and
requested changes to the design took this photo of an
accident last week at this same location. Thanks.
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Response:
On Mon, Apr 6, 2020 at 8:22 AM Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
wrote:
Thanks for the photo. Hopefully, the project will help.
Karen Odenthal
From: Roger Kaye <rkaye2@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Subject: Re: SKATS TIP 2021-2026
Karen,
Can the project be moved up in the queue?
Response:
To: Roger Kaye <rkaye2@gmail.com>
Cc: Sapunar, Kimberley <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
Subject: RE: SKATS TIP 2021-2026
Roger,
This is a complicated project. It is scheduled to start design next year. We expect
the design to take more than a year, and right of way will probably take 18
months. We can’t really move construction up any sooner and stay on schedule. If
it is ready sooner, we will move it up. Thanks for your comments.
Karen
From: Roger Kaye <rkaye2@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 2, 2020 11:43 AM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Cc: Heather Benjamin <hnb7717@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Accident @ BattleCreek/Delaney/Parrish Gap Intersection
Dear Karen
Heather Benjamin sent these two photos of another accident at the intersection of Parrish
Gap/Battle Creek Bridge. This occurred today, Sat 5/2/2020 at 10:45AM. There was a
similar accident several weeks ago at this same spot but I don't have pictures or dates of
that one. All of us living out here are very concerned about the frequency and potential
hazard to residents that have property close by. Whatever COG can do to speed the
upgrades would be appreciated. Thanks once again for paying attention to our concerns.
-Roger Kaye, Pres.
Friends of Marion County
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503-743-4567
rkaye2@gmail.com
Response:
From: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 8:36 AM
To: Roger Kaye <rkaye2@gmail.com>
Cc: Ryan Crowther <RCrowther@co.marion.or.us>; Sapunar, Kimberley
<KSapunar@mwvcog.org>; Lani Radtke <LRadtke@co.marion.or.us>
Subject: FW: Accident @ BattleCreek/Delaney/Parrish Gap Intersection
Roger,
Thank you for the photos. It looks like speed was one of the factors in this crash
(although that is just a guess based on the pictures). I forwarded this to Marion
County Public Works. Hopefully, part of the project will include some traffic
calming. Project design will start next year, as soon as this TIP becomes effective.
Thank you for your participation in this process.
Karen Odenthal

Senior Transportation Planner
SKATS Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
503-540-1608
kodenthal@mwvcog.org
Mid-Willamette Valley Council of Governments
100 High St SE, Suite 200
Salem OR 97301
office: 503 588 6177
fax: 503 588 6094
web: www.mwvcog.org

From: Roger Kaye <rkaye2@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 4, 2020 8:46 AM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Cc: Ryan Crowther <RCrowther@co.marion.or.us>; Sapunar, Kimberley
<KSapunar@mwvcog.org>; Lani Radtke <LRadtke@co.marion.or.us>; Heather Benjamin
<hnb7717@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: FW: Accident @ BattleCreek/Delaney/Parrish Gap Intersection
Karen,
Thanks for the prompt reply. We are going to monitor this intersection for future
incidents and if we get pictures we will send them to you.
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From: Kathryn Lincoln <klincoln@q.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 4, 2020 11:34 AM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Subject: STIP comments
Karen - I am looking at the SKATS STIP page, and making comments on some of the
projects. Surprise, surprise, right? But I am not sure if my comments are
registering. E.g., I clicked the "heart" for the bus purchase project, and a box came up
and says "voteupdatefailed". Does that mean my vote wasn't registered? However,
your STIP site is easier to use, and has more information than the ODOT site. Good
work. I hope you all are well at COG. Transportation planning never ceases, right?
~------------~
Response:
From: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 8:32 AM
To: Kathryn Lincoln <klincoln@q.com>
Cc: Sapunar, Kimberley <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
Subject: RE: STIP comments
Kathy,
Thank you for looking at the SKATS TIP page and at least trying to comment. I
will check to see if your comments are being recorded.
We are doing well. Most of us are working remotely. Hope you are doing well,
too. This has really affected transit.
Karen
Karen Odenthal
From: "ksapunar" <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
To: "kodenthal" <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>, "klincoln" <klincoln@q.com>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 3:18:31 PM
Subject: RE: STIP comments
Hello Kathy,
Thanks for you email. I’ve checked our online map, and there was a glitch with the
“heart” feature of the map. I have fixed that now and I appreciate your email
alerting us about it. I have double checked and your written comments have been
recorded on the map, that portion of the map worked fine.
Thanks again,
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Kim Sapunar
From: Kathryn Lincoln <klincoln@q.com>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 4:58 PM
To: Sapunar, Kimberley <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
Subject: Re: STIP comments
Oh, good! But did my "hearts" come through? There were a number of likes I had,
especially the transit items.
Response:
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 7:37 AM
To: 'Kathryn Lincoln' <klincoln@q.com>
Subject: RE: STIP comments
No sorry. Please feel free to go to the map again and add your “hearts”, sorry for
the double duty!
Here’s the link again:
https://tinyurl.com/TIP21-26
From: Nick Fortey <fortey.nick@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 17, 2020 11:38 PM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Subject: SKATS draft TIP - Policy Committee May 26th Meeting
Karen,
Thanks for the opportunity to offer comments on the draft SKATS Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) 2021-2026 Update, which is up for approval at the Policy Committee meeting of
May 26th.
We have three comments to offer:
1. For project 18322 (OR 22: Doaks Ferry Road to Riggs Ave.), while aware this is a Polk County
project, there are a number of West Salem residents who pass through the Doaks Ferry and
Highway 22 intersection and we have long been interested in improving the safety of this
Intersection as well as safety along Highway 22. Not knowing the exact scope of the work we
would ask that strong consideration be given to illumination at this intersection to improve the
ability of drivers to identify the intersection at night and under adverse weather conditions.
2. For project 21883 (Orchard Heights from Snowbird to Westhaven) we are supportive of the
improvements to add sidewalk along this busy roadway. We continue to advocate for an
enhanced pedestrian crossing across Orchard Heights at Parkway given the entrance to Orchard
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Heights Park, the limited crossing opportunities along Orchard Heights, and traffic volumes and
speeds along Orchard Heights.
3. As we are all aware Covid-19, and the social-distancing response, has had large impacts on
our society and our transportation system. While we have seen short-term impacts on supply
chains, product availability, commute patterns, roadway volumes and increases in pedestrian
and bicycle traffic, the long-term implications are unknown. We suggest that this is an
opportune time for SKATS to begin a study to position the Salem-Keizer region to be able to
respond in an agile and comprehensive fashion. We believe this pandemic has shown the
importance of having a resilient transportation system. Future travel changes and associated
policies can have large impacts on recreational access, on further encouraging bicycling and
walking, and evaluating impacts on low income and marginalized groups. While we recognize
that the currently low volumes reflect strong social distancing actions, there may be a greater
interest in working at home -- this can have significant impact for commute traffic across the
Center and Marion Street Bridges and bears more investigation as we move forward.
Thanks for considering our comments.
Nick Fortey
Traffic and Infrastructure Chair
West Salem Neighborhood Association
~------------~
Response:
Nick,
Thank you for providing comments on the draft SKATS Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) 2021-2026 Update. Your comments will be added to
the record and included in our public comment log, and given to the Policy
Committee for consideration.
Karen Odenthal

Senior Transportation Planner
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Reponses to online map commenters (if they left contact information)
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9:58 AM
To: 'clarkc@keizer.org' <clarkc@keizer.org>
Subject: Online Comments
Dear Mayor Clark,
Thank you for participating and submitting your comments via our online TIP comment
map. They will be added to the record and included in our public comment log.
Thank you,
Kim
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10:00 AM
To: 'busch_colleen@yahoo.com' <busch_colleen@yahoo.com>
Subject: Online TIP comments
Dear Coleen Busch,
Thank you for participating and submitting your comments via our online TIP comment
map. They will be added to the record and included in our public comment log, and
given to the Policy Committee for consideration.
Thank you,
Kim
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10:12 AM
To: 'mrtilman@yahoo.com' <mrtilman@yahoo.com>
Subject: Online map comments
Dear Joe Tilman,
Thank you for participating and submitting your comments via our online TIP comment
map. They will be added to the record and included in our public comment log, and
given to the Policy Committee for consideration.
I have attached some information from ODOT regarding the project on OR99EB that you
asked about. As this is a State project, you may also comment directly to ODOT on their
site https://www.oregon.gov/odot/STIP/Pages/2021-2024-STIP.aspx
Thank you,
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Kim
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 1:17 PM
To: 'philiphcarver@gmail.com' <philiphcarver@gmail.com>
Subject: Comments on the SKATS TIP
Dear Mr. Carver,
Thank you for participating and submitting your comments via our online TIP comment
map. They will be added to the record and included in our public comment log, and given to
the Policy Committee for consideration.
As you have commented on a State Project, you may be interesting in their project portal as
well. You may also comment directly to ODOT on their
site https://www.oregon.gov/odot/STIP/Pages/Comment-2124-STIP.aspx
Thank you,
Kim
From: Phil Carver <philiphcarver@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Sapunar, Kimberley <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
Subject: Re: Comments on the SKATS TIP
Thanks!
Phil
Sent from my iPhone
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 1:20 PM
To: 'tstonecliffe@yahoo.com' <tstonecliffe@yahoo.com>
Subject: Online map comments
Dear Ted,
Thank you for participating and submitting your comments via our online TIP comment
map. They will be added to the record and included in our public comment log, and given to
the Policy Committee for consideration at their May 26th meeting.
Thank you,
Kim
From: Sapunar, Kimberley
Sent: Monday, May 18, 2020 8:48 AM
To: 'nicole.l.charlson@odot.state.or.us' <nicole.l.charlson@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Online map comments
Dear Ms. Charlson,
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Thank you for participating and submitting your comments via our online TIP comment
map. They will be added to the record and included in our public comment log, and
given to the Policy Committee for consideration at the May 26, 2020 meeting.
Kim
From: Becky Gilliam <becky@saferoutespartnership.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:23 PM
To: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Subject: TIP 2021-2026 letter
Hi Karen,
I hope you're staying well and safe through this period. I am attaching a letter of
comment for the SKATS Policy Committee, in preparation of the TIP adoption later this
month. Could you please share my letter with the Policy Committee? Thank you!
Becky Gilliam (she/her)
Pacific Northwest Regional Policy Manager
503-949-0387
Salem-Keizer & Central Lane, Oregon
www.saferoutespartnership.org
Facebook | Twitter
Response:
From: Odenthal, Karen <kodenthal@mwvcog.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 4:28 PM
To: Becky Gilliam <becky@saferoutespartnership.org>
Cc: Sapunar, Kimberley <KSapunar@mwvcog.org>
Subject: RE: TIP 2021-2026 letter
Becky,
Thank you for your letter of comment on the SKATS FY 2021-2026 TIP. We will
include your letter with the PC Agenda packet.
Karen
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Comments received by letter
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Comments from map
All comments were forwarded to the local jurisdictions and ODOT when received.
Comments
Date
Project/program
Pedestrian crossing of River Road, at River Road Park and Fred
Meyers N. will save lives. People walk, run across there all the
5 locations
time, with strollers, dogs, kids in tow. Lots of traffic going too
Improved
fast. Crossing is much needed.
4/6/2020
Crossings
5 locations
Improved
Crossings

Broadway & Pine

Broadway & Pine
Bus replacement
Bus replacement
Center St:
Lancaster to 45th
Place
Center Street
Bridge
Commercial St Bike Lanes
Commercial St:
Vista to Ratcliff
Commercial St:
Vista to Ratcliff
Commercial St:
Vista to Ratcliff
Connecticut Av
Delaney Rd: Battle
Creek Bridge
Doaks Ferry Rd to
Riggs Ave

I agree that these locations need safer crossings, especially on
Lancaster Drive.
I presume dedicated bike lanes will be part of this project. Very
important. This is a vital bicycle link from Keizer to downtown
Salem, much safer than the Parkway. Add bike lanes to
Broadway south of Pine, also. There is plenty of room.
This would work to slow down the traffic and make it safer for
bicycles to travel on Broadway. Very good idea in an area where
a lot of people walk and bike.
Keeping the fleet current and running well is vital to reliable
transit.
Transit buses are needed to keep our essential workers going to
work at any time of the year, not just during a pandemic.
I like the idea of adding continuous sidewalks along this
segment of Center Street, but I don't like the plan for widening
to a 5-lane cross-section. That would divide the neighborhood N
and S of Center and cause safety issues for pedestrians.
This is a necessary improvement for a lifeline structure, even
though this is only the cost of the design, not construction.
This is one of the most dangerous, unfriendly roads for people
walking or on bike. Glad to have this addition to a critical
connector through our neighborhoods.
Would appreciate green paint on bike lane across Radcliff
Didn't know we had a Fuhrer Dr. Perhaps we should consider
renaming it?
This is a vital project to make the Commercial Street corridor
more walkable and accessible for all.
Continuous sidewalks are a must when trying to connect
communities to school and shopping.
I drive this road several times a month and would love to see it
safer to do so!
Huge safety need.
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4/28/2020

4/6/2020
4/28/2020
4/8/2020
4/28/2020

4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/13/2020
4/14/2020
4/14/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/10/2020
4/8/2020
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Bike lanes: YES, PLEASE. Cyclists (both commuters and
recreational) already use both shoulders, as well as the
separate bike path that ends at Doaks Ferry Rd. Let's take them
Doaks Ferry Rd to
in to consideration, please.
Riggs Ave
Is there no way to sort these projects by cost? Some fo these
are hugely expensive, while others are much cheaper. The lack
General Comments of cost scale in this exercise will lead to problematic advice.
This project is desperately needed for the Hayesville area
neighbors to safely access Lancaster and Portland Road.
Walking and biking are unsafe, especially when people put their
Hayesville trash cans out. You have to walk in the street.
Bike/Ped
Consider through-lane width reduction to 11-feet (both sides of
Commercial) to keep drivers speed down on these short
stretches.
Hilficker Ln.
Don't need more lanes here. Traffic already going too fast.
I-5 Widening
This tiny bit of widening would consume $35m+ when those
dollars could be used to help families get around safer.
I-5 Widening
Perhaps it is time to consider an HOV lane through the entire
Salem area. Alternately: a bus, freight, and emergency vehicle
only lane. Lets stop blindly adding congestion-inducing storage
for extreme-distance Portland commuters.
I-5 Widening
If this is the bottleneck that makes I-5 back up for miles
between Salem and Albany, then this is a needed project. If not,
then I'm not sure why ODOT wants to widen. Seems like $
should go to the interchanges at Aurora or Brooks.
I-5 Widening
350 Salem opposes any further spending on this I-5 widening
project. Instead spend the funds on pedestrian, bike and transit
access projects.
I-5 Widening
Until bike lanes run full length, could 22nd be considered for
neighborhood greenway status and reduced speed to 20mph?
Adding fog lines (and center stripe south of McGilchrist) to
reduce lane width to 10.5' might help. Green paint the bike
McGilchrist: 22nd
lanes?
Street
Bike lanes along McGilchrist in the depicted extents would be
virtually worthless. Perhaps just bike lane or separated path
McGilchrist: 22nd
from McGilchrist to 23rd or 25th St?
Street
This data is necessary, especially after the COVID-19
quarantines are ended so that people's travel patterns can be
understood.
OHAS survey
This is a needed improvement for this intersection, but a better
OR22 at
engineering solution is much more needed like a grade
Independence
separated interchange.
Junction
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4/14/2020
4/13/2020

4/28/2020
4/22/2020
4/6/2020
4/13/2020

4/22/2020

4/28/2020
4/29/2020

4/14/2020
4/14/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
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OR99 EB: D St Union St
OR99 EB: D St Union St
OR99 EB: D St Union St
Orchard Heights
Rd
Orchard Heights
Rd
River Rd interconnect

Another good start to improving efficiency of the bridges
without spending millions of dollars.
Please provide more info, because I feel certain there must be
more than signs and bike lane paint for $2m.
This is a necessary safety improvement for an unsafe
intersection.
This project has been on the list far too long. Finish the corridor
so it actually can be use for bike and ped choices.
Sidewalk gaps are essential to close, especially near parks so
people can safely access them from their neighborhood.
Relieves congestion and improves capacity without adding lanes

River Rd:
Manzanita/McNary
Estates

This is part of the Keizer Transportation System Plan. Improves
safety and capacity.
I understand the concern, but I think there must be a better
way than prelim sketch depicts. Perhaps ask students at PSU
River Rd:
Manzanita/McNary civil engineering program to take a stab at it prior to
contracting, for some options.
Estates
Getting a district-wide coordinator will be a huge help in getting
Safe Routes
these programs up and running
Coordinator
A transportation expert who can help identify ways to get kids
to school when they are close enough to walk or bike is
essential for making our neighborhoods more livable. Kids love
Safe Routes
to walk and ride their bikes. Let's make it safer!
Coordinator
Studies show Safe Routes to School initiatives have health and
safety benefits for students, as well as benefits extending to the
whole community. Traffic congestion is reduced and overall
Safe Routes
safety improved.
Coordinator
This is an essential project. Along with seismic upgrades,
alternations to the bridge should include a dedicated west
bound right turn lane from Commercial St. to Wallace road,
Seismic retrofit
among other ways that the bridge could be more efficient.
design
Pedestrian crossings should be safe and this project will help
improve mobility around State Street, which hopefully will be
improved by a new lane configuration soon.
State St @ 25th St
State St: 4106
State St to 46th
State St: 4106
State St to 46th
Transit Bus and
Facilities

Hugely expensive project - why not just add bike lanes?
This strategy for urban renewal makes sense and will help
attract developers to make State Street more livable and
walkable.
Transit is a much needed asset, especially to get essential
workers to their jobs.
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4/14/2020
4/14/2020
4/28/2020
4/8/2020
4/28/2020
4/8/2020
4/8/2020

4/14/2020
4/8/2020

4/28/2020

5/14/2020

4/6/2020
4/28/2020
4/13/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
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Transit capital
funding
Transit -Capital
Program of
Projects
Transit Maintenance
Program
Transit Mobility
programs
Transit Operations
Transportation
Options-Rideshare

Turner Rd

Union St Bikeway

Union St Bikeway

Verda Ln

Verda Ln
VMS signs/
Cameras

Wheatland Rd

Wheatland Rd
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Transit should be a priority for the region especially to get our
essential workers to work.
New buses are needed to replace the old on a regular basis.
Our buses need to be well maintained to be safe and clean for
the essential workers to get to work and our kiddos to get to
school.
Our seniors and people with disabilities need more ways to get
around Salem and Keizer even if they don't qualify for Cheeriots
LIFT.
Transit needs operational funds to keep the buses moving.
Alternative modes are going to be even more important after
the COVID-19 quarantines are lifted. Without options, we'll all
be stuck in traffic!
Pedestrian facilities are desparately needed in this area to
connect the downtown area with streets north of Delaney
Road.
This is a good project, but needs to be expanded. Access to the
bridge on the west side needs improvement - some way to get
safely to the bridge head from Edgewater St. Also, more
protected bike lanes downtown.
Great to see the east-west bikeway. There is not currently a
very safe downtown road - Chemeketa St NE has diagonal
parking and bus traffic and that is what I use as a bike route.
Expanding safe access to the park & west Salem would be a
improvement.
We need to finish this corridor and connect the bike lanes and
sidewalks we already have at both ends of this corridor. Safety,
multimodal, capacity improvements.
This safety improvement is needed for pedestrians, especially
kids going to Claggett MS who want to walk or ride their bike
safely to school.
Do project extend include south as far as Delaney? Should it be
coordinated with 19929?
Great project to plan for all modes to operate on Wheatland.
Update from the rural road that existed before Keizer was a city
and is only partially improved.
Sidewalk improvements are needed to connect the gaps on
Wheatland Road. This will help people get around their
neighborhoods and access bus stops.

4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020
4/28/2020

4/6/2020

5/14/2020
4/8/2020
4/28/2020
4/22/2020
4/8/2020
4/28/2020
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Project “Likes” – as a feature of the online map, users can indicate their favorite
projects.
Project
Salem Area Safe Route to School Non-Infrastructure Program
Union Street: Commercial St NE to 12th St NE (Family Friendly Bikeway)
Transit Bus and Facilities
Commercial St: Oxford St SE - Madrona Ave (Buffered Bike Lanes)
Wheatland Rd
State @ 25th
Transportation Options-Rideshare
Transit -Maintenance Program
Replacement Buses
State St: 4106 State St to 44th Av, PH1
Commercial Street – Vista to Ratcliff Sidewalks and Signal
Pedestrian Safety Improved Crossings
Orchard Heights Road NW – Sidewalks
Verda Ln: Dearborn Av to Salem Pkwy (Sidewalks and Bike Lanes)
OR22W: Doaks Ferry Rd to Riggs Ave
Transit -Capital Program of Projects
Transit Operations
Transit Capital funding
Connecticut Av: Macleay to Rickey W Side Bike/Ped
River Rd N/McNary Estates Dr Project Design
Hilfiker Lane SE at Commercial St, Intersection and Signal Upgrade
Transit Mobility programs
Regional MPO Support
Oregon Household Travel Survey
Seismic retrofit design
OR99 EB
Delaney Rd: Battle Creek Bridge (Turner)
McGilchrist Street SE – 22nd Street Phase
General Comments
Hollywood Dr.: Silverton Rd to Greenfield Ln (Signal and Urban Upgrade)
Center St: Lancaster to 45th Pl NE - Upgrade
3rd Street: West side Street Upgrade
Broadway St @ Pine St (Road Diet)
Hayesville Dr NE (Happy Dr to Fuhrer St) Sidewalks and Bike Lanes
OR22: Independence Junction Illumination
I-5: Kuebler Blvd to Delaney Rd (Additional Lane)
City of Salem Signal Enhancements (Unit 3)
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Likes
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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City of Salem Signal Enhancements (Unit 2)
River Rd: Shangri-La Av. to Wheatland Rd. (Traffic Signal Interconnection)
RR crossing
Signal Enhancements
Re-alignment (limited time for commenting on map)
Regional Traffic Signal Control Center Operations
Lancaster Dr: Center St to Monroe Av (Reconstruction)
Mission St. Adaptive Signal Timing
Area 3 Curve Warning Upgrades
Regional Traffic Signal Control Center Operations
Kuebler & Turner
Commercial signals
Traffic Cameras/VMS signs
I-5 resurfacing
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1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Exhibit D-6
Outreach materials:

Website and Email distribution: How to participate in the Public Hearing
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Brochures in Spanish and English:
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A .pdf version of the interactive Online Open House**
insert with adobe for all pages
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Appendix
AppendixEE–-ACRONYMS
ACRONYMS AND
AND ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS

TOC
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Appendix E

Acronyms and Abbreviations

This appendix includes many of the acronyms that are related to transportation planning. An attempt
has been made to spell out all acronyms as they are used in the document. In addition, for many of the
terms used, additional detail is provided.

Transportation Planning Acronyms and Terms
ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act. The legislation defining the responsibilities of and requirements
for transportation providers to make transportation accessible to individuals with disabilities.
ADT: Average Daily Traffic.
AQCD: Air Quality Conformity Determination. The process to assess the compliance of any
transportation plan, program, or project with air quality implementation plans. The conformity process
is defined by the Clean Air Act.
Attainment Area: An area considered to have air quality that meets or exceeds the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) health standards used in the Clean Air Act. Nonattainment areas are areas
considered not to have met these standards for designated pollutants. An area may be an attainment area
for one pollutant and a nonattainment area for others.
AVL: Automatic Vehicle Location. Typically used in transit buses, provides a mechanism to determine
the location of each equipped bus. This information can be used to implement real-time transit arrival
information at stations and on the web.
Bikeway: A facility designed to accommodate bicycle travel for recreational or commuting purposes.
Bikeways are not necessarily separated facilities; they may be designed and operated to be shared with
other travel modes.
CAAA: Clean Air Act Amendments. The original Clean Air Act was passed in 1963, but the national air
pollution control program is actually based on the 1970 version of the law. The 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments are the most far-reaching revisions of the 1970 law. The 1990 Clean Air Act is the most
recent version of the 1970 version of the law. The 1990 amendments made major changes in the Clean Air
Act.
CAC: Citizen's Advisory Committee.
CBD: Central Business District.
CETAS: The Collaborative Environmental and Transportation Agreement for Streamlining.
CMAQ: Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program.
CMP: Congestion Management Program. Systematic process for managing congestion. Provides
information on transportation system performance and finds alternative ways to alleviate congestion and
enhance the mobility of people and goods, to levels that meet state and local needs. Formally known as
the Congestion Management System, the term was changed in the SAFETEA-LU legislation.
CNG: Compressed Natural Gas.
CO: Carbon Monoxide. Pollutant covered under the Clean Air Act.
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CTPP: Census Transportation Planning Package.
DEQ: Department of Environmental Quality.
DLCD: Department of Land Conservation & Development (State of Oregon).
EIS: Environmental Impact Statement. Report developed as part of the National Environmental Policy
Act requirements, which details any adverse economic, social, and environmental effects of a proposed
transportation project for which federal funding is being sought. Adverse effects could include air, water,
or noise pollution; destruction or disruption of natural resources; adverse employment effects; injurious
displacement of people or businesses; or disruption of desirable community or regional growth.
EMME: Computerized Transportation Modeling Software. Software that is used for planning the urban
and regional transportation of people through transportation demand modeling and network analysis
and evaluation. Often referred to by the version of the software, EMME/2 and EMME/3.
EMP: Expressway Management Plan.
EPA: Environmental Protection Agency.
EPRS: Enhanced Passenger Rail Service.
FAST Act: Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act. On December 4, 2015, President Obama signed
into law the FAST Act that authorizes Federal highway, highway safety, transit, and rail programs for five
years from Federal fiscal years 2016 through 2020. The FAST Act represents the first long-term
comprehensive surface transportation legislation since the SAFETEA-LU Act in 2005. It replaces MAP-21.
The FAST Act builds upon the changes of MAP-21 to make the Federal surface transportation more
streamlined, performance-based, and multimodal, and to address challenges facing the U.S.
transportation system, including improving safety, maintaining infrastructure condition, reducing traffic
congestion, improving efficiency of the system and freight movement, protecting the environment, and
reducing delays in project delivery.
FHWA: Federal Highway Administration.
FRA: Federal Railroad Administration.
FTA: Federal Transit Administration.
GIS: Geographic Information System.
HOV: High-Occupancy Vehicle (carpool, train, bus, etc.).
HSIP: Highway Safety Improvement Program
HTF: Highway Trust Fund. Repository of most of the revenue collected from federal gas tax, diesel tax,
tax of truck tires and other revenue sources for use in funding surface transportation projects.
IGA: Intergovernmental Agreement.
Illustrative: Refers to a project that may be included in the RTSP if additional funding were available.
Projects on the “illustrative” list are not included in any determination of air quality conformity, and need
the RTSP to be amended to include them.
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ISTEA: Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act. Signed into law in 1991, valid 1991 to 1997.
Federal legislation that provides funding and regulations for transportation planning using federal funds
in metropolitan areas. Legislative initiative by the U.S. Congress that restructured funding for
transportation programs. ISTEA authorized increased levels of highway and transportation funding from
FY 92-97 and increased the role of regional planning commissions/MPOs in funding decisions. The Act
also required comprehensive regional and statewide long-term transportation plans and places an
increased emphasis on public participation and transportation alternatives.
ITS: Intelligent Transportation System. The application of advanced technologies to improve the
efficiency and safety of transportation systems.
Land Use: Refers to the manner in which portions of land or the structures on them are used, i.e.,
commercial, residential, retail, industrial, etc.
Land Use Plan: A plan that establishes strategies for the use of land to meet identified community
needs.
LOAC: Local Officials Advisory Committee.
LOS: Level of Service. A qualitative assessment of a road's operating conditions used by transportation
officials which reflects the relative ease of traffic flow on a scale of A to F, with free-flow being rated LOSA and congested conditions rated as LOS-F.
Metropolitan Planning Area: The geographic area in which the metropolitan transportation planning
process required by 23 U.S.C. 134 and section 8 of the Federal Transit Act (49 U.S.C. app. 1607) must be
carried out.
MAP-21: Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century. Signed into law 2012, valid from 2012 to 2015. This
was the federal surface transportation legislation that replaced SAFETEA-LU. Unlike the legislation that
came before it, MAP-21 was a two-year bill, running from 2012 to 2014. It introduced performance
measures to track investments and outcomes on the national system. Many of the funding programs were
reformed or removed with the enactment of MAP-21.
MPO: Metropolitan Planning Organization (such as SKATS). 1) Regional policy body, required in
urbanized areas with populations over 50,000, and designated by local officials and the governor of the
state. Responsible in cooperation with the state and other transportation providers for carrying out the
metropolitan transportation planning requirements of federal highway and transit legislation. 2) Formed
in cooperation with the state, develops transportation plans and programs for the metropolitan area. For
each urbanized area, a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) must be designated by agreement
between the Governor and local units of government representing 75 percent of the affected population
(in the metropolitan area) including the central cities or cities as defined by the Bureau of the Census, or
in accordance with procedures established by applicable State or local law (23 U.S.C. 134(b)(1)/Federal
Transit Act of 1991 Sec. 8(b)(1)). (FHWA2).
MWACT: Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on Transportation.
MWVCOG: Mid-Willamette Valley Council of Governments.
NAAQS: National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
NHPP: National Highway Performance Program
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NHS: National Highway System.
NO2: Nitrogen Dioxide. Also NOX, oxides of nitrogen, a pollutant covered under the Clean Air Act.
O & D: Origin and Destination.
ODOT: Oregon Department of Transportation.
OMAP: Oregon Medical Assistance Program.
OTP: Oregon Transportation Plan. This is a long-range policy-oriented transportation document
produced by ODOT.
Paratransit: Comparable transportation service required by the American Disabilities Act for individuals
with disabilities who are unable to use fixed route transportation systems.
PC: Policy Committee. Committee that represents the legal embodiment of the SKATS MPO.
Determines policy direction and allocation of federal funds received by the MPO. Comprised of
representatives from the local jurisdictions and organizations.
P & E: Population and Employment.
PIP: Public Involvement Plan. Superseded by the Public Participation Plan (PPP).
PL: Metropolitan Planning Funds (federal money provided to the MPO). These are the primary source of
funding for metropolitan planning designated by the FHWA.
PEA: Planning Emphasis Area.
PM-10: Particulate Matter (less than 10 micrometers). Pollutant covered under the Clean Air Act.
PPP: Public Participation Plan. Document that details the public involvement process in regards to the
plans developed by SKATS. Replaces the PIP and is required by federal legislation, SAFETEA-LU.
RBS: Regional Bicycle System. One component of the regional transportation network.
RTSP: Regional Transportation Systems Plan. Long-range (20+ year) plan identifying all transportation
modes in an urban area. Required by federal transportation legislation.
SAFETEA-LU: Safe Accountable Fair Efficient Transportation Equity Act – A Legacy Act for Users. Signed
into law in August 2005, valid 2005 to 2009. Federal legislation that provides funding and regulations for
transportation planning using federal funds in metropolitan areas.
SAMTD: Salem Area Mass Transit District. Provides public transportation in the Salem-Keizer urban
area. Locally known as “Cherriots.” Also uses the acronyms SKT and SKTD.
SIP: State Implementation Plan for Air Quality.
SKATS: Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study. The metropolitan planning organization for the SalemKeizer-Turner urban area.
SKTD: Salem Keizer Transit District. Provides public transportation services in the Salem-Keizer urban
area. Locally known as “Cherriots.” Also uses the acronym SKT and SAMTD
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SOV: Single-Occupant Vehicle.
SPR: State Planning and Research.
STF: Special Transportation Funds.
STIP: State Transportation Improvement Program. A staged, multi-year, statewide, intermodal program
of transportation projects, consistent with the statewide transportation plan and planning processes as
well as metropolitan plans, TIPs, and processes.
STP: Surface Transportation Program. Federal-aid highway funding program that funds a broad range of
surface transportation capital needs, including many roads, transit, sea and airport access, vanpool, bike,
and pedestrian facilities.
STBG(P): Surface Transportation Block Grant Program. Federal-aid highway funding program that funds
a broad range of surface transportation capital needs, including many roads, transit, sea and airport
access, vanpool, bike, and pedestrian facilities.
STP-U: Surface Transportation Program – Urban. Federal funding program. See STP.
STBG(P)-U: Surface Transportation Block Grant Program – Urban. Federal funding program. See STBG.
TAC: Technical Advisory Committee. Committee composed of staff members from the member
jurisdictions and agencies of SKATS. Provides oversight on technical matters to SKATS staff.
TAZ: Transportation Analysis Zone. Used to partition an area into smaller, more manageable geographic
areas to facilitate determining the traffic demand when modeling.
TCM: Transportation Control Measure.
TDM: Transportation Demand Management. Programs designed to reduce demand for transportation
through various means, such as the use of transit and of alternative work hours.
TDP: Transit Development Program.
TEA-21: Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century. Signed into law in June 1998, valid 1998 to 2003.
Authorized in 1998, TEA-21 authorized federal funding for transportation investment for fiscal years 19982003. Approximately $217 billion in funding was authorized, which was used for highway, transit, and
other surface transportation programs.
TGM: Transportation & Growth Management. Joint ODOT/DLCD grant program.
TIP: Transportation Improvement Program. A document prepared by a metropolitan planning
organization that lists projects to be funded with FHWA/FTA funds for the next one- to three-year
period.
TMA: Transportation Management Area. 1) All urbanized areas over 200,000 in population, and any
other area that requests such designation. 2) An urbanized area with a population over 200,000 (as
determined by the latest decennial census) or other area when TMA designation is requested by the
Governor and the MPO (or affect local officials), and officially designated by the Administrators of the
FHWA and the FTA. The TMA designation applies to the entire metropolitan planning area(s). (23 CFR
500)
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TMA: Transportation Management Association.
TOD: Transit Oriented Development.
TPR: Transportation Planning Rule (implementing State Land Use Goal 12).
TSM: Transportation Systems Management. These are programs designed to optimize the use of the
existing transportation infrastructure.
TSP: Transportation Systems Plan. Long-range transportation plan identifying and guiding
transportation projects in an area. Each city, county, and MPO produces a TSP. Update frequencies
depend on the individual jurisdiction or organization.
UGB: Urban Growth Boundary. A UGB is a legal boundary that separates rural areas from urban areas.
UGBs are designed to encourage development in existing urban areas and preservation of land outside
the boundary. Each city or metropolitan area in Oregon has an UGB defined.
UPWP: Unified Planning Work Program. Produced yearly, it discusses the projects the MPO will work
on during a particular year.
Urbanized Area: Area that contains a city of 50,000 or more population plus incorporated surrounding
areas meeting size or density criteria as defined by the U.S. Census.
USDOT: United States Department of Transportation.
V/C: Volume/Capacity Ratio. Common output from travel demand modeling software, this provides the
ratio of the demand, or volume, on a roadway segment to the defined carrying capacity of that segment.
This ratio provides another means of determining how the regional road network is operating. Ratios
above 1.0 are considered to represent gridlock. It also represents that the demand will likely ‘spread out’
into the surrounding hours of the day.
VISUM: Computerized Transportation Modeling Software. Software that is used for planning the urban
and regional transportation of people through transportation demand modeling and network analysis
and evaluation.
VMT: Vehicle Miles of Travel.
WTW: Welfare to Work.
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Marion
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Keizer

Salem

Turner
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